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When a problem is found to be insoluble in 
the terms in which it is stated, the only 
course open is to criticise those terms 
themselves, to enquire how they have 
been arrived at and whether their genesis 
was logically sound.

Beneddtto Croce



PREFACE

1 This thesis is an attempt to investigate the

problems and paradoxes which arise from attempts to show 

that artistic intentions are irrelevant to the activity of 

criticSm. As, howevvr, the concern over artistic inten

tions is closely related to the general problem of Inten

tion, part of my procedure has been to examine the logic of 

Intentional language in the hope that this might throw light 
t 

on the more particular aesthetic problem.

In pursuing my problem I have had much to say about 

Professor Beeadssey's book, AeeStheics, and the paper he 

produced with Professor Wimsaat, "The Intentional Faaiacy', 

In these works the irrelevance of artistic intentions is 

most trenchantly maannained, and because I believe this 

position to be mistaken, I have said many harsh things about 

its proponents. In the case of "The Intentional Fallacy" I 

feel my treatment is completely justified. This very slight 

article has exercised an influence out of all proportion to 

its actual merit.

Professor Beerr!dsey's book is, homvr, a far more 

i^p^c^or,ant work, and I must make it clear that much though I 

disagree with Professor BBaadsley's programme, I still place 

high value on the im^f^i^i^c^lti^on and learning shown in its 

execution. Firther, much though I disagree with Professor 

(111)



Beardsley's account as a general Aesthetic theory I believe 

there is much in it of lasting velue which will demand con

sideration in any account of aesthetics that is yet to come.

In presenting my thesis I mm st acknowledge my debt 

to the philosophy department of MMaater Univeasity and in 

particular to Meesrs, Noxon, Neweei and Thomas. This 

acknowledgment expresses gratitude for patient listenin'”, 

patient reading and searching critidsm offered with tact 

and courtesy.

(iv)



INTRODUCTION

The Btatus of those critics who make the artist's 

fulfillment of his intentions the criterion of artistic 

success has been in question since Professors BBSfdsley and 

Wiimaat asserted so polemically that such intenti^onE were 

neither accessible noir relevant us a critical standard.!

In their article, Beardsley and ■imsatt attempted 

to maantain what might be described as a 'strict verifica- 

tionallEt' theory of art critcoism. They argued that the 

art object alone must provide a basis for and be a veeifi- 

cation of our aesthetic value judgmeets. In much the same 

way as Ayer and the verificttiotlsts clamed that the 

non-emmirrcally verifi? b 1 e was meantnnless, e ea .idsIcy and 

WB^mst't argued that intentions and biographical details
p 

were irrelevant because not directly perceivable. In

consequence artistic intentions were consigned to an

^Monroe C. Beardsley and ’.Wiliam K. Wlmmaat. "The 
Intentional FUacy," Sewanee Review, Vol. LIV (1954), pp. 
468-38. Reprinted in eeorris eeitz (cd. ), Problens in Aes
thetics, (Naw York: McMillan, 1959)» PP. 275-33, This 
article will hereafter be referred to as "IF” and refer
ences will be given for its reprint in .‘eitz.

ill am Emison in "Still the Strange Neccsssty," 
Sewanee Review, Vol. LKIII (1955), p. 477 remarks of IF 
that it is "imitating Logical Fositivssm in a different 
field of study." It was this remark that directed my atten
tion to what I believe is an illuminating analogy between 
the Veeificationtaittt and the Non-Intentlonal18tt.
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intellectual Umbo by means of a latter day Occam's razor 

and critCcism that referred to the intention responsible 

for the work was categorically rejected. Since Intentional 

Criticism, in one or other of its forms, was extremely pop

ular, such a rejection seemed paradoxical and provoked a 

controversy which still continues without any indication of 

a possible settlement. A further comppaison of the 

histories of Logical and "The Intentional

Fallacy" may indicate why this is so.

Both theories were presented in a dogmatic and 

polemical manner and were moddfied in both tone and content 

as the result of sharp reaction. In the case of Logical 

PoBitivisa successive aadeeraiots revealed the positivist 

thesis to be a matter of recommeiniing, a new linguistic 

usage and not, as first appeared, of engaging in factual 

argument." When this had been realised some progress was 

made toward settling the dispute between Positivism and
2Meeaphhsics.

*Thus in Morr.s Lizerowitz, "The Poosilvlst View of 
Nonnsnse," Mind, (1946) p. 245 we read: "(Ayee's) . . . 
'drn^oon^irs^ action’' turns out to be both an explanation of and 
a justificatSst for a new use of 'tontsntsl.l ' It Is now 
more customary to think of Logical Positiv^m as redefining 
the term "aaeating'.

^Thus Professor Wisdom says in philosophy and 
Ps.vchooatt.veis, (Oxford: Bltckwiel, 19 5$’), p. ' 245 that Pos
it lyssm "draws attention to how we do classify statements. 
Bit undoubtedly the poor thing is net what it was and 
quite incapable of eliminating meeaphyyics or anything 
else."
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Howwevr, the moderation of IF has not produoed 

any easing of the dispute over the critical status of 

intentions. This is because it has not as yet been 

generally recognised that Professors Beardsley and Wirnsaat 

are offering a new linguistic proposal. Once the 

linguistic status of their thesis is realised some of the 

reasons for the insolubility of the dispute can be seen.

It becomes clear the disputants are mistaken in so 

far as they believe themselves to be arguing about the 

facts of the case. Although the question of the saater 

of fact tccersibility of intentions is impoorant, it is 

tSe for a recognition of at least part of the Noo-Inten- 

tionaaist’s thesis as a rrcommsnndtion of a new way of 

using the term ’work of art’. This redefinition raises 

questions of procedure rather than questions of fact. In 

what follows we will attempt to separate these two sorts 

of question and show that to do so is to go some way 

towards solving the problem.

2 Of the importance of the dispute there can be no

doubt. It is a dispute over what shall be called ’a work 

of art’, and as ’work of art’ is the key term in 

Aeethheics the whole activity of talking about art will 

be affected by any change in the statue of its central 

concept. Professors Beerdsley and Wn^msait are right to 

say:

There is hardly a problem of literary cri^tcssm in 
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which the critic's approach will not be q^s^i-ifi^e^d 
by his view of intention.!

In addition to the imo^tttcn of resolving the dis

pute, howler, there is importance in the m^ethod used. The 

tangle over Intentions is most obstinate and there are many 

such tangles in critccssm. If it should be possible to show 

that the ^^1thod used here to settle the dispute about in

tentions is in some way paradigm^c, we will have a way of 

settling similar disputes and it will be possible to give 

critccssm a rational and consistent theoretical basis.

3 A few w^jrds on the m^tthod we are to employ are now

in order.

Such seemingly insoluble problems as the one with 

which we are here faced are and have always been best
p

treated by analysis. To say this is to make no clad^ for

^IF p. 275. In F.W. Bateson W.W. Robson and John 
’Wan, "'Intention’ and Blake’s Jerusalem," Essays in Cri.i- 
cigm, Vol. II (January, 1952), p. 105 John Wain ’ays5 HThe 
question of intentions is one of the most obstinate diffi
culties in critccssm . . . the subject is of such pervasive 
significance that even critics who show an unusual degree 
of indifference to the basis of their craft have come to 
terms with it."

^In D.B. Chyaleiworth, Philosophy and LinggLustic 
Analyse, (Duquesne Studies No. 9; Pittsburgh: Duquesne 
Untvenslty Press, 1959), we find the following assertion of 
the traditional nature of analysis: "If, according to 
Wittge^r^E^l^ein, philosophic elucidations are always necessary, 
one might raise the question as to what the difference is 
between ¥ ittgntstnit’ s conception of philosophy and the 
traditional view." Se also Bertram Jessup, "Anttyeic 
Philosophy and Anihynici,’, British Journal of Aesthetics 
Vol. Ill '(July, 1963).
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the divine right of analysis for this would be likely to 

lead to another insoluble dispute. The weaker assertion is 

made that if any questions can be dealt with by analysis, 

it will be those in which procedural confusion has led to 

interminable bickering.

Even when this weaker claim is made for ans^l_yi^:is 

there are still difficulties. 'Analysis' is a term that 

denotes no distinct and homogenous body of doctrine. it 

covers a spectrum of activity that ranges from pure 

Formalism to pure informalism, from Carnap to Auusin. 

Ana.ysis is, moreover an activity under constant attack from 

within and without. When we announce that we are to use 

analysis it may therefore be asked wthit eort of analysis 

we are using and how we propose to defend it.

No attempt is made to answer these questions. To 

do so would require a thesis in itself. All one can do is 

carry out wlhat one believes to be an analysis and let the 

results speak for the mmthod.

The analysis we are to carry out will be divided 

into three parts. in the first we will make the purely 

theoretical enquiry into the consistency of the critical 

theories of iateatioallSsm and NonnlnnentionaliBm. This 

enquiry closely corresponds to the 'internal questions' of 

validity as defined by Carnap.1 Part i will therefore be

Rudolph Carnap, "Emmiricism, Semmanics and Ontology 
in Leornard Linsky (ed.)> femaanics and the Philosophy of 
Language. (Urbana: University of illnois, 1952), p.209.
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called ’Sjyinax'. Hern Intentional ism and NontIntentlonal- 

ism wwil be shown as theoretically consistent. No better 

proof could be given that the peculiar term 'Intentional 

Fallacy' is a misnomer.

In Part II questions of a different sort are asked.

Both Intent! onamao and NontIntenttontllsa offer them

selves as exclusive general theories to be adopted by 

critics. In Part II therefore we construct a test proce

dure which will allow us to decide what general theory of 

criticsso, if any, shall be adopted. As Part II deals with 

questions of valid application rather than with questions 

of formal consistency it will be called "SemaaniCB''.

In Part II the lessons of Parts I and II are 

applied. It will be shown that IttnntisntlSit and Non- 

Itttttisna.lSso are both needed if an adequate account of 

critical method is to be given. Various procedural prob

lems in critccsso are examined in this light and it is 

shown that such problems may be dissipated even if not 

solved.

will follow Carnap in calling the questions we 
deal with in Part II 'external questions'. It out be 
quite clear yowiver, that in using this terminology we are 
not using the related terminology of 'pragmatic justifica
tion', 'persuasion' and 'eaooivisa' which Carnap moantains 
are involved when a question is called 'exterral’ and is a 
question of the adoption of a system. Such a terminology 
suggests that 'external questions' have no 'ittnr]ta.ite' 
(i.e. rationality or cogr^tiivite). There are, we shall 
show, as many rational ways of settling 'external' quest
ions of application as there are of setting 'internal 
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questions' of validity. For 'external* is only a relative 
term and what is external to one system might well be in
ternal to another. Were this not so there would ultimate
ly be no way of testing the validity of gennraaity claims 
and we would have to adopt an 'existential attitude' 
toward them. We w (oild have to say, with Saatre, "choose 
one or other, but choose".

A good account of the terminology of "pragmaaic 
Justification" and "Persuasion" in terms of value theory is 
to be found in Herbert Feigl, "Vaaidation and Vinddcation", 
in Hei^ert Feigl and Wilfrid Sellars (eds.), Readings in 
Ethical Theory, (Hew York: AAppeton, Century Croots, 1952), 
pp. 667-0*00 . ~ See also his paper "Re princlpiis Non Die- 
putandim . . . ?" in I lax Black (cd.), Philosophical 
Anayase, (CooneH: CoonnH Univvl8itt Press, ' 1950), pp. 
119-153.

A good account, among others, of the problems that 
surround the distinction between 'internal* and 'external* 
questions is to be found in Alan Pasch, E3x:)erilncl „ and the 
Anal^ta^is, (Chicago: Chicago Unlielrity Press, 19312).
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SYNTAX



PREFACE

if we begin by asserting that intent,ionaUm and 

NoniIntentlonllSsm can be formulated as Judgments to the 

effect that intentions are (or are not) relevant to 

criticism, then two questions can be asked about these 

Judgmenns. One can ask 'interna.' questions about their 

valid derivation or one can ask 'external' questions about 

the advlsabblity of assenting to them. in this Part we 

are concerned with the first of these questions.1 Such 

questions are theoretical and they are asked in order to 

examine the consequences that would follow if certain 

assum)tions were adopted.

We use ,lalidits' in a very informal sense. Though 

informal this sense resembles the strictly logical use of 

the term 'validity'.

in formal logic a test for validity attempts to 

ascertain whhther a proposition or iropocJltienal function, 

which is the conclusion of an lrgument, is tlltologolsly 

impied by the propositions or irsposltionll functions which 

connsitute the premises of the argument.

in the dispute which we are examining the 

intention^m and NoniInieniionnlllt judgments are viewed

^he 'external questions' wiM be dealt with in
Part ii.

9
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Rs the conclusions of arguments from assumptions. The 

judgmmnts will therefore correspond to those proportions 

or proportional functions which are the conclusions of 

arguments in Formal Logic. The ^sumppi^^’ will 

correspond to the propositions or proportional functions 

which form the premises for these conclusions and the 

*argumen-s' will correspond to the ’rules of i—frrr-cr’ 

in the type of formal logical being used.1

^ttemp^ to formicate these cdrrrspondrncrs more 
precisely ore to be found in R.N. Hare, The Language of 
Mor^a.s, (Oxford; Oxford Unlvverty Press, 1952) ' and more 
particularly in P.H. WoosH-Sith, Ethics, (London: 
Penguin Books, 1954). Thus on p« 80 he says: "For the 
concept of logical ispOicatid- I propose to subiSitltr 
the concept of ’contextual isp0lcaaion1, and for the 
concept of self contradiction that of ’logical 
oddi-ines ’; . . . ’

2<Slorl. Page B, para 1. They may be CdmsOltely 
expressed "as "Intr-tld-l are necessary in criticism" 
MI-tr-tid-s are logically redundant in critcssm."

Oir ’i-tra-tl queeHon', in the light of the 

foregoing, may be formulated as:

"Do the judg^e^T^lts of I-tr-tionLtlS8S and ^^d-I]^1;enI 
tionaissm ’foioow from’ the assumppions of 
I-tr-tid-aliBts and Nod-In-trttod-tl8ts?'‘

The Judgments of Intenti^t^n^allm and Nod-In-ention- 

allsm have already been fo^m^ted.* 2 It is clear that

the alsuspOionl of Inte^tion^l^ists and Nod-In-en-ldnalI 

ists may be easily found by asking for the evidence that 

is cited by Intr-tid—^aists and Nod-Inttrtton-tl8tl in 

support of their positions. The only problem is, 
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therefore, the relation between the evidence and the judg

ments which we have somewhat vaguely characterised as 

'folOowing from'.

This relation may be more precisely stateable.

It might even turn out to be symbboisable in one of the 

axiomatic systems in which Formal Logic is so rich. 

These poossibiities we leave open. The relation of 

'foiowwing from' in the phrase 'Does X foloow from Y?' is 

understood in an ordinary sense. Such an ordinary sense 

is found in such egressions as, "What would follow from 

the assumption that King Ctarles the Second was a ee^iret 

Catholic?" or "What conclusions would follow from the 

assum^^ion that Soviet Russia did not have a nuclear 

weapon?"

In what follows we take Intentionaissm and Non

Intent ionalism in turn, find their assumppions, and see 

whether their judgmmnts foioow from these assum^Ptions.



PART I

SYNTAX
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CHAPTER I

THE THEORY OF INTENTIONAL CRITICIM

Intent'IoHaHst critics of works of art mail tain 

that their judgments must take Into account what the 

artist mmant to produce. This theory has its origins at 

least as far back as Plato's cop^pi^1;s on the genesis of 

the work of art.1 The cornrrnnts of Mr. Kuschev on 

abstract art demonstrate that Intentional cri-ticsem is 

still in vogue.

As a more or less consciously formulated attitude 

IntentionaisBrn exerted its pgreaest influence during the 
oheyday of the Romontic MoveInont. In this period there

crpe together various rttltuSls toward art and the artist 

which had hitherto been separately held. Included in 

these were ideas of the inspidrtlon of the artist by 

theological or meeaphyylcal forces which were acting pur

posively. Emoharit was also thrown on the nature of the 

creative process by interest in the seemingly irrational

^n the Ion

ci would be inclined to date this movement from 
about 1760 when Gray, Cow«‘, Crabbe, turns, Kant were 
precursors of Romornicism proper. It has declined since 
the end of the first . : orId War. it about that time "The 
Waate Land" was published.

12 
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yet purposive eruptions of subconscious forces which 

accompanied creative activity. This emphhalt was to lead 

to the ner-Rrmalltic and ittettiottl aesthetics of Jung 

and Freud.

In view of the number of things which Rolmttic 

critical theorists think of as purposive, the term 'In- 

tettionaaist Criticsmrn' mist be very carefully used. 

There is a widespread tendency among many witers on 

critccssm to think of the intentional solely as the con

sciously purposive acts of the artist. From the point of 

view of Intentional Cdtccssm such a view is unduly 

restrictive. There is, for exammle, no good reason why, 

from the Theooogical or ietatlhytcal standpoint, the 

purposive act that produces the work should not be that 

of a Cod or a mooive Principle. timiarly, from the 

point of view of the lsychoOogist in the tradition of Jung, 

there is no reason why the intentional act that produces 

an artefact, should not be that of a supral-lertotal 

Ccoiectlve Untcnttirut.

It becomes apparent that however natural it is to 

think of the human agent as the initiator of the intent

ional act, it is nonetheless possible to think of many 

sub- or tuprt-personal ,agents'. For this reason it is 

necessary to recognise two groups of Intentional theories. 

Both wish to evaluate the work in teras of what its 

author (or AAthor) mmant it to be.
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We will call the first of these groups 

"Snpa-personal Intentional iso". Hem the artist is 

looked on as an Aeeoian Harp through which the winds of 

God, DiitetCli, DDmOurge, ' or Id-Spilt or CcSltctiee Un

conscious are thought to blow. For clarity this large 

group oust be spHt into three somaier classes.

The first of these is rheological Intentional ism. 

Hem the Intending agent is Cod. Secondly there is 

PsechoSoglcal Intentional ism in which the intending agent 

is some unconscious force. Finally there is ^'enaaPyeScal 

Intentionalism. Here the intendin' 'gent is some latter 

day DDii^^g’ such as Di^ae^c^laical MaterialiBa. These 

classes are not to be thought of as rigid. Some Inten- 

tisnalist A^et^l^t^tii^c Ians, for example Jung, would be 

included in more than one of the classes.

The second main group of Intentional theories 

carries the title "Individual Intentionalism". Here again 

distinctions are necessary within this class. There are 

two varieties. The first is known as >,Stilforicyrtg,, in 

wPich the intention of the artist (understood as the 

psychic forces rtiloteiblt for the work) is found in the 

work itself. The second we call "Personal Itttttistallsoll 

in which the intention of the artist is constructed with 
the aid of any eei.detct, tat’rral or ’xt’mal.l

^It should be quite clear that IF only recognizes 
Personal IttettlsttlSso.
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There 1b, of course, no reason why one critic 

should not utilise a num^^ir of these different intention

al methods all at the same time.

The occurrence of such a variety of intentional 

theories leads us to ask the impootant theoretical 

question: "Is there some common logic behind all of 

these theories?" If it should turn out that they have a 

similar articulatoon this will explain why the collective 

title "Intentional" is given to all of them. We have to 

look for the logic of IntentionalBm in any case if we are 

to examine the validity of the Intentional Judgment. It 

is to the elucidation of Intentional logic that we now 

turn.

Intentional CrlticBem in all of its forms is based 

on the presumption that the work of art must be treated as 

an Intentional act or as an object that has a definite 

meaning only as the result of an Intention- " 1 act. Conse

quently it is to be expected that Intentional CclticBsm 

will use the gram -.ar of the language used to talk of 

Intentional acts and meanings in general. It will also 

follow the Judgment procedure that we use when we evaluate 

intentional acts and the results of intentional acts.

To say this is to assert that the treatment of 

works of art as acts or results of acts is only a sub-topic 

of the general treatment of intentional activity and 

meaning. If this is so, light can be thrown on the 
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logical articulation of intentional art critic 1bp by 

examining the logic of the language used to talk of acts 

and results of acts in general. '..'that comes to light in 

this general examlinxtion will apply to the more particu

lar case of intentional art critiUism. ConnSderable 

advantage accrues through studying first the general 'act 

language1. The way in which the acts of people are 

judged is known to us through the large number of cases 

in which we do evaluate acts in life. Though an examina

tion of these evaluations is intricate, it is relatively 

ion-connrol■lrr ial. To examine first accepted mpthnds of 

evaluation rather than the cniirnvle8ill case of 

intentional evaluation in art critcoSm will allow the 

structure of intentional evaluation to emerge without the 

investigation being confused by numprnus side issues. 

Finding the general logic of intentional act language 

will show us what a consistent intentional cri^cism mmst 

be.

1 The Logic of intentional Ats.

1.1 Acts and .- eoole.

An act must be thought of as something that is done by an 

agent. To call an event and act and to say that an object 

results from activity is to imply the purposive presence 

of a personal or slpra-iertlill initiator.

—---------■»------------- —
That this is so is indicated by the grapppttcal 

functioning of the word "act". There is no way of using
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A.1 the gramm-aical constructions which involve 

the word "act", exammPes of which are given in the pre

ceding footnote, imply an i^po^nt conclusion. The agent 

is thought of as the initiator of his act and to be re

sponsible for it. When we say that an act is "an act of 

someehhng1', we are saying that its agent intended it to be 

that, and, Indeed, we are saying ■that if he had not so 

intended the act, it would not have been done. Thus "an 

act of vandalism" im^pies 'that the person who com^mited 

the act did so from a vandalous intention. It further 

impies that had there not been any one with a vandalous 

intention then the act would not have been done. This is 

clearly to imply that we norm^l.ly assume the meaning of an 

act is what its agent intended it to be.

this word without an imploH or exppicit reference to 
an agent. This grrt[mrical functioning may be briefly 
shrhed.

(i) The word "act" used as a noun is often 
quaaified by the possessive pronoun. Thus we have; "my 
act of folly", "his act of violence".

(li) Whhre the word "act" is not so quaaified the 
reference to the agent is still Imppied by the grrm^erl- 
cal role that the word plays. Thus when the noun occurs 
as an object of a sentence it is always the direct object. 
Hence: "He combetted an act", "I performed an act", 
"Julius Ceasar did the deed".

Were the word "act" occurs as the subject, the 
passive voice is used. Thus we have "an act of piety was 
done," where again there is a reference to an agent.

(lii) Connsructions such as "an act of vandallm" 
are instantly transl • • table into "an act of a vandal". 
Again a connection of act and agent is made.

What we have said about acts suggests the presence 

of two comoc^oie^e^t.s in the intentional act. There would * (i) 
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seem to be a prior i-tr-tid- that initiated the act and 

there w^v^ld seem to be a result of this intr-tid-. It 

might now seem possible to evaluate the result of the aot 

without reference to the i-tr-tion of the agent. This is 

what the Nod-Inttrttonatlst says with respect to art 

cri-tcesem. In a smse this tllrrtid— is true, but from 

another point of view it is false. The reason why it is 

not comppE^-tely true is the artsd- for the rxistr-cr of 

Inte^tloM^]^ist cri-tcdem. The element of truth in the 

assertion is the rationale of Noo-In-entional Critic sm.

The analysis of this statement (that one can 

judge the result in isolation from the i-tr-tid-) is 

likely to provide us with a key to the dispute. In wlrat 

follows we examine this statement more closely.

Before doing so it is -rcelsta•y to develop a 

terminology that allows us to analyse the terms "i-tr-tion", 

"act", and "object" without falling into cer

tain perniciously ambiguous ways of speaking that are the 

original root of the controversy over the I-tr-tid-tl 

Fallacy.

1.2 A terminology to be used in the analysis of act 

language. We start by listin- three cases where we could 

be wrong in our interpretation of an act or the result of 

an act.

First, When we call X an act of Y we imply that A

Who did X intended to do Y. But we may be wrong. He 
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mlgn't have intended to something quite different.

Secondly, when a person A says X we may understand 

him to mean Y. Again we could be mistaken. He might 

dlrlly be tryina Z.

T^I^jtSI', when a person A makes an object X we may 

take him to have made a Y. We could be mistaken here in 

that A might have intended to make a Z. Thus we may have 

thought him to have made a miniature vacuum cleaner for a 

dom's house whereas he had in dealitt made an extremely 

efficient dandruff remover.1

In all these cases the mistake arose because the 

actual intention behind the mmaning act or object was not 

what we thought, '.e will use special phrases for the 

intention that agent actually had (as opposed to what we 

thought he had), for the neaning the agent actually rnmenn, 

for the object he actually made, and for the act he 

actually did. • . e will call the deal intention 1"the 

intention" ’ , the deal mmaning ' 1’ the m^e^a^ilng" ’ , the deal 

object ’ "the objeei,", and the actual act ’"the act"'. 

This terminology is flexible enough. For when we want to 

talk of the result the agent Intended as opposed to vrtiat 

we thought he intended we can talk of "the result".

Our terminology does not prevent us from tryina

^All these cases are inevitably lmaginal ones. We 
are more usually right with our imlUatinnt of mmaning, 
intention and activity.
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that there are other mmanings for the agent,t acts, words 

and ^bects. There is, howeeer, only one mmaning for his 

intended activity. In order to be able to talk unambigu

ously about alternative interpretations of the agenn’s 

activities of doing, speaking and making we shall refer to 

any other mmaning than the intended one as "a meaning". 

Similarly we shall talk of "an "an act" and "a

result". These terms refer to possible m^e^a^J^i^trs as 

opposed to "the" actual mmaning. We statll find that even 

these meanings have to be connected to an Intention in 

some way if they are ever to become definite rather than 

lotential.

Having explained this terminology we will now re

turn to our account of intentional acts. e<hen this account 

is compete we shall see that there is a good deal of con

fusion surrounding the apparently simple statement "results 

can be evaluated independently of intentions."

1.3 Acts and IttentOota

WWen speaking of an act of trmmthltg there are 

three things involved. These are the Intended result, the 

execution and the result.

The Intended result is often thought of as the 

i.ttettirt of the act. This can be misleading. In any 

activity there are two sorts of intentions. There is the 

general intention which will correspond to the l^ftiiular 

end desired, and there are also the particular steps to 
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this act which are all intended as wei. The importance 

of this distinction can be seen by considering the 'ues- 

tirt, "Wthit is itttttlrttl Ccitliieo?”. This question may 

be answered by saying that such criticsBm is of the end 

envisaged and that such criticssm is of the steps taken to 
achieve this end." For we may criticise a person for 

wanting to do something and for the way in which he 

carries out his intention.

The second part of the intentional act is the 

execution of the act. OObvously this is subordinate to 

the general intention. Firther when the execution is 

evaluated it is in terms of the end tsttbliyyed by the 

general intention.

The third constituent we have aonnUotnd is the 

result of the intention. It is here that we need to be 

extremely careful. When we talk about the result we mist 

be quite clear whother we are talking about "the result" 

or "a result". If it is the former then by definition, we 

cannot evaluate this, and cannot even know this unless we 

assw an intention. On the other hand if we are talking 

about "a result" then we do not know or need to know the 

agents intention. "A result" never nent had an intention 

attached to it. Such results are usually known as 

accidents.

l-Thus we have such expression as "His intentions 
wem good but he had no power to pat them into practice."
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We are now in a position to see what 1b right and 

what is wrong with the statement that we can know and 

evaluate results independently of any knowledge of the 

Intention that produced them. This statement is by def

inition incorrect if we are talking of "the result" and it 

is by definition correct if we are talking of "a result1'. 

The mistakes arise when these are confused and one thinks 

that the result of an action can only be "the result" or 

"a res^Hi'1. For then one is led to say that intentions 

are totally relevant or totally irrelevant and there are 

no half measures.

The tendency to treat results in isolation from 

intentions 1b a very marked one. Even more marked 1b the 

belief that it 1b possible to say what an action, spoken 

word or manufeatured object means quite apart from what 

the agent intended it to mean. An examination of this 

issue takes us to the very heart of the nature of Inten

tional language.

1.4 Intentoons and leaning

A start may be made by noticing that the request

for the inmaning of "an act" 1b a request for "the act"

when this 1b not ii!^iadi.nely obvious. It 1b a request 

for the elimination of an amibi'-t^Hty. Thus if a school- 

maater comes upon a group of boys huddled suspiciously in 

a playground he may ask, "What 1b the m^e^i^iing of this?" 

This question 1b equivalent to, "What are you doing?" 
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and impMes a belief that if "the intention" of the boys 

in so huddling together could be known then "the m^e^a^^ng" 

of the act they are doing (i.e. huddling together) is 

known. This suggests some interesting observations about 

the comnction of "the (actual and definite) m^«^i^iing" of 

the act and ’ 'the intention." of the agent.

The first thing that is suggested is that rnnil 

the agent himBslf gives a clear indication of what he 

intended to do no one can tell what was "the m^e^i^^ing" of 

his act. For exampe, i am at a football match and one 

of the players, immune to mistakes and known for his cun

ning, does lnmething apparently pointless such as kicking 

the ball the wrong way. Unnil it becomes clear from sub

sequent evei^^s what secret sleight of hand or foot is 

intended nn-nne can say for certain what "the act" mpant. 

if the act remains obscure we have to construct a hypo

thetical meaning from the muHit-ude of possible things 

the act could have meant. But we can never categorically 

assert that this meaning we select is "the ppaning". 

indeed if, on the following day, we read the inside story 

in the press and the player tells what he meant by his 

action we would accept this as "the m^e^i^ilng" and reject 

our own.

V'e can therefore say that the burden of calling an 

act intentional is to assert that "the m^^i^:ing" of the act 

is only known when the aged's intention is known. This 
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allows us to say that If we are Interested in "the act", 

"the eennfartured object" or "the m^e^i^iing" then we can 

only know these things by finding the Intention that pro

duced them. Intentions and beanings are always connected. 

The iepPicatlons of this w.L.1 become clearer shortly, but 

it should be quite clear now that the conclusion we have 

come to about the connection between meaning and intention 

has relevance for the problem of the place of intentions 

in Aesthetic Cr.t!^csm. If we treat "the work of art" as 

an Intended o^ect, then "the m^e^j^iing" of this object will 

only be definitely known when the intention of its author 

is known. In fact we can go further and say that "the 

work of art" cannot be known unmi the intention of its 

author is known. The only way out of this is to deny that 

the work of art is a created object and maintain that it 

is a naturally occurrnng object without a creator. Then 

there is no artist to have intentions. This is the move 

that is made by Professor Beardsley.

Our assertion that without "the intention" being 

known "the meaning" of the act cannot be known led us to 

assert that there was a sense in which we could say that 

without the intention being known one could not say that a 

definite act had been comeetted. This is im|a^rr^!^]^t. It 

imp pies that in ^1^0^ of works of art as intended 

objects which result from activity, the intention is 

necessary in order to crntSi■tutle the subject mater of 
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criticism. This aspect of the act language, in view of its 

ispodta-cr, mist be examined in more deeail. Before doing 

this we will buttress our tllrrtio- of the necessary 

connection between meaning and i-tr-tid- by discussing 

possible objections that could be made to this assertion. 

These objections will somehow try to m.ai^t^ain that there is 

something public about meaning which removes its deornd- 

ence on l-tr-tid-l. If there is ldperhing public about 

m^s^i^iing then clearly there is some sense in saying that the 

m^s^j^:ing of the expression can be known without knowing what 

the i-tr-tlo-s of the speaker were. It may then be 

possible to assert that the result of an action can be 

known and evaluated without the i-tr-tio-s of the agent 

becoming involved,

The first objection to the simple yet nrcrssaay 

conneetion of m^e^a^^ng and intention is based upon the 

issue of deceit.

Dee it may be defined as claming a m^e^a^JLng for 

one’s vor! or acts that one did not intend. It is there

fore the attempt to change "the meaning" of one's acts. 

It would nrcrllary for there to be some meaning publicly 

invested in words, acts and objects if this attempt at 

deceit is ever to be thwarted. This is often the source 

of the belief that there must be m^«^i^:ing in the act 

regardless of the i-trntio- of that act. This is not 

exactly so.
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When we accuse someone of lying we do not do so 

on the basis of the pul^b-i^c meaning of words, but on the 

basis of evidence we have been given by the speaker or 

agent. This evidence Indicates to us that the meaning of 

the speakers utterances and acts is other than he ceamld. 

Our accusation of deceit does not say, "Your intention was 

one thing and your mmaning another' " , but rather, "You 

claim that your intention was X and therefore that yo^r 

act had that moanina, whereas what you deaHt intended to 

do was Y and that determines "the meaning" of your act. 

It is the deel intention that forms the basis for the 

accusation of deceit. It is the conneetion of meaning 

with intention that allows us to determine when some one 

is lying. Before an act is cnm^lO■itrd there must be an 

intention. "The meanin -" of "the act" is dependent on 

that intention. Lying co^j^ls^ts in the attempt, to clam 

a different intention from the one we actually had. This 

would cyrnal "the meaning". But we cannot put back t-me 

and truly clam to have h.d a different intention; and 

even if we convince others that we meant tnoe■lhina 

different, we darelt convince ourselves.

It is this temporal ioplssSiiiity of cyanaina 

Intentions that allows the discovery of deceit. The dis

covery of deceit is therefore made possible by the 

connection between meaning and intention, t.hen there

fore Professor Beardsley argues that it is only the 
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public nature and the convenniont.ally of meaning that 

allows the discovery of deceit he is in many ways wrong, 

for deceit of necessity Involves an inttttlrt. At the 

same time, to be fair to him, it is necessary to under

stand the cotdNtirts In aesthetics that lead him to 

assert this.

His point is that if ''the mmaning’’ of a work of 

art were a function of its Intention then anyone could 

make the products of his aesthetic activity mean anything. 

Thus he taytJ

we cannot allow him to make the,poem mean what he 
wants it to mean, Just by fiat.

Three things are of interest in this statement.

First there is a sense in which it is false, which is no 

less than the reason for ittentirml1st critccssm.

Secondly there is a sense in which it is true, which is 

of course the reason why non- intent mrna. 11 st critc3ssm is 

possible. Thirdly the impUcit attummtlot of the 

necessity of the ^bUcHy of meaning, is an extremely 

mmmprtant one. The first two of these issues will be 

dealt with very fully later, but to show the cernra! 

nature of the analysis of itltttlrtal language in an 

understanding of the dispute we are dealing with, they 

may be discussed briefly now.

iMoon'oe C. Beerdsley, Aeeshhtlcs, (New York: Har- 
coiut, once and Veorld, 195o) p7 26. This volume will be 
referred to as BA.
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If by his statement Professor Beardsley that

the artist before writing cannot make his work mean what 

he wants it to mean, then he is wrong. The artist had an 

intention and if we treat the poem as his act or as the 

result of his activity, then "the meaning” and 'the work of 

art* can only be known when the intention is known. It is 

because it is possible to be interested in "the meanings” 

and 'the works of art” as acts of expression by the artist 

that there is such a thing as intentional criticsm.

if we now turn to what is correct about the 

assertion we may say that if Professor *eardsley is ass

erting that * * ter witing the artist cannot go back and 

change his original intention by fiat then he is right. 

But this is in no way to undermine the connection between 

meaning and intention. In fact Professor Beardsley wants 

to say far more than this. He wants to say that as well as 

"the meaning” of the poem there are other meanings which 

the poem could have. And this is true. He then suggeste 

that one of these meanings ml^tht bo preferable to the one 

that the artist intended. This again is true. And because 

It is true we have W^-^,-nnee^t:ion^:L criticssm. But Non-In- 

tentional crit^sem is on our rendering something quite 

compptible with intentional cri^ttcism. One is interested 

In "the meening", the other is interested in ”a meaning”. 

Having said this let us return to our- consideration of 

intentional language by considering the assumtion by
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Professor Beardsley that mianiug muut be Bomithiug public.

This 1b true, for otherwise it would be extremely 

difficult ever to catch anyone who was being deceitffl. 

It 1b not true however that the maning 1b public and 

the intention 1b private. If this were true then our 

account of the connection between meaning and Intention 

would not hold, or, wcoild not hold so definitely as we 

would wish. So we must say that not only 1b the meaning 

Bomeahlug public but that the intention has the same 

status. i i e can say what "the meaning" of a ma^'s action 

1b oecauBe we can wee what he intends to do.

The biggest mistake that can be made in giving an 

account cf the mmaning of acts is to asim that the 

Intention of the acts 1b something private and psychic. 

This 1b to believe that intentions are private psychic 

events on which the agent alone can report. Ccataluly 

there 1b Bommthing menal about an intention. It 1b often 

nccom>oa!iiad by a feeling of effort, by a visualisation of 

the end that 1b desired. But the mennal part mist be 

translated into practical steps. These practical steps 

are as much a way of telinig what the intention 1b as the 

verbal protestation of the agent. This 1b certainly an 

nsBumPlou of much of our idiomatic language. This 1b 

teBtlfeed to by such expressions as: "he looked daggers", 

"your face my lord 1b as a book", "there's no art to find 

the mind's construction in the face", "He made an 
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expressive gesture", and "I can tell by his expression 

that he disagrees.

Although the objection that is based on the issue 

of deceit is extremely important, a far more trenchant 

objection to the continuity of meaning and intention could 

be based on the case where X sincerely claims to be in

tending X when it is aulte anparent to others that he is 

really intending Z. It might be assumed from this case 

that "the meaning" can be known Independently of the 

intent ion.

It is here that the full n-” obi er of t.he nature 

of "unconscious intentions" may he said to fall. Such a 

problem demands a thesis lr*  itpelf and the considerations 

offered here, though believed to be conclusive, are none

theless oversimplified.

There is a wealth of information on the nature of 
intentions, see for example: "Thomas A. Long, "Hampshire 
on Animals and Intentions, Mind, Vol. LXXII (July, 196J), 
G.E.l . Anscombe, Intention (Oxford: Plackwell, 1951). At 
the same time as we say that intentions are known through 
actions, we must remember that there is a point to saying 
that ultimately only the agent can testify to the correct
ness of an intention we construct upon the evidence of his 
actions. This is recognised in English law where the 
presumption of criminal intention is always a rebuttable 
one. The most important account of the relation of a man 
to his Intentions is found in Ludwig . lttgenstein, 
Philosophical Investigations. (Oxford: Blackwell & Mott, 
1953). An excellent discussion of the relation of the 
mental aspect of intentions to the public is to be found 
in John Passmore and P. . ieath, "Intentions", Proceed
ings of the Aristotelian Society, (Supo1eraentary Volume 
XXIX, 1955) pp. 131-64.
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First we may say that the statement ”X sincerely 

clams to have intrndrd Y but really he intended ZM, In 

no way undermines the conlection between meanings and 

i—tr—tid—s. . -e are still saying that what X really in- 

t,rndrd determins "the meaning" of his act. An excellent 

illlltrttdo- of this point occurs in Professor Berards-ey's 

account of a poem by Houspan in which what Housman clalis 

to have intended is not the most obvious meaning of the 

Dorm. In discussing this point Professor Beardsley makes 

thr following statement:

in many cases thr author is a good reader of his 
poem but at thr s-m- tiw- ‘ is ia xivu uceasarlly 
thr best reader of his pors, and indeed hr mis
construes it whr- hie vJCatlclotl ^uid|a his pen 
scerr than his conscioulnell can admitt!

This is tantamount to saying that wr challenge

thr meaning that thr author clais for his words by 

challenging his claimed Intention. Professor Ber.adeley,l 

statement allows us to say that wr settle thr question 

of "thr psaning" of Hou sima’s poem by finding "thr (real) 

intrntio-". It does not show us how to break thr 

conlection wr have found between meeaiing and intr-tio-.

Thr only thing that would allow us to break this 

comeetion in thr case of acts or the results of acts 

would br thr truth of such a statement as, "his act had 

no i-tr-tio- yet wr could find "thr meaning" of it." In

1BA p.26 
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this case the psychooogist would presumably say that it is 

just these seemingly purposeless acts that best reveal the 

true intentions of the agent. The only place where we 

find a definite meaning assigned to an ""unintentional" act 

is in law. An example of such an act would be the accident 

caused by a driver who drove at an excessive speed in a 

busy street not caring whhther certain results followed.

If a fatal accident followed, the law would be able to call 

it bantlauggher, even though no intention to cause an 

accident was present. Thia might seem to suggest that a 

meaning can be att^^buted to an act even though no inten

tion was present. But in fact an Intention is present. 

The drive intends not to take reasonable precautions and 

it is the intention that determines the meaning the law 

assigns to the result of his action. The law is oulte 

emppaaic about the commotion between meanings and inten

tions. The best exammle of its assertion of this connec

tion is its refusal to assign a criminal m^e^i^ing to any 

act commtted by a child under the age of eight. Sich a 

child is held to be incapable of having mens rea.

It is imppotant to show the cm-mction between 

"the intention" of an act and "the meaning" of an act. 

"The meaning" of the act cannot be known untili "the in

tention" is. But we can in fact say more than this. If 

we take the pattern of events contSihuhing an act we can

not say what that act is iunt.1 we can say why it was done.
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Tils is to say, ynwwvvr, that until we know why an act was 

done there is nothing we can call "the act". All we have 

is a set of hJy>onhyeical meanings. To establish an act as 

tnmelhina definite we mist know the raent,s intention.

This has immtant repercussions for Intentional 

CcI-Icsso. If we take "the work of art" as an act or the 

result of an act, then we need "the intention" of the 

author If "the work of art" is ever to be established. 

Cor^E^€^r^q^€^l^t^:ey any cri-tccsm which is interested in "the work 

of art", (l.e., in the work of art that was actually done 

by the author and which has the meaning he meant it to have) 

mist be Intentional CritlcsBm.

OObiously we are now getting to the root of the 

ramater. We have reached a stage at which we can say that 

an act or the result of an act cannot be constituted as 

tnmeehina definite unUl the intention of the agent is 

known. Because, as we have indicated, this has Imoco•trnt 

repercussions for Intentional CCiticsBm we shall spend a 

little time showing that without the agents intention 

being known we can never call an act 'definite'. Further, 

results which foioww from "the act" (excluding the acci

dental rn^es) need to be connected with "the intention" 

before they can be called "the results". We deal first 

with "the act" and its connection with "the intention" and 

then discuss the comeetion between "the Intention" and 

"the results of acts".
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We may start by noticing that we can call things 

acts without knowing the itltttirt of the agent. Al we 

assume when we dH an event an act is that there was an 

intender. Meeely to describe somthing as an act, howwvvr, 

is to leave maaters very vague. Thus if I am walking along 

an avenue and see that one of the trees has been cut down 

I certainly know that this was an act. If I merely point 

to the stump and the log and say, "that was an act" I am 

Just leaving maaters open. I am saying nothing with any 

high degree of defititetttt. My statement does not beccme 

definite until I say "the act" was an act qf trmmthing.

If I say that the act was an act of Cod, vandalism, anger, 

the Cdeen's enemies, etc., I am being absolutely spetifii. 

This is because I am committing myysef to saying what "the 

lttetliot,' was that was reslrtBille for the act. I am 

imputing an itttttiot to the agent. Let us develop this 

by examining the example of the felled tree.

When I first said, "that was an icV , I am saying 

no more than "srme-rnt did that". But many loostmlliliet 

remain open for a more definite description. The act 

might have been done by vandals. It might have been done 

by the camcll who cut down the tree because it was 

rotten and a public danger. It might have been removed to 

make way for a tel phone booth or a fire hydrant. An 

almost itfitilt number of lorttlliiliet remains open. 

Each, howwvvr, is hyporhhtical.
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I weant to know, hrwiver, which of these possible 

definite acts was "the act" and so I proceed to test the 

prrbatSlity of the candidates. I decide that "the act" 

was not an act of vandalism bo1ario there are no vandals 

in this town. I then toti.co that the com of the stump 

is rotten and on the basis of this I can now assume what 

was "the intention" of the man reilrniible for the felling 

of the tree. I am therefore In a lrsitirt to talk about 

"the a1t,'.l

This lto1oduto by which we discover "the intention" 

and therefore "the act" leaves open another tLttrtattet 

way of dealing with an event with a large number of poss

ible meanings. We may decide to stipulate one of these 

aoanitgs as "the meaning" of the event. We shall show 

later that it is necessary to be able to do this if there 

is ovo^ to be a Nort-nnentUonal Al we tood to

point out here is that if we do stipulate "a meaning" as 

"the amtaling,,, we ate not talking about "the meaning" in 

its primary iotio of that term. In fact we are not talk

ing about what would normally be called "the act" or "the 

m^e^a^ilng" of the act. If our choice of mem Ing does not 

coincide with what the agent intended then we are certain

ly not talking about anything he was reslrtiUblt for.

^-My choice of the act" is always rebuttable. The 
rottenness of the tree might ha.en bont dUicreerod after 
the counnil the tree in order to avoid snagging the
telephone v/ires.
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It 1b to be expected that the analysis we have 

given of the way that "the act" 1b connected with "the 

intention" of the agent, will apply also to the conneetion 

between what "the result of an act" 1b (i.e. , means) and 

"the intention" of the person who mede this result come 

about. The most lntereBti^nt oage of this connnction is 

that in which the act results in a m^a^nu^s^c:tured object 

and it 1b this case that we have chosen for analysis.

Some while ago there was a popular television 

panel game in which a dlstnngulshed - -roup of archeologists 

and claBBiciBtB were given a series of cxccvcs ted objects 

which they were asked to Identify. The olearly could not 

as the makers of the objects what they had intended to 

produce. Yet in spite of this, and the oddity of many of 

the obbectB, a high rate of idcnilficntiou was achieved. 

This might seem to suggest that "the meaning" of "the 

object" waa Bomiehiug vested publicly in the object and 

was BomiChiug carried about in the object regardless of 

"the intention" of its maker. This is not so.

First the participants in the game were Interested 

in finding "the meaning" of "the object". Hence it is 

quite certain that if they could have asked the maker 

what he intended to produce they w<ou!d have done so, and 

they would usually have accepted the makee’i tesiimony 

as final. Failing such evidence they had to find some 

other way of eliminating many of the possible things the 
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object might be. The connection between meaning and 

intention allowed them to find such a way. For the team 

asked themselves what they would have made the object far 

if they had produced it. This suggested a number of al

ternatives. These were chosen among on the basis of the 

object's probably antiquity and conditions prevailing at 

that time. This historical basis of the object allowed 

the panel of judges to select the intended meaning that 

was moot likely to have been the one possessed by the 

original maker. When they had done this, and done it to 

a high degree of certainty, they were able to say what 

"the obJecV1 was.1

We can thus make the general point that when we 

decide that an object is intentionally produced we cannot 

say what "the object" is until we know "the intention" 

of its producer.

There is a tendency in the work of Professor 

Beeurdsley to overlook this last point. We suspect that 

this tendency is due to the fact that in a large number 

of caseswe can see imnidiately from "the object" what it 

was intended to be. The tendency is then to think that 

meaning is somehow a public thing. Bit because "the 

meaning" is clear through the object alone we have no

^•here the panel guessed wrorngly, of co^irse, they 
withdrew their answer. They admitted the rebuttable 
nature of inferred intentions.
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reason to deny that this meaning was what the author In

tended. ">hen we att^uml this meaning to be "the oonnina" 

we are normm.lly assuming it to be the one the agent inten

ded.

At the same tme we can repeat our earlier assert

ion that we need not be Interested in "the moanlna” or "the 

object"; we may wish to assume another meaning. In this 

case we are not talking of what "the author" imade. The 

dispute we are examining occurs when we confuse "the mean

ing" and "the (stipulated) moe.nlitg.,' These are often 

talked of, as we shall see, as iniospprible rltldnrtivls. 

We shill show them to bo comppatble.

We have thus far shown in our analysis of intention

al act language that If we treat tnmellhlna as an act we 

must discover the intention of its agent before we can 

talk of "the moaan.na". Also we have shown that if we look 

upon tnmolhina as the direct result of intentional 

activity, then "the metming" of that result can only be 

known when the intention of the act is known. We may go 

so far as to say that "the result of an act" and "the act" 

cannot be known without knowledge of the intention 

responsible for thlm.■"■

■in view of what we have said we are in a position 
to throw light on two issues in aesthetics. M*.  T. Gang 
in "Intention", Ess^s in Criticism, Vol. VII (’957) makes 
these two remark's "we are often in doubt about the mean
ing of a sentence or even a whole book unUl we know the
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Having now dealt with the necessarily inhettirnal 
n 
nature of anything that is thought of as an act or the 

result of an act we turn to that part of the language of 

acts which is used to evaluate "the act" and "the result 

of an act".

1. Judging Intentions

If "the act" Is the one thrh wag actually intended 

then in the judging of "^he act" an Intention is involved, 

identity of the author", and: "where we find it difficult 
to construct an Intention, as for example with Sthaces- 
peare’s Soruwes, wo may find it difficult to know in what 
tone to read the poem." The source of this difficulty 
should by now be clear. If we are talking about "the work 
of art" it is ieoprsible to know how to read it if we do 
not know the 1ttettlrn of the author.

The second issue, although it occurs in the con
text of Professor Beaardsey’s AoStaehiCs, is not pecuuiar 
to the field of aesthetic philosophy. Professor Beardsley 
says: "Whot a senhance m^ianc depends not on the whim of 
the individual . . . but upon the public conve unions of 
usage ... It is perhaps easier to see this in the case 
of t^he ambiguous uhtaranca. A man says, ’I like my secre
tary better than my wJLfeWe raise our eyebrows and en
quire, ’do you mean you like her better than you like your 
wfe?' And he replies; ’no, you bislutderstand me; I mean 
I like her better than my wife doee.’ Now in one sense he 
has cleared up •the eiLSUftdea standing, he has told us what 
he ^^£^1^1^. Since what he meant is still not what the first 
sentence succeeded in meaning he hasn't made the first sen- 
hance any Isss ambiguous t^han it was; he has merely sub- 
stHueed a better because less ambiguous one."

This is rather a strange account. We begin from 
the assumption that we are confronted with the ambiguous 
sentence. Yet we are told that -this succeeded in meaning 
some^t^ihing. There was something which was "the beanlng,,, 
But if the senhenca was truly ambiguous then there were 
two things which might have been ' ' the meaning,’. We quite 
correctly thought ■that by asking the speaker which he In
tended we could settle the problem. His second sentence 
does not replace the first. It Indicates which of the two 
meanings was "the beaning,l.
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rvrn if this br as a prrlmi-tay step toward establishing 

what "thr act" is. Thr part played by the i-tr-tld-l in 

the Judging of acts is far more involved than this prr- 

lmi-aay account would indicate.

Two things may br ms rant by i-tr-tld-tl judgmsnt. 

We may mean that wr are actually ptlslng a verdict on 

an i-tr-tlo- to do someThing. In this case wr arr saying 

that X was right or wrong, good or bad, to have such an 

i—tr-tio—. On thr other hand wr may evaluate the way 

in which the l-t,r-tid- was executed. In this case thr 

"end" for which "thr act" was done or "thr object” made 

sets thr criteria for thr evaluation. ■'hrthrr "the rnd”

was good or bad is, how^e^c^r, listerra! from the point of 

view of thr evaluation of the rxecuuion.

because of thr necessary connection of the act 

and thr agent, whenever wr arr judging an act wr arr also 

Judging an agent. Similarly if wr say that soppTh-ng is 

thr direct resHt of purposive activity wr judge it as 

such only by fl^n^dl^n^g out thr i-tr-tio- of its agent. Thr 

meaning of an act is a function of the i-tr-tio- of an 

act.

In fact oncr wr have called an event an act it is 

totally impossible for us to evaluate it or describe it 

without some reference to an i-tr-der. As wr have 

already seen it is necessary to presumr some specific in- 

tr-tid- if wr arr to talk of "thr act" in any definite 
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settv. It might well be that when we approach an act we 

may find it to have an almost itfltilt number of possIIIv 

mmea'ilngs. Before we can carry out any evaluation one mist 

make a choice of mmaning for the purposes of judgment.

This need not be a permanent choice, we may take one mean

ing at a time and evaluate it as if it were "the meaning". 

>ihat we say in this case is, "If the agent had had such an 

itlttlirt this would have been his meening." This is still 

Ittettlrtal judgment. Further if one can carry out this 

hy^oOhheictl cont 63x1^1^1 tiot and produce a series of 

things called "(prstl.lly) the mmeaning" there would seen no 

reason in piitcilit why one should not quite properly go 

further and decide which of the candidates for "the 

mmtaning" was "the (actual) mmvning,,. There is in fact a 

case where we must go further and make a definite decision 

as to "the meaning". To understand this case it is tec- 

estary to remember that when we are judging an act, ei/ther 

hyplrthtically or actually, we are judging an actual or 

h!y3o0hheictl agent. The case in which we mist decide "the 

meaning" definitely is the case where we are judging "the 

agent". In this case it would make no tvntv to mmrely 

list the lottilie things that the agent could have mmanty 

bv his ad. We have to decide which of these mmaninga was 

"the meaning" of his actleity.1 Such a procedure is, by

ifhe paradigm of such a proceeding wtoild be found 
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definition Intentional.

We may srmarrsn the earietini of inttttirntl 

evaluation that follow rlrt the decision to call an 

or an event, an act or result of an act.

(i) One might be ittoteittd in "the act" of 

"the agent", and to discover this we have to discover '1 the 

intention" of "the agent".

(ii) One might be interested in all the poss

ible meo.nitgi that might have bnot Intended. 'e h 've in

dicated that this stops only a little short of finding 

N the (actual) mmanltg". Indeed we have Indicated that 

there are cases where it is iaplrsible to avoid 1rmOttUng 

oneself to a decision as to "the (definite) mmeming". The 

law, for oxam)l<t, although itttttittd in the number of 

things an act could have mmant, mist eliminate some of the 

hypotheses in order to reach a verdict.

(Hl) If we decide that iomonhing is to be called 

an act or a ttillt of an act then we decide that the 

evaluation of the execution of that act mist be in terms 

of "the (general) intention" of that aot.

The only alttttttiet left to any one wishing to 

deny that intetticni w^em relevant to critccssm would be 

in the legal trial. It would be a most lecuUitr verdict 
that said, in answer to the question "Guity or nst-guileJAM 
’’the defendant could have boot one or the other." The 
jury is not required to list the ittetlrttatirts of a de
fendants actions but ch oso one of them as "the monnnng." 
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that which treats works of art as objects which were not 

manufaaturcd by anyone. Before examining this alterna

tive which 1b the one adopted by the NonuIIntcnionuaist we 

need to apply the findings of our cxnminutiou of the act 

language to Intentional Criticism. Some indications of 

the relevance of our analysis of act language have already 

been given. The conclusions we have reached have enough 

importance, howweer, to meeit a more prolonged applica

tion.

2. The Act Language and Intentional Criticism

The first thing that must be shown 1b that Inten

tional Critics do regard the work of art as an act or as 

the result of an act.1 In view of what we hare said about 

the number of things that Intentional ism can be we mist 

show that all IutcntionaLtetB meanta^ that works of art 

are obbects produced by agents.

To Indicate the lipOtcit assumption of the Inten

tional 1st that an activity 1b a necessary feature of "the 

work of art" we give a representative statement of this 

nBSUmOiou from each of the varieties of Intentto^lism. 

A compete demoniBt8.tlou and ittfBtratOou of the major 

assumption o^ Iutcutlount Criticism will be found in 

AAOoe'ulix 1.

iThere 1b an immense amount of mat^e^J^al that could 
be cited on this point. So as not to obscure the issues we 
have worked out the practice of Intent.ionalBsm in all its 
detail in Appendix 1.
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For the theological Intentlonalist the work of art 

is looked upon as the result of divine activity. This 

activity is thought of as working through the artist. 

Thu s Dant e say s:

I an one, who, when love inspires me ... go 
setting It_forth in such wise as He dictates 
within me.

The Psychological Intent iomUss, such as Jung, 

regards the work of art as the result of the purposeful 

activity of some psychological mechanism. Thus Neumaam, 

a critic who bases his work on the psychology of Jung 

says:

The collective unconscious ... is the source
of Hl poetic creation. ... We know that the 
creative power of the unconscious sieves upon 
the individual with the force of an instinctual 
drive. . . . The unconscious often breaks through 
with a force of its own.

In Metaahysical Intent! meals' “the work of art" 

is the result of "the intention" of sone supreme m^oive 

principle of the universe. Thus Hegel says:

This principle is an essential phase in the de
velopment of the idea of Truth, strVvtnp_.ani 
urging towards consciousness of itself. $

^Dante, The Divine Comedy, Bk. II prge.tory ss. 
XXIV 11. 52-54

^Erich Neurnmnn, A?t And The Creative Innonnccoun. 
(London: Routledge & Kegan Pau!, 11S?), p. 9*.

^J. Loewen^rg Herel Selections (Hew Yor’k:
Scc’ibnne's, 1929) p. 375. The statement is found in The 
Philosophy of History. ’• orks of art are but one expres
sion of this supreme principle.
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When we come to Personal Intentionaism we are 

lmk:lly to find such ttaLteontts as this by Noovais: 

does not man poetise and aspire every minute - 
poetry then, is thought and play, truth and 
aspiration, in short all man's free acCivlty.J’

Once we have said that the Intentiona.ists view 

the work of art as the act of an artist, or as the result 

of such an act, then we have established that for the 

Intentlonaist "the work of art" is nK^f^^^^ily connected 

to "the artist". We establish that "the work of art" is 

the concern of the intlntionalist. From what we have 

said earlier it should be obvious that the intlntinnalItt 

mist be interested in "the intention" if "the work of 

art" is ever to be established as an object of critical 

activity. "The intention" of the set iontSitutls "the 

meaning" of the act and consequently "the act" itself.

Wk have pointed out that "the intention" of the 

act is the nnd which the agent has in mind before acting 

and is what hr aims at producing. "Thn intention" thus 

determines "the oornin(a". But between the determination 

to produce a result and the actual finished production 

of the result there has to br a serins of steps which 

carry out "the Intention". AL1 these less general 

actions which move towards the objerCiflirtinn of "the

Ipor this quotation I am indebted to Rene Wereek't 
History. of Moodra A^lShyelcs. (New Haven: Yale UnIvoisity 
Press, - 1955), Vol. II p. *3.  This work will hereafter be 
referred to as III .A.
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intr—tio—" arr said to br steps in thr "expression of the 

(general) i-tr-tion. ”

As it is with thr analysis of "thr act" in general 

so it is with "thr work of art" when it is construed as an 

act or thr result of an act. ".Th' work of art1' has a drf- 

l-lte meaning. This msaning is known when "thr i-tr-tid-H 

of thr author is known. "The l-tr-tlo—" is known, as wr

have seen, when it is directly or i—eirrctly exorrlled. 

It is in this way that "th' work of art" is said to ex

press "thr purposr’’ of thr author or to "express his me an- 

Ing".1

Howwrvr, since Mr. Hoos^es1 account of "Thr 

Expression Theory of Art," ■ and since thr attacks that 

have been made on such aesthetic throdiltl as Croce, who 

^vr used thr concept of expression, carr mist br exer

cised. Carr mm st also br exercised in order to avoid 

confusion of our usr of expression with thr technical usr 

of thr term in the philosophy of Crocr. We nrrd, there

fore, to make quite clear what wr mean by 'expression.1

When thr word "expression" is used in such locu

tions as, "The works of Shakespeare express l-tultdo-l 

about Reelity" (to take a o<ar■tlcultaly vacuous extmpOe)t

^That i-tr-tld-tlism and Expressionism arr very 
near neighbours is shown by J.E. SpIngaIrn in "Thr New 
Crit-dim. rrori-ted in Criticsm In AAsrrca, (New York: 
Holt, ■ igf

2jphn Hospra, "The Concep-t of Arist-c 
Egresslon "' ^ipcgglnfTB of the Aristotelian Sooreety. LV 
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it is commonly thought to mean the maacing maatfest of what 

is hidden. Thus a theologian might say, "The sinking of 

the 'Titanic' was an egression of the wrath of God".

The imUcatlon in this statement is that there runs 

through life a divine purpose which is normally hidden 

but which sometimes reveals itself in smitifiiatt acts. 

These aots would be said to "express the secret intention 

of Gal." It is in this sense that the term "expression" 

will be used. Wh^t is expressed is something that is al

ways present but often hidden.

Our tvnte of the term "expression" is not confined 

to the drinit of a SuplViPev£’onttlty. It is also imMclt 

in such expressions as "I expressed my contem!!", where 

this contempt was always a factor of the situation but 

only brought to the surface under extreme provocation. 

This example is laralititd by the use of the term "expres

sion" in such tenttncet as, ,,lttvlni his wife after 25 

years and taking to drink was an expression of his true 

self." Ajain something thought of as a subterranean and 

irntinuout dislrBitirt forces itself up, like Alph, into 

the light of day.

Again all sorts of Itttttirnll1sts assert that 

" the work of art" is an act whose meaning can be known 

only as an expression of the Intention of the agent. This 

may be shown by citing some examines from the mutti! idty 

of the eeldeniv. A full working out of this thesis will 
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be found in Appendix 1.

In the eyes of the absolutist theologian all acts 

and results of acts are taken to be the expression of the 

secret purpose of G-od. 11 The work of art" is no exception. 

Thus Mr. Coomaraswamy writes of the medieval artists

Ananda Coomaraswamy, Christian and. Oriental Phil
osophy of Art, (New York: Dover Books, 135b) p. 41

o‘'Neumann, op. cit. p. 31

^Cited in Israel Knox, The Aesthetic Theories of 
Kant, Hegel & Schopenhauer. (Lond on: Tham e s <i Hud son, 19 58 , 
p. 32) See also "chopenhauer, The orld As Win <!• Idea, 
Bk. Ill passim & Supplement to Bk. Ill, passim.

The anonymity of the artist belongs to a type of 
culture dominated by the longing to be liberated 
from oneself. All the force of this philosophy 
is directed against the delusion, ”1 am the doer”. 
I am not the doer In fact, but the instrument.

A similar view of the nature of the work of art is 

found in the writings of psychological Intentionallets. 

Thus we read:

Everything he . . . (Leonardo) . . . did yas the 
symbolic expression of an Inward reality.2

That the attitude of the 1’etanhyslcal Intentlonal-

ist is no different is shown in this statement by Schopen

hauer :

Art is the first manifestation of_.the absolute, it is 
the sensible expression of truth.-’

the
In view of the paradigmatic nature of human

intentions as the producers of acts it is not surprising 

that the idea of expression is most characteristic of * 
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those theories to which wo have given the 1slltctiet title, 

"Individual IntentionaliBm". In such therrini the artist 

is either thought of as expressing himesO^ or expressing 

a meaning he has discovered ' or, on occasions, doing both 

of these things at the same time.^

So far we have shown that the Intentional ist 

maintains "the work of art” to be an act, and that this 

act is thought of as expressive. We now tond to establish 

that when we talk of "the work of art” as done by somebody

^Thus Jacques Maattain to The Retilrtsbsi■ite of the 
Attas. (New York: Scv^ner's, i960) p. 61 wites: ♦ . 7“
what the artist expresses and maanfests first and foremost 
. . . is his own self, his own subjeeClelte. ' ’ He also 
says: " ... in the very urge toward the work . . . the 
desire is involved, not pttciirL^e to 1roImrtc:atr out 
experience to another, but to express it ... at this point 
we are confronted with the essential part played by the sub
jectivity, by the self in poetic activity."

^Thus in Alfred North VWhtehead, ;S?ion1e and ' the 
Mooern W mid, (Carnmbidge: The Univot sity Press, 1946) ve 
have the thought expressed that the poet has crmn to soo 
and express the unity of all things. Thus on p. 103 (in 
speaking of ^orr8Wirrh): "He always grasps tho whole o^' na- 
turo as' involved in the totality of the Individual in
stance. "

^Statements of this idea are wll expressed by 
Whiiohead, (on. cit. ) Thus he says: ’’The tesUOmony of 
poets is of im>srtatco. Thhit survival is ovUdot1o that 
they express drnl intuitions of mankind lrnetrttlng into 
what is Unnversal in concrete fact." Nhitehoad also 
praises Rommati1iBa for showing us: "That in being aware 
of bodily experience wo mist thoroby bo aware of the whole 
slatio--empsrtl world mirrored in the bodily life." See 
also Roger Fry. who, in Vis ion and De s i tn (London: Chat to 
& Hindus, 192S?J p. 30 says of the artist: "Wo feel that he 
has expressed something which was latent in us all tho 
tme, but which we never roaHEed, that ho has revealed us 
to ourselves in revealing h^ssef.
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we have to make enquuiries for the intention of the agent 

before wo can say what "the mienlug'' of "the work of art" 

1b. We must remember of course that the complicated 

nature of Intentional CrlticSm ma^<es it lmpocatiee for 

us to avoid assuming that this lutcutiou can only be the 

one the artist as a human individual sincerely thought 

he had. ■..'here for instance there is strong element of the 

unconscious psychological mixed with the conscious inten

tion we may have to say that there are two things which 

could be called "the meenlng". If the conscious and the 

uu-coucclofs intention are though't to be submerged in a 

more meeaphhsical procese then there are three things we 

could properly call "the (intended) m^e^a^l^i^r. rhere will

be first the meaning that the artist consciously Intended, 

then there will be the meaning he unconsciously intended, 

and finally there is the meaning that the Metaphhylcal 

Process mi ~ht be said to have Intended.

What^e^f^er the agent behind "the work of art" might 

be, when we call such a work an act we asiuime some agent, 

and we also assume that "the work of art" is the result 

of purposeful activity. It follows from this that "the 

meaning" of "the work of art" can only be known when what 

the agent was trying to do is known. But this is to say 

that given an artefact and given that it was consciously 

produced we mmst assume a definite intention before we 

have a definite mianing. further when we say that the 
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artefact was consciously produced we imply that the pro

ducer had a definite intention and that therefore there was, 

for the producer, one thing which could be called ''the 

meeainng. "

If there is a criticssm which is interested in "the 

work of art" as an act which expresses "the mmaning" then 

such r eritceism mm st be intentional. 1rnil such an inten

tion is constructed there is nothing that can be called 

"the meaning" or "the work". It is for this reason that 

we ealntlin that, given the Intentionaist critic's assump

tion that "the work" is an act or "the result" of an act 

by a definite agent, his concern with intentions quite 

properly follows. If the Intention! 1st is refused the 

right to construct or assume an Intention, then he is pre

vented from contSltutitg; the subject maater for his criti

cal activity.

The activity the inttlttilnlLis undertakes in 

order to establish his subject maater is comnmnly thought 

of as "interpretation". We have tried to show that for a 

critic interested in "the work" produced by the artist an 

investigation of an intention is necessary in order to 

eliminate Hl other meanings aside from ' the mmemlng". 

To say this is to say that investigations of intentions 

are ^ce^ary for interpretation.1 We need now to 

1It is here that we first cross swords in a m^jor 
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indicate the role played by intentions in evaluation.

An analysis of the judgment of rrtlfritt as acts 

will correspond to the previous analysis in which we dis

cussed the evaluation of acts in general.

If we are interested in evaluating "the work of 

art" as "the act" of "the agent" we mist find the agents 

Intention before the work is constituted as an object for 

evaluation. Once we have found "the intention", ynwwvvr, 

two types of evaluation brc(mr possible.

We may first evaluate the end the author had in 

mind. Such a judgment will take the form, "X should (or 

tynues not) have picked that subject", or "X should (should 

not) have had that intention." Such evaluations, as Mr. 

Conmara.swa.my has pointed out, are usually more 1. We 

should not conclude from this that they are therefore ir

relevant to the critcessm of works of art. Critictso is 

often concerned with mmr'al Issues, and as long as there 

are critics who are concerned with what the artist says, 

as wen as the manner in which he says it, then the discov

ery of thu intention the artist will be an imOTtant 

way with Professor Beardsley. In BA pp. 17-30 passim he 
oarnnalnt that intentional investigations are not mrrdrd 
in intldldltrtlon. Re has very good reasons for saying 
this which will brc(mr clear when we discuss yon-Inten- 
tlc^nr1Sm. These reasons do not count against what we are 
saying here, as Professor Beardsley is not discussing "the 
work of art", although he often assumes he is.

lAnanda Conmmraswrmy, "Intention" in The Amereeam 
Bookman. Vol. I (1944) pp. 41- .
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part of criticism.

That this is so is implicit in our use of moral 

language. Y-'hen we say of a work of art, "It should never 

have been allowed", we are saying that the artist was 

wrong to have done it. But before we condemn him for say

ing something we should at least take steps to find out 

whether "the meaning" we Impute to him was the one he in

tended.

As well as the evaluation of "the intention" there 

is also evaluation of the execution of "the intention". 

Such an evaluation does not have any relation to the 

’moral’ goodness or badness of "the intention". It is 

related to this intention in many other ways, however.

The most important relation follows from what we have said 

earlier^- about the dependence of "the execution" upon the 

general Intention to do something. Thus if we are to 

know what "the execution" is that we are supposed to eval

uate we must know what "the intention" is. This evalua

tion is in terms of the fulfilment of an Intention. When 

we say a work of art Is an act of expressing "thg 

(author’s) meaning", we must also say that part of the 

success of the work must lie in the way the intention is 

fulfilled. Again we find that, given the Intentional1st 

assumption about the nature of the work of art, the 

1Supra p. 19
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to "the i-tr-tio-" is justified.

Two ippodrant practical coisideations seem to 

stand in the way of the cdmo0ete plav e Lilit^y of thr In- 

tr-tld—tl theory. These may br briefly stated and dis

cussed rs they serve to illustrate thr points wr are try

ing to make in our analysis of thr aesthetic aspects of the 

language of acts.

The Hodn-iliennld]-llist would resist the conten

tion wr hrve urged that an tllupp0lon of thr maainufaatured 

nature of an object impies a nEcessity for l—trntlo—tl 

l-vestigttid-s. Hr would invite us to examine the result 

independently of the author and to evaluate that. The use 

of the term "thr mult" is however very loose. Wr have 

already seen that wr could understand by the term "the 

rEsult" someThing e uletlr-t to "thr mult" in which case 

wr are bound to use i-tr-tio-tl considerations in order 

to find "thr psemlnr" and to br able to talk of "thr ob

ject". It is here that thr Noo--int ent idnt list makes thr 

first of thr □Tactical obirctio—s.

Professor Beardsley produces cases in whih thr 

artist assures us that hr psant a oar’ticllta thing by his 

creation and where we cannot ser how this claim is sub- 

stt—tlated by the work. Thus hr offers us thr case of 

the artist who claims that his oti-ti-g of a carrot sym- 

booisrs thr revolt of thr maases. Such evidence wr arr 

told reduces thr nm^d^I^1t of trust we can put in thr direct 
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evidence given by the artist. We are therefore urged to 

look at what we actually see and construct the meaning 

from that. de are therefore urged to neglect the inten

tion.

Howeevr, there is a lot that can be done on the 

intentional level before ee resign ourselves to ignoring 

intentions. First we should note that although the artist 

tells us that he intended his painting to mean X this is 

not conclusive evidence that it does mean X, even though 

we usually find that verbal intention clams are reliable. 

We have already said that the evidence for an intention is 

often as rnich the result as in the verbal protestation and 

is something that can be public. If this were not so we 

would have no way of detecting deceit. With this in mind 

we may attempt to show how the Intentionalist could deal 

with the peculiar intention clams.

He could say first that in such a case the artist 

was lying. This is an intentional answer for it says 

that the artist's cl aimed intention was not his real inten

tion. This real intention we infer on the evidence of the 

work, of other work done by this particular artist and 

artists close to him, and in fact any evidence, artistic 

or otherwise, that might have a bearing on the truth of 

his claim. Similarly the intentioinlist critic could say 

that although the artist sincerely believes he had the 

claimed intention his real intention was something dif
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ferent. Again a great deal of additional evidence would 

be needed. If we found the artist always painted carrots, 

had in fact a carrot fixation, we would say that the in- 

tcutlou he claimed for his picture was a ratlouatizatOoi.

Thhrdly, the Iutcntloualist could accept the clam 

of the artist at its face value. "The muaniug" of "the 

work of art" will then be "The revolt of the Maases". We 

can then say that the artist has failed to comuiuuniate his 

intention, that the scope and grandeur of what he was try

ing to depict failed to come through. This third alter

native obviously would only be needed if the first two 

answers failed. One suspects that such odd intention 

clams will usually turn out to be lies or rationaliza

tions.

It appears, therefore, that we could deal adequate

ly with Professor Beeaddley’s puzzle case without givln^ 

up intentional ism. On the other hand, we have to remember 

that our lutcutlonaalBt analysis of this problem was only 

necessary because we w^ere Interested in "the work of art' . 

For this reason it was necessary for us to find "the 

intention" in order to find "the meeniug". We could, 

however, have solved the problem by allowing the artist to 

cla.m X as his meaning and then ignored "the muaniug" and 

"the work of art" in order to co^(^«^r^nirate on a maning 

that appeals mco’e to us. 'Then of course we are not inter

ested in intentions. The point of this procedure will be 
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iret when we discuss Nort-nnentUot.tlism. All wo troe to 

toticr for tho monmnt is that this pro1odrro doos not 

affect the validity of the lrr1edure used by those who 

would prefer to concennrttt on "the work of art".

The other difficulty that stands in the way of 

our analysis hinges rprt the peen], tar pr81tirt adrltoe 

by Professors Beardsley and ii^E^s^a^-t of the implriSUbitty 

of discovering unrealised intentions from the work itself. 

Thus they say:

One mist ask how the critic expects to get the 
answer to the question about intention. ... If 
the poet did not smood, the prea is not adequate 
eeUdet1e and the critic must so outsi.de the poem 
for evidence of an intrntirn.'

and in another lltcr they say:

To pretend that the author's aim can be detected 
it■ttrttlLe in the work oert where it is not 
realised is a self contradictory lropositirt. 
Them can be no evidence, internal or external, 
that the artist hae0concoleod irmothUtg which 
ho did not execute.

On this maater w can say two things. First wo

mist distinguish botwoon nartially tttLi8td and totally

itttttirti. In the first case we can get some

eeUden1e from the work as to what tho artist was trying to

do. The ie1onld case, where the itttttUrt is totally un- 

rraliitd, mist be a very rare case indeed. Hero it wo^^a

]'IF p. 276

2I]onrro C. Beardsley and fl^lUm K. timssat, 
"Intention" in J.T. Shipley (ed. ) A Dicti■rntre of ■ mid 
Literature, (Now York: 1944) pp. 326-329.

outsi.de
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be true that from the work we could not got any evidence of 

the Intention of the author. But then the

has no wish to confine himsslf to the work alone and is 

prepared to look for other evidence which would support 

the intention he infers. In no other way will he be able 

to grasp "the meaning" and "the work". From the point of 

view of the IntentimnUst critic "the work" falls when 

"the intention" is not aderuately expressed. Before he 

can say this he mmst know what "the intention" is.

Again, however, we can say boat there is a good 

deal of point to what Professors Beardsley and Winmaat 

are saying, but only from their own. point of view. This

point of view, we slnll see, treats the work of art as 

cleithina which has the status of an ’uncreated' object 

and it is from this point of view trivially true that 

there can be no evidence, internal or external, that 

the artist has conceived something which he did not 

execute. rhe assum^t,ion -rlfesslra Beea'deley and r. imsatt 

make has made the artist logically redundant.

J We have now competed our examl-intion of the

logic of Intenttio^sHst criticism and our dernonntration 

that it is theooeeIcaHy imtisttnt. In order to show 

this we first looked for the main assumption that was 

made by the intention Ust. We fun? this to be the lii- 

um^tiln that the work of art was an act or the result of 

an act. We then showed that to call aleothlna an act
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was to make an reference to the intention of an

agent. It then became clear that the IntentioniHst was 

interested in what we called "The intention", "the 

meaning" and "the work of art" and we examined the rela

tions between these three concepts. The result of this 

wastthe proof that intentional investigations were logic

ally necessary for any criticsm that was concerned with 

"the meaning" of "th. work of art". This was because "the 

meaning" was a function of "the intention". This frac

tional relationship meant that we could use our knowledge 

of "the intention" to aid us in our search for "the mean

ing" and our knowledge of the various things that "the 

meaning" could be to help us construct "the intention." 

We were thus able to licence Intentional Criticism. 

Whether this method of critccssm produces better results 

than Nooa'.[nattaiooaaist Cciticism is a mtt,ee? we will be 

able to discuss more adequately after the examination 

of the Logic of NooaInaentionalisi, to which we now turn.
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CHAPTER II

THE LOGIC OF NON - INTENTIONALISM (1)

The rxam0lml.tlon of NonnIimtntionarit will be a

far less involved maater than the examination of Inten

tional ism. The cnlnplartive newness of the theory has pre

vented it from attaining the diversity that was character

istic of Intentionaltso and has also restricted the amount 

of written maateial. Nonnlhelest NontInnentlonretBO 

raises issues of great importance and offers insights of 

great value. In this chapter and in Parts II and III wn 

shill try to indicate the proper place that these insights 

should occupy in the activity of critcessm.

When the theory of Imtentlonrlt8m was examined it 

was found that its aesthetic attuopliomt were only one as

pect of a morn general use of language. We pointed out 

that IntentionrlSso as^cu^mrd thr work of art to br an act 

or the result of an act and we oorntalneS that the theory 

of IntemtionalS80 was llUuol.mateS by examining the general 

ernlauaal used in talking of purposive acts.

We may adopt the samr method in talking of Non- 

Intnntion? 1 ism for again the terminology of this aesthetic 

theory is a lsr*t liU1rr exemmliiiiatlnm of a general 

eallaural type. In K□nnIinennio]mr.18t theory the assump

tion is made that the work of art mist br regarded as an

60
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object. Again light may br thrown on a ola•tlculta and 

controversial use of a conceptual scheme by examining that 

scheme in its more general alorct. We thereforr turn to 

an examinatio- of thr general "obbrct language".

Wr must start by qualifying thr tem ’’object 

language" for there arr two systems of speaking which 

could claim this title. There is first the language used 

in talking of those objects which were saamuaatured and 

then that language which is used of objects which were not 

made by anyone.1 We have shown that the first of these

two cases involves thr investigation of i-tr-tlo-s, for 

wr asiBUpr that "thr object" was sp.nnUac:tnred wr mEum. it 

to br thr result of purposive activity. I- thr srco^-d 

case, where the object is not made, the i-trntio- of a 

panulatturrr is, by definition, not involved. This is the 

’’object language” used by thr NodnIilitrilonat1st and wr 

therefore mean by ’'obbrct language" that language used 

in talki-nr of non-saamlactuare obbrets.

The class of obbrets which arr non-sannUac! turrd 

and which wr prdoole to call "—ttlatl" objects contains 

thrrr sorts of obbects. First thrrr arr those that arr 

truly non-IntEndEd such as sticks, sto-rs, trees, soon-alns

Hfe shall call thrsr obbrets "natural" obbrets. 
The class contains many "obboetts", as is pointed out 
below, some of which wr would not think of as ""nitiLu?al". 
It should br armembbrrd therefore that we arr using 
"mtura!" in a soeclal lr-lr. Wr call "natural" any 
object which edel not Involve a saake's intention. 
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and rivers. Then there are those objects which we do not 

know to have been intended.! Then are finally those 

objects whioh were intended for a certain purpose, or to 

have a certain mmaning, and which, we have decided to use 

for sommthing else or to call someUhlng else. Here we 

are not Interested in "the makee's Intention" and "the 

object" he made. Thus, when we take the toy space helmet 

and decide to use it as a gold fish bowl, we may say that 

no-one made this goldfish bow].. If we are asked, "Who 

made that goldfish boww?", we reply, "Nobody made it as 

a goldfish bow]., for it was meant to be a toy space hel

met. "

A simple account of the way the object language 

is used may now be set down, although it will require 

some moodfication in the course of our discussion.

If one considers a term which is applied to an 

object which was not humanLy created, for example the 

term "cow", then it is clear that this term does not have 

any one definite mmaning. The mmaning of the term "cow" 

is the class of possible answers which might be given to 

the question, "What is a cow?" Thus one might reply to 

the request for a mmaning by saying, "A cow Is an herbi

vorous animal, or a milk producer, or a cheap lawn mowwr,

^An example in thls class would be the object that 
could be a stone age flint axe or merely a piece of rock. 
We could asstm such an object to have been intended but 
it is usually more convenient to assume the contrary.
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or an object of a child's affection and so on."

The class of potential answers that could be given 

to the question, ”"- hat is a cow?" contains two main types 

of statement. There are statements which supply descrip

tive thanaateeigtltB of the cow and there are statements 

which tell us to what uses the cow can be put.^ Taken as 

a whole these statements tell us how to use the term "cow" 

and also the uses to which the object referred to by this 

term can be put.

If we take the muaning of the term "cow" to be the 

class of things we might say when asked for the m^e^a^iing of 

the term, then there is a sense in which the question, 

"What is a cow?" has no one, definite answeer* 2 It is this 

that dlBtinpflBiCB the manufacturcd object from what we 

have called the "natural object". In the case of "the 

(uunuU,antnured) object" there is one thing which can quite 

properly be called "the maning". In the case of an unin

tended object there are many things which might be offered 

^Iu what follows we shall toncenUrntc minly on 
the "use-stnteuenns,,, but it miist be borne in mind that 
there are other statements which can answer the meaning 
request.

2It may be objected that there lg a definite 
meaning of "cow". If this m^e^ns that the definite meaning 
ls the "class of potential meanings then the objection is 
true but misleading. We do not think of the class of 
ootcnniat meanings "when we think of definite m^e^a^ing. In 
addition the class of potential ^^e^i^Jings is not a closed 
class but is, in D*. Waasmmain's terminology, "open textured." 
Thus even the "class of m^e^a^^^ngs" is not
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as %he eetnaiag,,. It wuld appear however that none of 

these things has any prior claim. It would be useful to 

have a wsv of deciding among these mm an Ing claims. That 

there is such a way is indicated by the fact that we do 

manage to convey definite mmanIngs to each other when we 

iommmnacctt. We will examine the fact of commmnlection, 

therefore, in order to see how it is that we do manage to 

select a definite meaning from the range of possible 

manin^s possessed by natural objects.

For the purposes of comeunicction, and for our own 

requirements, it is necessary for us to select out of the 

possible things that any one term could mean, a definite 

meaning. Coimuniccaion would be difficult, if not impos

sible, if we had. to use words with their full range of 

meenings. What we normally do is make one of the meanings of 

the terra in question definite and leave the others in the 

background as an epistemological penumbra. Thus the milk 

farmer may say that "co^w" means "milk producer" and by this 

assert that from his point of view cows were made for this 

purpose, he does this because he has no use for many of 

the poten^a! meenings of the term "cow" but has a use for 

definite. If on the other hand the assertion that terms 
dp have definite meaning is understood to assert that the 
speaker has selected one of the potential meanings of ''cow" 
as the definite meaning then again the objection is true 
but many quaalfiiatliai are necessary to avoid linguistic 
intolerance. This point is discussed Imraeddaaely following 
this footnote.
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one of them which he makes the definite moaning. His def

inition of "cow" is "milk producer" is a "stitullrive def

inition." We can then say, quite genne,ally, that a term 

which denotes an object only has a definite meaning when 

we decide to stipulate one or accept a stipulation.

The assertion of the comnction of a itltularlln 

with a definite emanlna creates a very interesting situa

tion. For it is our intention that makes it possible for 

a rtre or object to have a definite omening. It is our 

decision that X shall mean Y that decides the definite 

moaning of X. Sirniila?ly, when I want to find out what X 

means to you I most ask, "When you use X, how do you in

tend it to be understood?" Once again intentions are 

connected with definite meanings. We may illustrate this 

by an 0X10010.

Wo may Imagine the cast of a man who is making a 

celery jar. "The 'thing'", in the sense of "the ’•th-nne*  

ht intended to make", will be a celery jar. I may see 

one in WolOwortr’a and assume it to be a flower vase, and 

I may buy it with this use in mind. Wheeever I talk of 

what I have bought is a flower vase- I am not talking of 

"the 'thnag"’ but of something which was given definite 

meaning by me. From my pHn^ of view "the thing" is a 

flower vase but now "the 'thing'" is related to my inten

tion rather than to "the intention" of a who is

sneennt other than myysef. This point is even clearer in 
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tho case where wo buy the thing knowing it to be a celery 

jar but intending to use It as a flower wtse.' A further 

illustration of this poi^’t is provided by such locutlrts 

as, "This must be useful for irmeOhing'" and "I can find a 

rir for this ''. Hem we are quite conscUouile trying to 

give a now ramaning to an obsolete object. A similar iitrt- 

tirt arises in Aetiherl1s when a work of art ai£r^mei a new 

meaning be1ario of a contemporary occuron1e. A case in 

point would bo the production of Henry V in terms of the 

Normandy landings.

If a definite meaning is always related to a defi

nite intention (whhther this intention bo our own or 

tnorhee-i), it br1o)aes obvious that N^rtIntentiotalsm is 

aliconcoi.vod in so far as it wishes to rule out all ittet- 

tirti. It mmst bo recons tr•u1ttd as a NoonIntentLcnalism 

that rrLti not only the ittrttirti of the artist. If this 

is drno, then Norn-ntenti.onalism bn1raes a theory which 

wishes to discount '"tho intention” of the artist, and thus 

it bonmes a theory which discounts "the meaning’’ and "tho 

work of art1.

"The (intended) aoanitg" of the work of art is 

only rtr of the class of the lotentitl mmanlngs that the

^Eattitr we said that the reslrnsri that could bo 
given to the Question "What is the meaning of X?" consisted 
of "'identifeitlg statements'" and "uso statementi". In the 
case of the ctlere Jar and the flower vase only tho latten 
are changed, there could bo 1tiri, though, where both were. 
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cooIi* we call "a work of art” could br given. There is 

no reason why we should not stipulate another mmnnima for 

this compix. In doing this we must br quite clnar that 

we are not tr1elna about "thi work of art" that the artist

" Ke are not Ju^1^ Mat work i^hir.

'•e must now say tomelhima about the evaluation of 

natural objects which are made definite in meaning by a 

stipulation of meaning. or by the acceptance of a stipulated 

meaning.

^hen such an object is made definite in meaning 

lts actual genesis (l.e. "Tbn causal rmt1i1Sent") is of no 
p

concern to the evaluator. If we ari evaluating Paradise

Lost as an allegory of the Chinnse Revooutlon, (that is, if 

we are not evaluating "thn Paradise Loss' that “the author” 

intended), thin by definition we do not neid to know "thi 

intention” of "the author" of "the Paradise Lost".

Even in the case of obviously natural onsets, 

ynwevor, there snrot to br tnmmiyima strange in saying that 

evaluation dons not require any knowledge of origins. If

■hhe should remrmber also that in the eadalst number 
of cases the meaning we think to br thi most rlpropllrtl 
for the work of art, will bn exactly the ^1 the artist 
lntid1S "the work of art" to have.

2The actual origin, or genesis of the work or ob
ject nird not bn in an act of intention. Thus in BA p. 457 
we read: "I shall call a reason Genntic if it refers to 
something existing before thi work itself, to the manner in 
which it was produced, or its conneetlon with antecedent 
objects or psychological states." 
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we take, as an example, a rock, then a geologist might 

claim that the origin" of "the rock" mist be known before 

"the rock" can be evaluated as an example of, say, an 

igneous rock of the third Jurassic Period. On the other 

hand, a Irourrkeeper alght claim that she did not need in

formation about origins in order to evaluate "the rock" as 

a door stop. The dispute here arises because the two 

sides are talking about different things. The geologist 

is talking about what might be called "the rock";^ the 

housekeeper Is not talking about this object at all but 

another one, a door stop. This is brought out by the way 

the housekeeper will express our judgment. She will say, 

"I do not need to know the origin of "the rock" in order 

to evaluate it as a door stop." But this last phrase is 

a quaaificktion which states that "the object" is not 

under discussion.

The great number of things that any object in 

its lnintlrprlted state might be are reduced to one when 

we give the object a name and a use. As soon as we do 

this the object ceases to be a class of poteentaaities and 

is ready for evaluation.

The way in which, "an object" is judged is

'■^Although we introduced the terminology of "the 5c‘" 
to deal with intended things it does not seem unfair to ex
tend its use to talk of unintended things. .’e shall use 
such phrases as ' r the rock" when we talk of a rock as a rock, 
.Lewhcn we utilise the primary meaning of an unintended 
ooject.
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"crlteriological". './hen we decide on a meaning for the ob

ject we decide on an end which it serves best. <»'hen we 

evaluate the object we evaluate it in terms of how well it 

fulfills its end. Thus if we decide to use an object as a 

potato peeler we evaluate in terms of how well it peels 

potatoes.

It will be apparent that there is a striking slmiL- 

larity between 'the (manufactured) object" and "a (stipu

lated object" when it comes to evaluation. "The object" 

obtains its meaning ("thd meaning) because of "thg inten

tion" of its maker. "The object" was made for a particular

end, or to convey a particular meaning. "The object" is 

evaluated in terms of how well it fuufills "the end" or 

conveys "the meaning". In the same way our stipulation of 

a meaning and use means that we mist evaluate the object we 

have thus constituted in terms of how weU it fuufills the 

end for which we intend to use it or which we intend it to 

be. In all cases of "object evaluation" the Intended end 

becomes the criterion for the evaluation of the object.

The difference between Intentio^nalism and Nonu-nUentloualSm 

concerns whose intention shall decide the end. The Inten

tional 1st clams that we must make use of the end which the 

maker or author selected, whereas the Nonu-nUtnUioIUl1st 

clams that it is our own stipulation that sets the appro

priate standards.

On the account we have given the appropplateness of
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the criteria by which an object Is to be judged Is a 

function of the Intention that renders that obbect a 

definite one. Such a view would, one fears, be anathema to 

Professor Beardsley. His empphatcally stated point is that 

the criteria by which we judge objects are "puttlc" ones. 

Tils may well be true but it does not solve the problem of 

how we select the obbects to which these Moubblt" criteria 

are to apply. There may wed be criteria which are pubbic- 

ly established and by which we evaluate potato peters.

But unUl we decide that an object is a potato peeler these 

criteria are IuappOitnble. We make this decision when we 

say, " I intend to use this object as a potato paCec."

It is quite time that this statement is onc we do 

not often have to make. Normaaiy we accept the ordinary 

usc of olbbcctB. This docs not detract from the fact that 

someone had to decide that "this object" should ba used 

thus. Further if we could not in principle make such a 

statement as "I intend to usc this X for Y", then wa could 

not find naw uses for obbccts. In addition cvcry time 

something original is created there mist ba an lutcutiou 

which creates a naw definite meaning. This last case shows 

best the way in which the intention that toniSitftcB thc 

objeot as a definite ona also selects thc approppiate 

criteria. For whan an original object is made there are no 

public criteria; we have to find thc purpose of the olbjec-t 

and evaluate it in terms of how wed this purpose is 
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fulfilled. This point is very imp)ortant when we come to 

evaluate an "object of art", for although much art can be 

immitlitely placed in a tradition, the art which is great

est often goes beyond tradition and demands comppltely new 

standards of evaluation.

We mist therefore conclude that although -Professor 

Beardsley is to a great degree justified in his claim that 

the criteria of our interpretation and evaluation are public 

ones,1 yet this is not always so. Even where it is ^, 

Professor Beeadsley's discussion of how we decide wlmt an 

object is and how we are to evaluate it does not allow him 

to evade the point that however we decide that an object ie 

X, this decision is a statement of our intention to call the 

object X. Simiiarly, howwver, we decide to call the object 

X and whatever the criteria there are for evaluating X our 

evaluation is in terms of the end which our or the ftist's 

stipulation of meaning has given to the object.

About the utility of wtait we have called the "Non- 

Iateational,* approach there can be little doubt. The 

neede we have change and as they change so the ieaniag of 

many of the objects that surround us must change If they 

are to keep their relevance. We shll have to discuss this 

point further at a later stage when we are dealing purely 

with aesthetic objects. Bit It should be clear that a

•see, for example, BA pp. 139 - 46.
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work of art which was written some hundreds of years ago 

in ^eiplnit to a certain set of conditions will have to be 

changed slightly (or even a great deal) in moaning if it 

is to remain relevant to present day needs. All wo should 

remember when wo do so change the meaning of the object is 

that onco wo have done so we are not talking about "the 

work" done by "the author".

Wo may auemeriat this account of the language that 

we use in talking of natural objects by saying that we have 

been examining the rationale of such statements as, "It was 

once a taxi but now it is a chicken house", or "In eoohho's 

day it was a cheese cloth, but now it is a eoosuitn net."

Wo first irlrei that the meaning of a term 'X' 

applied to an object is the illii of the answers that could 

bo given to the question "Whhat is the meaning of 'X’9*  

These answers will include descriptive statements and use 

statements. 1nnil certain of these totentill answers to 

the request for meaning ire selected there is no one thing 

which could bo called "a rlefinire) eeening." The selection 

of "a definite meaning" wo called a "stipulation" and said 

that this stipulation was related to an intention that 

assigned a purpose to the object. Evaluation of the object 

was in tores of this Intention. It was this reliance of 

the meaning of a natural object on an intention to use the 

object for a certain purpose that aliwod us to show how 

the use of objects and their meaning, could bo brought into 
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line with our present day needs, needs which might never 

have been known when "the object" was created.

It is time now to examine the application of these 

findings in the aesthetic theory of Non-Intentionalism.



CHAPTER III

THE LOGIC OF NON-INTENTIONALISM (ii)

In our elaboration and discussion of a consistent 

theory of Nonnlntmtionallsm we will rely as far as possible 

on statements made by Professors Beardsley and WiiQslat in 

.IF and Professor Beardsley in BA, for these are two chief 

sources of the discussion of NonnIntentiLonallsm from the 

point of view of philosophic aesthetics. We are of the op

inion, howwver, that the account given by these witers is 

lacking in some ways and we will therefore amend it slight

ly. T^ese amendmmntl will be ’'flagged" so that it will be 

clear how ranch of the following account is due to 

Professors Beea’dsley and Wimsaat and how much to our own 

interpretation of NonnInnenttonallss as a critical theory. 

The reason why we have not given a "straight" account of 

the assertions made by NonnIIlnenttonal lets is that we are 

seeking not to show what NonnInnentional ism has hitherto 

been but what it must be if it is to be a consistent 

theory which can make a soundly based contribution to 

cri^csem.! The account we are giving breaks down into two 

lone other thing is required for a full account of 
NonnIntenttonallss and that is an account of its history.
So as not to break the continuity of our theoretical expos
ition, we have placed the historical account of the growth 
of NonnIntenttnnallsm from Formalimm in Appendix 2. 

74
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main parts. In the first we shall br discussing the Non- 

Intintlonaaist account of the iS1ntiflcrtlon of the ’’object 

of art" and am^rnSing it in thn light of what we have said 

about the lr1suppooStinns rmd logic of the Natural OObnct 

language. In the sicmd part we will discuss what the Non

Intint lamaist says about the evaluation of "rm aesthetic 

obbeet" when it is treated as r natural obbict. This 

account will also br amended lm thn light of what we have 

said earlier.

Im giving rm account of the NonnIItt1nionnllst 

attiuudi to works of art wn mrrd first to show that there 

ari grounds for saying that the NonnIItt1tionnllst dons 

regarS the work of art as having the same logical status as 

r natural ohberc.!

Thr following assertion is found in IF:

Thn poem is not the critic's own and not the authors 
(it is detached from the author at birth rnd annt 
about the world beyond his power to intend or control 
it.)*

1It oust br rroroOernd that we have given r techni
cal tente to the term "natural object". It must bn taken 
to demote not only truly natural obbicts such as tries, 
oonutaimt rnd flowers but any object which has no intendnr 
or where "thi intention (or genetic origin)" of the work is 
ignored.

o
*~IF p. 277. Ser also the commont by the Intintlona- 

list Leslie A. FlilSlir in ”A?chetypn and Slgiature", 
Siwanei Review Vol. 60 (1952) p. 257 where hr says of rn 
objeiiloltt statement made by Mr. T.S. Eliot: ". . . (hi) . 
. . , slims to bn ats1rtJna that r poem succeeds insofar as 
it is detached from the subje1iioity of its mokkr. Thn 
poem 13 achieved by r process of obberdf-cation rnd cam br
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Thr same sentiment is expressed in BA:

We ppst eistinguish between the aesthetic object 
and the i-tr-tlo- i- the mind of its creator.

A number of consequences foiowr from the decision 

to ignore "the 1-trntlo-" of "thr author". This makes thr 

artefact a thing of many potm-lal mee-ain-ngs, for the Effect 

of ruling out '' the I-tr-tio-" is to remove the oodlSbility 

of saying that thr object has anything wr could call "the 

pirnli-z", or even that thrrr is anything wr could call "the 

obbrct". When "thr 1-tr-tio-" and "the work of art" is set 

aside wr arr left with what Professor Beardsley calls "an 

aesthetic obbeec"^ Thus wr read:

Wr shall use thr trrs "object" to refer to any entity 
that can br named or talked about, that chEnaattel8t1cl 
can br attributed to. Statements like "the play is 
tragic" srem to br about soppth-ng . ._. let us call 
that som^ing thr "aesthetic object".^

We are left in no doubt by Professor Beardsley that 

"the aesthetic object" has thr same logical status as the 

-ftrnral object. Hr says:

Aesthetic objects arr perceptual obbrets, but so too 

lrgltiatrly examined and understood only as an obbrct."

1BA pp. '8-9»

^Hereafter the tern "the work of art" will refer to 
thr work of art that thr artist intended. "An aesthetic 
Otbect" will refer to a natural object with a range of 
potm-lal sean-ngs, and "the aesthetic object" or "a (def
inite) aesthetic object" will br used to refer to thr mean
ing that is stipulated when onr of the potential meanings 
is selected.

5ba p. 17
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are other things; for example cows, weeds and 
bathroom fixturss.-

and:

The safest way of distnngtishing aesthetic objects 
from other perceptual objects would not be by their 
causes or effects but by their own characCtelstics. 
This is after all the way we distinguish cows from 
horses, men from women, bread from stones. ...
Such a definition of "aesthetic object" would be an 
objective definition.

If the parallel between "the aesthetic object" 

(which in the Noo-Inttetionangt theory replaces the "work 

of art") and the natural object is truly marntained by the 

NootInttrtioIltrlst, we wcoild expect him to say that the 

"aesthetic object" is a class of potential namings, one of 

which mm st be taken as the meaning of "a (definite) aesthe

tic obbect". Such a statement is provided in the account 

that Professor Beardsley gives:

We have now formed our concept of the class of pre-

1EA p.58

2ibid.p.63 Commare this to the comment by Douglas 
Morgan in Momoe C. Beerdsley, Douulas Morgan and Mary 
Motherssil, "On AAt and the Deefnition of Art". Journal of 
Aesthetics and Art Celticism. (Winner, 1961), * tor. Beard
sley's heroic way of exorcising the spectre . . . (of Int- 
sntit]na.ist critccssm). • • is to define art and its cog
nates in objective terms." We should note in Professor 
Beeadsley's statement the assumption that the safest way 
of disttngtlseing between perceptual objects is by theH 
characCeeittict and not by their causes and effects. 
Such a statement may be taken as a ruling out of intentions. 
I am not sure that we do in fact normally think of 
perceptual ch£r’acCeeistict as giving the best way of dis
tinguishing perceptual objects. A metamorphic rock and an 
igneous rock, for example, are disttnftished by being of 
different origins.
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scntaticnB of an aesthetic obbect, and our original 
questions remain: What is the aesthetic object and 
what is its connection with its presentations? Ona 
way of answering these questions would ba to say that 
the aesthetic obbect . . . is just the class of its 
presentations. ... But it is not acceptable. For a 
class is an abstract entity that can bc conceived but 
not perceived.

Professor Bec.addley's way of scttlng; on thc thing 

ha is to call 'the aesthetic obbect' - is given in the foll

owing statement:

Whhlc . . . not all the chhnaateeiBtiCB of an aesthe
tic object may ba revealed in a single presentation 
of it, each of its chaaaateelBtlcB is revealed in 
some presentation. Thus whenever we w^ant to say any
thing about an aesthetic obbect, we can talk about 
its presentations. This does not "reduce1' the aesthe
tic object to a presentation; it only analyses state
ments about aesthetic obbects into statements about 
presentations. We don't want to do this all the tme, 
of course; it would bc too cum^b^e’som^.I

It is very difficult to scc how this way of 

arriving at "the aesthetic object" is any different from 

giving a list of all the answers that might bc given to 

such a question as, "What is Paradise LooS". Such a list 

would indeed bc cumbersome and perhaps indefinite in length. 

From the answ^crs we have to pick those we think to bc 

central and reject those we think to bc peripheral. We 

may do this by letting "thc intention" of the author indicate

Iba. p. 53

2lbid. p. 58 Sec also Richard Rudnnr, "Tha Ontolo
gical Status of the AecShetic Otbect", Philosophy and Phcn- 
omeniOl>ggcal Research, Voo. X (1950), pp. 5 0-3 3 " "and Donald 
F. Henze, "Tha Work of At", Journal of Philosophy. Vol. LIV, 
1957, pp. 429 - 42.
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a meaning we can call "the meeming", or alternatively we 

may ou’selves decide that one of the mianiags of “an 

aesthetic object" Is the most Imp pot ant and central one. 

This, howe^r, Is a statement of our intention to adopt 

that mianiag.

Although we find a close parallel btte^eta the 

way Professor Beardsley talks of the “aesthetic ol^ect" 

and the way we found it necessary to talk of a "natural 

object" we feel that Professor Beeadsley's account needs 

slight motile a ti on in order that we may have a way of 

narrowing down the possible meanings of "an aesthetic ob

ject". In view of wlhat we have said earlier about the 

stioulttiee definition of meaning, we suggest that a con

sistent NoonInaentioaall3e, should alliw the iraaSitutira 

of "the definite aesthetic object" by permitting an obser

ver to decree a meening and a uses as "the me£aliag" of 
"the aesthetic object".^

^It might be objected to this proposal that it 
allows the grossest rel^s^tiviim into the interpretation of 
the meaning of a work of art. If this is so then it suffers 
from the same fault as the account given by Professor 
Beef'd sley. His account of "the aesthetic object" as a 
catalogue of the possible presentations is, he admiis, cum
bersome. This suggests that somee/here in his interpreta
tion. a choice mist be made of some of the presentations in 
this catalogue. (see BA p. 134) Such a choice may be rela
tive to a culture or even personal preference (see BA p.145
7). My account of the way the NoraIiatenlonaalit is to find 
"the meenlnc" admits this relativity. I would argue, 
though, that in practice there is a irenunaty of needs that 
will lead to some limited g^i^e^e^s^i-it^y of interpretation. A 
change in these needs (personal or public) will result in 
a change in meaning as we have indicated, (supra p. 71-72)
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In view of what wo have said about the judgement of 

"natural obJects", wo wmld expect Professors Bee.rdsloy and 

Wllmaat to mmlnnain that the evaluation of "an aesthetic 

object" is in rtrei of its function. They do this:

Judging a poem is like judging a pudding or a meihlno. 
Ono demands that it work.1

and:

e . . . have to establish . . . that there is some
thing aesthetic objects can do which othgr things 
cannot do, or do as comppe^^ or fully.

i'heso are the sort of statements one would lntiil- 

pite from reenrliri who hold a "natural l'bJeci•” view of 

"aesthetic o^^jec^'^s". But the working out of this programmeo 

is not convincing. We wi.1 show how the functional view of 

the "aesthetic theory is worked out, (by Professors

Beea’dseey and Wimiaat) show why we think it odd and uncon

vincing, and suggest how it can bo amended to produce a 

consistent NonnInnentionalise.'

If aesthetic obbects are to bo evaluated in terms 

of certain functions they fulfil wo mist have some way of 

knowing these functions. Professor Beardsley says about

Xif p. 276

2ba p. 562

^A.reouae wo describe the theory wo ire about to 
discuss as a theory put forward by Professors B^ei^dsley and 
Wllniaarf it is perhaps only fair to say that the details on 
the working out are drawn from the work of Professor Beard
sley. There is nothing in IF. however, to indicate that 
Professor V Iepsit would, dissent from anything Professor 
Beeardsloy says.
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this:

Now the sort of thing you can do with an aesthetic 
object is to perceive it in a certain way and allow 
it to induce a certain kind of experience.^

In the light of this statement, Professor Beardsley 

is able to indicate the way we evaluate aesthetic objects 

in terms of their function. We need not lummaalle all the 

arguments mmashaaled by Professor Beeardsley in defence of 

his thesis. It is sufficient for us to state the conclu

sion he asserts quite unecuivo oddly:

rt’X’ has aesthetic value" means '"X*  has the capacity 
to produce^ an aesthetic experience of a fairly great 
maagintude.

3-BA p. 526

2lbid. p. 531

- ibid, p. 550

We say that this conclusion is odd and unconvincing 

and we need to say why before we amend it.

First the conclusion does not seem to be held with 

any great surety by Professor Beardsley himmsef. Tais is 

mminly because of the problematic nature of "aesthetic 

experience". After his discussion of this conjept, Profes

sor B^sardsley says:

Such distinctions are vague and tentative; they are 
some of the problems that most need to be studied at 
the present tme.’5

Secondly it is difficult to see how the theory 

elaborated by Professor Beardsley escapes from the strict
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ures hr has himself hirpid upon the "Affective Fallacy", 

which hr says:

dissipates thn poem into its effects.

But perhaps thi salt reason why thn account which 

Professor Beardsley has given us falls to convince is that 

it nbjit1dat1t m the SittinitOont wn morsony make 

bitwnnn works of art, distinctions which Professor Beards

ley has elaboratiS with great care throughout his book. 

On Professor Benaddtey's account all works of art are eval

uated in the same terms. Their merit is r function of the 

effect they have. Al works hrvi the same function, to 

arouse experience. ^111^801 would therefore srem to br 

reduced to the utilisation of r more oir less sensitive 

"ixperennial seismograph" which record thi aesthetic 

tremor amd reads off the value coefficient.

This is contrary to everything wn hrvi tradition

ally come to expect from critical evaluation. W'e have brnn 

traditionally led to believe that different sorts of art 

works have diffident criteria by which they are evaluated. 

We cam hardly take easily the suggestion that am assess

ment of the value of r Titian is arrived at in the same 

way as rm assessment of r piece of work by Jackson Pollock.

Ome suspects that r reason for thi paradoxical

■MMnroe C. d1trSse1y rnd William f. VJimmstt, "Thi 
Affective Fallacy", Sewaner .-vl... Vol. LVII (1949) pp. 31
54.
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conclusion to which Professor Beardsley has come is found 

in thr -a-turr of NodnIiitrnt.onatiBt criticism. It will br 

remembered that wr said that oncr "thr 1-te-tio-" was dis- 

ornled with thrrr was nothing which could properly clai 

the oar-espt1vr status of "the msming". I-stead wr arr 

left with an object which has an i-defi-itr number of 

sernings. Some of these meanings will br the uses to which 

thr object could br put. Onr such use would br "thr use" 

of the object to provide an experience. Wr could make this 

use ' thr fu-ctio-" of all natural objeots which wr call 

"aesthetic", and wr could insist that they br evaluated in 

terms of how they produce this rxperle-cr. In this sensr 

it is possible to say that all aesthetic objects could have 

thr same fnnctid-. But onr sees no rra^o- why onr should 

say that thr production of "aesthetic experience" is the 

only use to which aesthetic objects could be put. Indr'd 

to say this is to arrlvr at a rather paradoxical conclusion 

about thr nature of art evaluation. What wr nrrd therefore 

is some NodnIiitrit.odntilt theory of evaluation which dors 

allow us to retain the concept of different sorts of 

aesthetic obbects and different sets of criteria for evalu

ation.

We might start by sayl-g that there are many things 

wr can do with "aesthetic obbects". Some may br best suited 

to give us the aEsthEtic exper'le-cr, some might serve to 

make us think deeply, some may br designed to shock us and 
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bo on. We might, then, in looking at aesthetic objects 

decide to classify them in terms of the uses to which they 

are best fitted. Tiis will at least avoid lumping them all 

together in the same class of "obbects that produce certain 

experiences".

The objection to this would probably be that some 

of these uses are not primarily aesthetic. One believes 

this to be the answer that Professor Beardsley would make. 

One is not unduly impressed by this tbbectitn. Although we 

are using aesthetic obbects to produce moorl, utilitarian 

and hsdontstic effects yet these effects are also aesthetic 

in that they are produced by mans of aesthetic obbects. 

In addition, the objection places a radical division between 

aesthetic uses and evaluations and other uses and evalua

tions and it will beeome clear later that this division is 

not one we favour. As I am not arguing this conclusion now, 

I cannot use it to tell against the ^bectlon made by the 

pure aestheticim, and instead mist rest the account ff the 

classification of aesthetic obbects in terms of the variety 

of uses to which they may be put, on the more realistic 

theory of crUcesm that this account provides. For now 

we may say that different sorts of aesthetic objects may be 

used for different purposes. 1

10n th^ theory we could even go some way •toward 
disttnguishitLg schools of art in the historical sense. It 
will be possible to group artefacts in terms of a close 
resemblance of function.
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It will bc clear now how thc NoniIIlneniionalist 

theory of evaluation given by Professor Beaardsley mist ba 

am^c^c^i^d. ".- e accept the account which hc gives in which ha 

statiB the necessity for a functional evaluation of 

aesthetic obbects, but we disagree with him whan ha says 

that there is only onc function for such objects. Instead 

we say that different people will put aesthetic objects to 

different uses and that they will evaluate these objects 

in terms of the uses to which they put them. Again thlB 

could in theory lead to an utter critical rclatviSm. In 

practice this is hardly likely to occiu’, There are some 

needs which are accepted by large groups of people and 

these large groups will have relatively general standards 
and crKcida with which to Judge work of ^t.1 Flfther. 

thcrc can bc little doubt that to soma extent critical 

standards are relative to time and place. They do change 

and any theory which does not allow for the possibility of 

this change, by all owing the o(COBSl)illty of stipulating 

new uses and m^e^a^dLngs for aesthetic otobects, mist bc in

adequate. V© allow for this ooosBbillty by making ''the 

m^c^a^iing of the aesthetic object" a function of the stipu- 

intention. This intention is itself a reflection of 

the needs of the individual and the group.

1Thesc groups will correspond to groups of critics, 
such as Maarist art critics, Tha New Critics, Leea-viStcs, 
etc., ad. lnflnBum.
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We may aumeeriat our lpptiilriln of the logic of 

the natural object language to in aesthetic context as 

follows. Wo examined the account that was given by the 

philosophers normally liiliilted with NonnIlnt)enionnlli. 

This account corresponded in three iemontant ways with what 

we found in examining the natural object language in 

general. First the NonnIlnrttronnllst did look upon the 

work of art as the same sort of thing is a natural obbect. 

Secondly, this "aesthetic object" was regarded as a cliss 

of potential openings. T'^i^2^<^Zly, these "aesthetic lbJecti" 

ire evaluated in a functional eaanmr. We found, however, 

that the account given by the nontintentimnliiti of the 

way in which wo selected one of the totentill peenings of 

"an aesthetic object" to bo "the meaning of the aesthetic 

object" was lacking in a numier of ways. Wo suggested 

that this account bo amended so that the selection of "a 

(definite) meaning" bo made a function of a "ititullrlve 

intention". Tiis "intention" to use "an aesthetic obbect" 

in a certain way and thus give it a certain moaning 

reflects a tre~exiitng nood in the person or group of 

persons stipulating "the mooning".

From what we have slid it should bo quite clear 

thit the interpretation and evaluation of "the aesthetic 

object" in a *lonltnteenional" way is quite a ilntiitent 

procedure. Once "the intention" is ruled out of court there 

is no other way of arriving at a definite meaning except by
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decision, and no way of evaluating this meanlag except 

functionally. We have thus achieved our purpose o^ showing 

that Nora-naenti.ontlism can be a theooetlctlly irngiittat 

theory.

We need now to say something about Part I as a whole 

and indicate what we propose to do in Part II.

Our purpose in Part I was to examine iatentiinaaiilt 

and Nora-naenti.rnal ism, find their presuoporltioas and see 

whhther their assertions about the nature of cd-tccsm 

followed from these assummpions. We found that iattationt- 

Hm asstmed the work of art to be an act or the result of 

an act. Examining the act language showed us that the 

decision to call irmethiag "an act or result of an act" was 

to com mt oneself to an intentional investigation. Inten- 

tioatlise was therefore a valid theoretical alternative.

We found that the main assummHon of NoraInaentiont- 

lism was that works of art had the same status as natural 

objects. Examining the language used to talk of natural 

objects showed us that to call something "a natural olobeet" 

was to rule out a genetic discussion and to coraHt oneseef 

to an investigation that did not utilise the intentions of 

an author. Nora-naentl.ratlise had to be am^e^di^d, howwver, 

in view of the fact that an intention was involved, althcuigh 

not the Intention of an articifer. With this amendment 

allowed, NooaInaentiratlSse was, like Intentional ism, a 

imaSsttat and valuable critical theory.
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We mmst now indicate where the discussion mist go 

from here. So far we have shown only that IntentionaHm 

and NonnInnentionallsm could be adopted. We have said 

nothing about which of them should be used in cri-tccsm. 

This will be our task in Part II. Both of the theories we 

have been examining offer themselves as the only practical 

alternatives. They thus each clam to be the only possible 

critical theory. In what follows we test these clams by 

finding what conddtions theories, which clam to be exclu

sive and general, must fulfil before their clam is 

accepted. V.hen we have done this we will have decided 

which, if either, of the theories should be the general 

theory of cri^tUism. It may be that neither theory can 

subjlanniatr its claim to be the only theory and that both 

must mooify their clams and be content to be a part of a 

more general procedure that conjoins them both. This is 

to say that both may be needed if an adequate account of 

critccsm is to be given.

We may state the purpose of Part II, shortly as 

follows. The claims of the two theories may be expressed 

as judgments to the effect that "Intent,lonaHsm (Noonlnt- 

entinnallss) is the sole critical theory". We are to con

struct a validation frame within which these judgements 

may be tested. To this we now turn.



PART II

SEMAJTICS



CHAPTER III

CONSTRUCTION 0? A VALIDATION FRAME FOR TESTING

GENERAL THEORIES IN AESTHETICS

Before we turn to the specific problem of rvaluatlng 

general aesthetic thror-rs we mist say somethIng about the 

general problem of testing theories which claim to br com

pletely general.

Wr take it as axiomstic that it is imsoosiblE for 

two lncompaiblr thEori's to substantiate a clai to com

plEtE g^i^-^e^e^l^ity. Thr problem is to find some way of rlimi- 

-ating a putative general theory which will not br arbi

trary but which will br btlrd on rational grounds.

Our desire to ground our test orocrdure rationally 

means that wr must reject a widely held method of choosing 

brtwrrn general theories. This method is that advocated by 

Feigl and Carnap, among others, and it btlel the ^^inclplr 

of choice brtwrrn thror-rs on rmooivr and perlutlive mitadel 

of arguing.' We will give a brief account of this method 

in view of thr fact that its shortcomings reveal thr sort

^R^c^<^dLoa Csarnap, ,,Ems0rlc1sm, Semsntlcl and Ontolo
gy 1- Leonard Linsky (rd.), Seima-ics and thr Philosophy of 
Language» (Urbana: Un-waity of illndis Press, 19512). 
Hrbert Feigl. ’,Vatieatid- Vinnecatid-',J "Dr
Prineclpis. .. " refErr-crs give-, suuoro. o-7.
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of test procedure we are looking for.

In his article "Eimpliicism, Semartict and

Carnap draws a distinction between qutstlott which, are 

asked within a system and those which are asked about a 

system. Only the questions which are asked within a system 

are rational questions. They ask whhther certain ^£^6^8, 

made on the basis of the attumptlont of a system, are valid 

ones. It is these questions we have been examining in Part 

I. We may, howevvr, ask, as we are doing here, which system 

we should adopt. We wsant to be told what would be good 

reasons for choosing a system. Carnap's answer is unprom

ising:

we take the position that the introduction of the 
new ways of speaking does not need any theoretical 
jtttif’icrtrc>t because it does not imply any asser
tion of reality.1

This is to say that our choice of a general criti

cal theory is an illrtiotrl mater. Feigl seems quite 

specific on this maMer when he works out the imppications 

of Cjarnip's temarLtlot for value theory. Our choice of a 

theory of evaluation is a maater of emooive persuasiveness. 

Thus he says:

Varidatitn terminates with the exhibition of the 
norms which govern the realm of argument otn<celtsd. 
If any other question can be asked it mist be the 
question concerning the pragmatic justification of 
the frame.

■ccrnap op . c it. p. 51.

2Feigl, Vandation and VIndention, p. 675.
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and:

There are limits bayond w which rational argument 
cannot be extended. . . . Beyond these limits there 
could only bc conversion by persuasion (rhetoric,
• • . promises, threats • • . etc.) . . . Only if 
honc of these succeeds . . . coercion by violence .
• . scams inevitable.1

Thc full reasons why we cannot accept this account 

are involved and amoi^i^t to nothing less than a comppetc 

rejection of Loggcal foruall3u. For our present purposes 

our reasons for not accepting the account given of the 

"non-cofgintlve" choice of general theories may bc briefly 

stated, '1 rcjcct the account we are discussing because 

it involves nothing less than a comppetc irrationality 

when it comes to choosing general theories, and because it 

scams possible to co^f^B^roct an account wrhich docs allow' a 

rational choice, we do not find it possible to adopt an 

account which docs not properly allow us to have good 

reasons for choosing. Wa may notice that even Carnap and 

Feigl arc unwilling to offer thcir account in a stringent 

form. Thus Carnap says:

Tha decision of accepting ... (a framework) . . . 
although Itself not of acognntive nature, will 
nevertheless bc influenced by theoretical knowledge.

1Feigl op, cit. p. 669. This remark may bc com
pared to Carnap * S"Btatepenn, od, cit. p. 211: "Tha extern
al question cannot bc uee.ninggffly askcd of the . . . 
framework itself. Those who raise this question ... 
have perhaps in mind a practical ouectior. . . . Wa have 
to make the choice vlucthen or not to accept . . . the 
framework in question. • • • Tha decision . . . is . . . 
not of a tog}ntlee nature."

1rcarnap op. cit. p. 23.
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At the end of his paper he in fact offers ways of testing 

whether **abstract linguistic forms" should be accepted or 

rejected. If he is thus in a position to offer principles 

of choice he muEt also be in a position to say that these 

principles of choice conssitute a validation frame for 

testing general theories. "Eternal" questions will be 

"internal" to this validation frame. They will therefore 

be rationally decidable.

The same thing is suggested by Feigl. He saysi

I woiuld stress that the ernottvist assimilation of 
moral issues to questions of personal taste and pre
ference does not even begin to do justice to the 
nature of argument and justification in the ^c^o^r^il 
realm of discourse. There is a great deal of vali
dation in ethical arguments which is too easily lost 
sight of if attention is primarily fixed upon per
suasion or vindication.!

In fact Feigl is prepared to go much further than

this. In an imootant statement he Bays:

At this point one of the most immpi^ant questions 
in all philosophy arises: Are the justifying prin
ciples of knowledge, i.e. the principles of induc
tion and deductive logic, as undemoostrable and as 
much lacking in uniqueness as are the norms of ^ot^2^2L 
judgmmnts? If intuitive cogency is to be abandoned 
as a criterion of truth, are we not faced with an 
analogous plurality or relativity in regard to basic 
presuppositions in the field of cognition? ... A 
few suggestions can be made hera . . . The validity 
of deductive inference is presupposed in ethical 
argument. ... In this sense we may safely claim 
the "primacy of pure reason". ... It can be shown 
at least that the rules of deductive inference 
possess a uniqueness which even if not present in 
the same degree, is also dhracceristic of the rules

Feigl op. cit., p. 677.
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of inductive inference.

This statement again tells us that there is it 

least one system that is not chosen in a purely teoOivt 

way, further wo are told that this "ultiate system" is 

involved in our value theories. This would soeo to indi

cate that on the basis of this primary system somo steps 

can bo made towards a rational way of choosing between 

general theories.

We therefore reject the first account we have 

examined which offers a method of choosing between genieral 

theories. This account was defective in that it oado the 

malter of choice an irrational one. In addition its pro

ponents soomed to hive reservations about it. Finally the 

account was not thoroughgoing in its advocacy of irration

al methods. Those who urged it did soem to believe that 

it was possible to have priniitlei which would allow the 

rejection or acceptance of gennoality claims. These prin- 

iltlei iluei bo said to form a validation frame by which 

the judgment "X is a good general theory" could bo examined 

and pronounced on. Tho fact that those who urged a non- 

rational method of choice found it necessary to introduce 

triniltlei of choice leads us to hope thit it eig.lh't bo 

possible to find a test procedure which would allow a rat

ional oxarniinition of putative general theories.

•felgl op. cit. , p. 674
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A-though we reject the conclusions which are arrived 

at by Feigl and Carnap we still propose to use the distinc

tion which they draw between ,liattraal“ and "external" 

questions. This account will be slightly amended, howwver. 

Carnap has told us that a judgment is valid if it foil eras 

from the assume p ions of the system within which it occurs. 

Such a judgment is Internal to a system. We suggeet, howev

er, that questions about theories should also be seen as 

questions which are "internal" to sets of asiuep01oni by 

which theories are teiiee.i•Thii will make such questions 

rationally decidable. Such an am^i^dme^e^'^ also reminds us 

that the general theories being tested will be form Usable as 

judgteenti that occur within in the context of test systems 

and again this allows us to say that such judgements may be 

rationally called validly or Invalidly derived. The problem 

that faces us now ci^c(^^as the nature of the sets of assump

tions within which general theories are tested. The ques

tion we have to ask here is, "Whose set of tsiueppioni stall 

be used as a test procedure?"

This question will assume its proper significance if 

we say why it is necessary to ask it. The reason is that 

we are interested in validity questions. are asking

whhther the judgement that "X is the only general theory"

^The question of wh^1t the "sets of aiiuep01ras" 
are internal to is an interesting one. It would unfortun
ately take us far beyond the scope of this thesis to dis
cuss this question fully.
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is validly derived from a ''set of allumptlonl" as to what 

a "good general theory" must be. We have earlier said that 

an argument is valid if it "follows properly frcm" its 

premiBes.l The "set of allum)tionl" we adopt aboiut what 

onnsSitltrs a "good general theory" may be said to form the 

premises of an argument. The judgement "X is the only 

general theory" is the conclusion of this argumeet, and 

this judgment is onlr?rct only if it follows properly from 

the set of assumptions.

The account of validity we have suggested makes the 

valid derivation of a conclusion a function of the premises 

and msthndl of It is this account that makes the

question, "What set of assum iiom are we to adopt?" an 

impotant one. For a judgment that may be validly derived 

from one set of premises may be invalidly derived from 

another. If this is so it mmst be asked what there is to 

stop a person who has constructed a theoretically valid 

theory from constructing a s6t of alaum^tionl which valid

ates the adoption of that theory.

There is only one alternative aside from this. We 

might clam that there was some Independent and generally 

held procedure by which general theories were tested for 

accept^n ity.

The choice between these two alternatives is 

••Siura. p. 9“i0
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easily made when wr consider the nature of the problem wr 

are dealing with. We are trying to discover which of two 

putatively general theoriEs aae to br adopt'd and put into 

practice by Everyone. This being so it is obvious that 

they mist co-foim to the aulrs which most people use to 

evaluate general theoriEs. If they do -ot, then most 

people will not accept them thr purodlE of formiUating

the thEories will br thwarted. In shoot, it might well br 

possible for sdmedtr to convince himself that his theory 

is generally applicable, but unless hr can convince a 

large number of others his own frellng of conviction is 

likely to br lHuoory.-

In view of this wr can rEformllttE the problem with 

which wr are faced. We are to find the oaocedure that most 
ppeople usr to test general thEori's.

Even if wr limit the class of people from whom wr

I"The only timr it would br correct to argue one’s 
own oaocEdure for testing general theories would br when 
onr found that the accEpted methods of evaluation were 
inadequate or l-cornlstrut.

2When wr use the expression "most propl'" wr -'rd 
to exercise great care. In a subject_like aesthetics or 
physics "m^i^lt people" (1- the lenle of a count of the artdl 
of the po■oulat1dt) are not quaaifiEd to pass judgment. 
FormUlitlng rulrs for what shall count as a "qult.if1Ee 
evaluator" " is a difficult problem. In order not to get led 
into a large abstract lssur wr oaoool' to say that thr class 
of "most pEoplr", whose aulrs foa evaluating theorlEs wr 
are mmisr In Ing, should br coi^E^s^^it^ut^e^d in a cdmmsntsnsr way 
as those people who habitually discuss aesthetic 
problems.
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shall take our methtd of testing general theories we are 

likely to run into difficulties. Often the way in which a 

oolmprrrlvel.y weei defined class of people tests theories 

is not exploit. Such testing may be more an intuitive 

meater than a question of applying consciously form-ilated 

rules. We will often, therefore, have to extract our test 

system from a consideration of the way people do in 

practice evaluate general theories.

Having solved the problem of who to Include in the 

class of people whose procedure for testing general 

tesr'ist is of use to us, and having said that the extrac

tion of their procedure will often be a matoer of making 

exp He it what these people do intuitively, we are left 

with one last problem before we turn to the elaboration of 

a procedure for evaluating aesthetically general theories.

We must beware of looking for a test procedure for 

use on theories that claim g^j^e^e^r^lit^y that will enable us 

to test all sorts of general theories. It is probable thet 

there is no such thing. It seems a fair enough thing to 

say that the procedures used in the testing of religious 

general theories are different from those used to test gen

eral theories in the physical sciences. It would be a 

strange thing if the evidence that confirmed a meeaplhr s^c al 

hyDoohesis was the same evidence as ottfimsd an hypothesis 

in Eco^t^i^icss, Karl Marx to the contrary. We mist therefore 

confine ourselves to the elaboration of a test procedure 
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for Aeethetic themies.

As annn is we turn to reii more particular problem 

serious difficulties soem to confront us. At first sight 

it doos not soeo t^hit aesthetics affords any such test pro

cedure. If it did there would, probably have boon some ond 

to the prUiferit^l^c^n of teelriei and disputes within the 

province of Aeeiheeiis.

Wo should beware however of simply asserting that 

there is no test procedure. If this were so there would bo 

no rejection or acceptance of reenrlei by 1eiteetiii1ni. 

Wo know very weOl, rhluah, what it is to find a theory that 

is offered to us unconvincing, and what it is to say that 

a certain theory gives a good account. This acceptance and 

rejection is not confined to snail scale adventures in 

aesthetic theory. Wo do find it possible to siy that a met

aphysical theory of aesthetics, such is that of HeggO, is 

impausible. In the case of the dispute we are examining 

wo know what it is for an Intentional 1st to say that Non- 

In'tentl-onal iem is stereo,! and for a NonnIittoti.onnaist lio 

say that Intentional iso is filliillUi. There are iorrli^ney 

test procedures that are used. Perhaps if we can isolate 

these procedures wo can establish that continuing disputes 

in AAeShhtiis ire duo to some other cause.

Wo may approach an account of the test procedure

Igee Donsaai Morgan loc. cit. passim. 
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used in the evaluation of aesthetics by considering a pro

cedure to which it is analogous. This procedure is the 

method we use everyday to decide vzhether something is to 

be believed or not, the method, for instance by which we 

detect leg puns, fraud and lies. We consider this method 

before that of aesthetic "theory-testing" because the com- 

m^o^n^(^nsr method is so tmmsrli.aely obvious to us that we can 

see straighaaway what it involves. Then we will suggest 

that a similar sort of method is used whenever an aesthetic- 

ian says that a theory is unacceptable.

The mmthod we use to test the veracity of what we 

are told in everyday life is by checking what we are told 

with ’’the facts". We should beware of corn-se of thinking of 

’’the facts" in too simple a way, for what we may call "naive 

reaHsm" is often extremely so^pestiokted. Similarly what 

we think of as established fact may often turn out to be 

illllJlnn. We may accuse the scientist of deceiving us when 

he says that the earth moves with respect to the sun and 

call on the so-called "facts of observation". In spite of 

the compl-cations that surround the nature of "real facts" 

it srrml fair to clam that we are all in possession of a 

body of on^mm^n seme knowledge which we are able to use to 

test claims that people m^e, When we reject clams that 

people make we do so by pointing out the discrepancy between 

what they claim and what we take to be "the facts". It is 

for this reason that we have such expressions as, "His 
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story doesn't fit the facts1 ' , ' ’ the facts speak for then- 

selves", and ".hat you say does not 'square* with the 

facts".

"•e suggest that the technique used by teithetiiitas 

in their evaluation of aesthetic theories is tntloerus to 

the method we used to test claims which are made on a 

^000^^ level in everyday life. This is to clam the 

existence of a body of "aesthetic facts" in terms of which 

aesthetic theories that clam genefaaity are evaluated. 

Thus a theory that claims to be general but which overlooks 

a large of these "aesthetic faults" will be rejected

as an iepOauslble aesthetic general theory.

Simple though our suggested test procedure may 

seem, it involves great difficulties. The first and most 

obvious one is the problem of wltt is to count as an "aes

thetic fact". The second and more :fuadteetaal difficulty 

centres upon the problem of demo^st'ating the existence of 

"aesthetic facts" which are independent of aesthetic 

theories and which may thus be used to test these theories.

•e deal with the problem of the nature of "aesthetic 

facts" by sugggsting that the class of these facts be made 

up of all the widely used and accepted ways that there are 

of talking about objects which are thought of as "works of 

art".1 Examles of such ways of talking would be the

^This is not to say that all ways of speaking are 
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widely held atsumOitns that works of art are discrete en

tities, that they have some physical status, that many of 

them are made by purposive human activity.

When an aesthetic theory is rejected as iopOaucible 

it is because it ignores ways of speaking which are imppn'- 

tant. Thus the general theory of art which is elaborated 

by Croce is thought to be im^pl^\^£^^Lb^le because it under- 

ropOeattet the status of the work of art as a physical ob

ject. Similarly, an Objeecivist theory of art will seem 

impausible to many people because there is a widespread 

tendency to think of the creative activity of the artist 

as having an impor-ant p^irt to play in our understanding of 

the work.

It is of course possible to make the clam that 

certain widely held atsuopOions about art are better dis

pensed with. But it is obvious that such a clam will only 

be made good if it can be shown that these assumopions are 

inctnststent, or if it is found possible to persuade every

one msacing such assumptions to stop using them. It is not 

enough merely to say that these assumepions are wrong.

Having given some indication of what we propose to 

call an "aesthetic fact", we turn to the more difficult 

to count as relevant. Some may be extremely matinal and 
odd. Some widely held assumptions about what art is may 
be isconsS8trst. At the same tme it does not seem unfair 
•to say that many ways of talking about art which are 
widely held are properly held. We are concerned with these. 
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problem of the independence of these facts. Tha problem 

here is that certain ways of speaking about works of art 

are only used because of the adoption of theories. To 

claim the ways of speaking in support of the theories would 

bc a circular procedure. If we are to Bubitannintc our 

clam that aesthetic general theories are tested by refer

ence to "aesthetic facts", we must show that there arc some 

facts which are Independent of these theories.

Tha problem only arises, of course, in the context 

of those theories which are general and which recommend us 

to stop using soma ways of speaking and to usc only one way. 

With smaai scale aesthetic theories which only sack to give 

an account of a spual segment of the aesthetic world the 

problem docs not arise. Thus if I only wanted to clam 

iini some works of art (l.e. unintended ones) should bc 

treated as "aesthetic obbects", I would not bc arguing with 

the large number of ncstietitiamB.

Tha absence of any problem on the minor level docs 

not, howewr, help us with the problem of what happens in 

general aesthetic theories.

We arc faced with the problem therefore of how to 

decide what Is to count as evidence for a theory. From our 

own point of view we are involved in two problems when we 

consider this question. We want io ask what is to count as 

evidence in the case of the two particular theories we are 

discussing and also we have to deal with the general problem 
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of what is to br the rElEvant rvldrncr for an aesthetic 

theory. We may approach the general question by consider

ing the casr of our more ^^i^'ti^culaa oadbl'p. Wr therefore 

attempt to say how the evid'-c' by which we test the i—te—- 

tlo-alist and NodnIintrntonttist theoriEs is inl'p'-dent of 

thesr theoriEs.

It will br aemrmperrd that the NodnIiLntrntodntist 

critic assErtEd that works of art were to br regarded as 

aesthetic ohb'cts and that thrsE aesthetic objects were of 

the same type as what we called "nati'al objects". Ar-thing 

that the NodnIi-trttom.tllt wish'd to claim about works of 

art would br taur only if there was 1- fact a class of 

things called "mtural obbEctl". HowwrEa, these "natural 

objects" are not things which are created by an aesthetic 

theory. They are things which are features of a more grn- 

eaal view of the woald. They would atE' existed rvEn with

out there being a tdnnl—tE—tlo—tllsm. It was for this 

rmo- that thr things wr had to say about the "natuaal 

obbect" way of speaking in general had aEleEa-CE for the 

Examination of the way that the concept of "mtura! object" 

functioned 1- its aesthetic use. For thr aesthetic use 

Oresuoooled that there were such things as ,,]nlt1^u•tl objects". 

It is for this reason that the evidence foa NodtInnent1d-- 

alism as a critical theory may br said to br 1td'o'nd'nt 

of that theory. Wr are told by thr NodtIittrttonttllt that 

all the things which are works of art are also "natural 
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obbects". Because we know what a 'Wural object" Is in a 

tontaeBteetlc sense we can test the assertion of the 

aesthetic theory.

Much the same account can be given of the Ittet- 

tirtaCist position. The Intentionaist tells us that works 

of art are aots or the results of acts. The truth of this 

may be tested, for we know prior to all aesthetics what it 

is for ttiithnng to be an act or the result of an act. We 

are therefore able to test the assertion that "all works of 

art are acts (or the result of acts)."

It would therefore seem quite easy for us to find 

some way of testing our two aesthetic theories which is in

dependent of those theories. We list all the things that 

are called works of art and then we examine them to wee 

whhther they are acts or natural obbects. If there are some 

of both of these things then NontIntentlotalism and intst- 

titnaltsi cannot make good their claims to be general 

theories.

Untortunately the maater is by no means so simple. 

The test procedure we have Just advocated may seem all 

right, but there is one big difficulty in it. THls 

centres upon the meater of "listing all the things that are 

called works of art". For again at this point the question 

may be asked "called works of art by whom?" We have in 

fact ooiplltely misunderstood the way in which the two 

theories function. They do not say, "If there are any 

works of art which are acts (or natural obbects) then
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NonnInnentlon1lsee (lnrentlonalasm) is wrong ag a general 

theory". They say, "Tho only teinai wo ire prepared to 

call works of art are nbJecti which result from acts (or, 

in the case of nonn intentional im, "natural lbJeeii".) 

Tho two theories are not making aeneeaaisitioni based on 

an omppiical examinntion of works of art, they ire intro

ducing new criteria for defining the term "work of art". 

From this point of view it can bo soon why the problem of 

what would count as evidence against either theory is such 

a difficult one. There is no such evidence. Although the 

Intentilna1iir would admit reir there were such things as 

"n1rur1e lbJecti", ho would not admit thit there were such 

things as "aesthetic natural obbecti". Similarly the Non

Intent ilnt1isr would admit that there were such things as 

acts and ^eiulti of acts, ho would deny, e(lweoer, thit 

there were 1esteeeiiii1eey relevant objects which were pro

duced by an activity.

Wo would suggest that it is the redefinirive nature 

of many aesthetic reeoriei that has led to so many aesthe

tic disputes. Al 1esteetiii1ni, no melter how emOaphy{3i- 

cal, eight say that if there were any "aesthetic facts" 

that counted against their theories then those theories 

would have to bo rejected. Urn’ontunateey their theories 

ire often framed in such a way reir nothing could count 

against thee.

Wo ire therefore faced with a rather unfortunate 
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problem*  In the case of the two theories we are examining 

we have found that there is independent evidence which 

might confirm the theories but the nature of the theories 

is such that there seems to be no evidence permitted that 

would count against them. We have now to ask how such 

theories are to be tested and rationally chosen.

On alternative is to say that if a theories does 

want to recommend a new definition of a term, then there is 

nothing to stop him as long as he makes it clear that he is 

making a procedural rather than a factual point. Once we 

are clear what he is doing, it wo^].d seem to be up to us 

to decide whhther to adopt the rtcie]meaatira or not.

There are certain things wrong with this suggested 

solution. First we do not want to say that anyone can make 

any recoemeeadtloa. W^ want people to make recimmeeadtlrai 

when they have good reason to do so. Secondly, we have said 

that once a recoeeetLnatirn has been made, we can decide 

whhther to adopt it or not. But this again is to sugges't 

that there are rational principles upon which we can make 

our choice between rtcrmmetndtirns. If we do want to say 

that linguistic rtcremeenatirai should be based on evidence, 

and that we can quite rationally decide to adopt a recmmm- 

endation, then it would seem possible for us to find prin

ciples which will allow us to decide what is good evidence 

for an aesthetic theory, and what is good evidence for a 

linguistic rtiremetLadtioa. Once again we are looking for 
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a set of aesthetic facts which would count either for o£ 

against an aesthetic theory.

Let us this time remark that aesthetic tero-ies 

usually base their assertions on some account of "a work of 

art". Thus a NonnIIttrtionnkist might say that "all wo'ks 

of art are aesthetic ^bects, and all aesthetic o^^je^'ts 

are 'natural (DbjeeCs"'. We have already seen that such a 

statement might be stipulat^e, in which case it is impos

sible to disprove by citing evidence. On the other hand 

such a statement might embody an empiical observation. 

The NonnIItentinnnkiit might be saying, "I have examined 

things called "works of art" and I have found that they 

have the same ohakak0eeisticl as things called 'natural 

nbjeeOs’". This statement can be disproved. For it is 

now open to us to produce a work of art and say that it 

has the same oh^aakOeelstlcl as the result of an act. If 

this claim were supported then NonnIntentionalSss would 

be rejected as a general theory.

This seems to be a promising approach. The evi

dence on the basis of which we evaluate theories Is the 

class of independently existing works of art which are em

bodied in theories. This approach, eneever, tresuptosrs 

that there are neural objects which are recognised by all 

aestheticisms before they start theorizing. We have al

ready seen that the term "work of art" is not always 

aesthetically neutral when it is used in aesthetic theories. 
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Often these theories want to say that the teim "work of 

art" should be redefined. We could only use the "works 

of art" as an independent check on theories if they were 

objects which had definite chaaacCielstict, and if all 

aesthetici-ans were agreed on their compptttion• UtiSII 

theorists ti^tp redefining "work of art" and treat works 

of art as definite and independent things, then there will 

be no end to the ortli^erriits of aesthetic theories.

This immoriately suggests to us one way in which 

we can establish a body of independent evidence to be used 

in the testing of aesthetic theories. We can rule out all 

those theories which merely redefine the term "work of 

art" as irrelevant. We will then be left with those 

theories that do ctncenSrate their attention solely on 

works of art as definite ^bects.

Such a step would seem to be supported by the fact 

that we do think of works of art as relatively stable 

things which do retain their public Idennity from one 

moment •to the next. This would suggest to us that when a 

theorist tells us ttmerhing about the nature of "works of 

art" we can go to the works of art and chedk what he sayg.1 

To say that "works of art", as public e^ities,

^In view of me of the cr^tclSmt we tove made of 
Professor Beardsley it is prrhaos rpproppiate at this point 
to observe the admirable way in which he has concentrated 
on the ouC)jicity of the work o^ art. Our only compplint is 
that he has not gone quite far enough as we point out 
following this footnote.
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should bc the evidence by which we test the assertions of 

critical theory is a helpful first step. SampChlng fur

ther is needed, as may bc scan by considering the

following case, following our i,ecoulmeUaniou, thc Non- 

Iutcut ionaaist points to the work of art and says, "When 

we look at the work of art we sce nothing of the artist's 

iutcutlou, so we arc justified in concentrating entirely 

on wtot we scc and iu treating the work of art as a 

'natural obbect'". The Intcntlonaist says, iaeever, 

"When we look at the work of art we can scc Biragghaweay 

that it was done by someone, and we mist therefore talk of 

it as the result of purposive activity."^

It is our contention that both of these wavs of 

speaking (and perhaps many others) are quite correct. We 

can often look at a work of art and grasp st^r^ag^ttaway 

that it was the product of intentional activity. Even 

where we cannot scc this, we can often assume it. Similar

ly we can often see that something which we are discussing 

an evaluating iu aesthetic terms was not intended by any

one. Evan where we cannot scc this, we arc quite justified 

in seeing what follows from the assumption that it was not 

produced by a definite intention and given a definite 

^^e^a^^Lng.

IsSrnmarly a theologian might say, "It bears all the 
marks of GCs handiwork." Any number of things could bc 
said about the work.
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As well as being perfectly correct ways of speaking, 

the assertions made about the work of art are admirable 

candidates as evidence for general theories. Aeethetlo 

theories are In fact theories to explain why we make cer

tain statements about works of art and what the ImUcations 

of these statements cis.^ It is for this reason that we 

say that "ways of speaking" should be the "aesthetic facts". 

There are certain persistent statements that are made about 

works of art. They indicate certain features people think 

of as belonging to works of art. Any theory which does not 

account for all these ways of speaking, but overlooks some 

of them, can not clam to have given a general theory of 

aesthetics.

The way in which "ways of speaking" about works of 

art allows the testing of aesthetic general theories will 

become clearer as we turn to elaborate an exact test pro

cedure for use in the tsttttg of Intentionais^ and Non

Intent lond Ism as general aestheticd theories.

The test procedure is based on the following two 

principles. First, all the "ways of tterking" about works 

of art mist be fully discussed. If any are overlooked, 

then the "general theory" has not discussed cLI the data 

In the aesthetic universe of discourse and so cannot

l-Thus in BA p. 1 we read: "There would be no 
problems of aesthetics ... if no one ever talked about 
works of art." 
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faialy clai to br gennraa.1 Secondly, it i.gl^t well b' 

that after discussing a "way of lo'tki—.g” about art, a 

general theory might urge that this way of speaking br 

dismissed. If this step is taken it mist br bECtUl' the 

"way of speaking", though valid, is not valuable. The 

way of lo'tk1ngS migt -ot br rejectEd merely to make the 

putative general theory con-letr-t. This would br like 

elisi-atl-g the oppodSt1d— in order to obta.i- a n—t—imdUl 

verdict. Ar a corollary of this l'Cd—d aeGulrsent, wr may 

say that a "way of speaki-g” can br e1sslslee only if it 

is CdspOL!tely valueless, not merely becausE it is of no 

use to the theory that is bring elaborated. If wr did not 

demand this conditio- we wrould br in danger of glvl-g up 

things, 1- thr I-t'rests of consistency, which wr would 

parfra to keep. The object 1- foamLuating a theory should 

br to make the theory fit thr "facts", not the "facts" the 

theory.

The test procedure may now br started.

Wr first assumr that thear arr a large -umber of 

aesthetic "ways of speaking” which are paloa to all aEsthE

tic theoriEs. Wr arr i-tEaEltEd in two of these types: 

that "way of spEaklng” which talks of "the work of art”

1A special tppOicttlot of this aednlrsent could br 
us'd to l-validatE ”rEdefl]lltiEE thEoriEs". If a theory 
says that only o-r way of lo'tk1tg can possibly br used it 
is wrong. For wr havr s'En that we can validly usr many 
ways of loetk1tg of art. This was the point of Part I. 
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which the author" intended, and that "way of epeeting" 

which talks of "an aesthetic object" as a class of poten

tial meanings and uses.

These two "ways of speaking" lead to the construc

tion of two aesthetic theories which clam to be generals 

inteatioaaliia and NoraIntentlrntlise. Howwevr, in order 

for either one of these theories to be able to claim gen

erality, it must eliminate those "ways of speaking" which 

provide the basis for its alternative. The effect of this 

will be to make the "way of speaking" which is evidence 

for the theory in question the only evidence that there is.

OObiously a number of things can go wrong with a 

orogtmmmt that seeks to establish a general theory. The 

most obvious dangers may be briefly stated. First we have 

said that the only reason for rejecting an established 

"way of speaking" is that it is co^p0le,ely valueless. This 

requLeement could be overlooked end a "way of speaking" 

could be eliminated by stipulation. eecoinily, a truly gen

eral theory will give an account of all the relevant evid

ence. It must therefore be supported by Hl the relevant 

evidence. The effect of stipulating out an ' 'aesthetic 

fact"! is to make one's theory, by definition, supported by

Hl the relevant evidence. We must therefore say that a 

theory cannot make its evidence general by a stipulati^

1?’^ now on "aesthetic way of speaking" will be 
equivalent to "aesthetic fact".
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process.

Tho following tropoli-tions indicate the imditilns 

we believe that a general theory oist fulfil before it is 

adopted.

(i) Tho theory for which ceiies of gennoality 
are oado must bo internally ilntSBtent. 
We showed in Fart I reir this ilntdtlon 
was fulfilled by both of the theories wo 
are examining. Ko ooro nood therefore bo 
said on reii point.

(li) No "aesthetic fact" which gives only par
tial support shill bo isierrei to give gen
eral support, eeoely by itltul1rlln..

(ill) No established "ae8teetii fact" shall bo 
lannrti. If a theory is geneoal, it mi3t 
account for ill the evidence.

(lv) No established "aesthetic fact" shall bo 
ruled out by flat. Established "aesthetic 
fiiti" may only bo ruled out by showing 
that they are valueless.

On the basis of these rules wo will adopt the foll

owing procedure when wo test Intent!onaKam and N^r^n-^j^iten- 

timiissm. W will take each in turn and isk the following 

questions. What is the nature of the "aesthetic fiiti" that 

support the theory? Do these "aesthetic fairi" give gener

al support to the theory, or ire there other facts which 

eight count against the theory? If there ire other facts 

which soeo to count against the theory in question, how doos 

the theory deal with them?

To the t^ictiii1 testing of Intentional iso and Non- 

Inrenrlc)nilSm wo now turn, taking first the theory of 

Intentional Crdtdcsp.
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CHAPTER IV

using the test procedure for generality

In Chapper I we pointed out that Intentlonaist 

Critics made the maaor assusptinn that works of art wore 

acts or the results of acts. This assumption together with 

various other observations allowed a valid deduction that 

asserted the relevance of the study of intentions. Chhater 

I was ternoerlcal, enwevvr, It said only that if we were 

given certain assusptions, then certain conclusions would 

follow. We now want to know w^^e,ho:r these klsusptioml can 

claim to be valuable enough to be adopted. To ask this is 

to ask wheteer there are impmtant features of works of art 

standing behind the ksslsstl<tnB, w^«^tiher they are the only 

and how far we len■ULd go in adopting the aesthetic 

"ways of lpeakimg" which refer to them.

The first and most isspntant assumption that was 

made by the IttettLnnnailt critic was that the work of art 

was an act the result of an act. The cnnlrqurnor of 

this is that the aesthetic language is a language that is 

used solely about nbjrcts mult ng from purposive activity.

There can be no doubt that we do have this "way of 

spi^i^l^di^f^*/. The meaning of the tem "art", "aatllt", 

"artefact" and "artlcifer" im^plies that there is an intend

ing and purposefully acting agent responsible for "the work

115
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n 1
of mt . This evidence is strengthened when we remember

that we can do such things as watch artists producing, 

listen to them talk about their productions and produce 

works of art ourselves.

Furthermore, it is often the case that we can not 

only see that an art object was intentionally produced but 

we can also see exactly what it was intended to mean. In 

fact, with many highly elaborate and self conscious exam

ples of art, we often cannot help thinking of the work as 

intentionally produced for the puroosivrness is a ohrntmrn- 

ological feature of the work. There is, in shoot, an immense 

weight of evidence that works of art were intended and this, 

combined with the mass of traditional aesthetic witing 

that assumes intentions, induces in us an often irresistible 

psychological predisposition to assume the purposive nature 

of art.* 2

^It is not only those words which Include the word 
"art" as their root which point to intentional ism. On this 
see the lists crmp01rd in IF 2A0 and in BA p. 29.

2Thus in Roger Fry, Vision and Deeign, (London: 
Cbh.tto and WIndus, 1929). p. 30 we read: "But in our re
action to a work of art there is something more - there is 
the consciousness of ]pcroote, the ctnscitUtsess of a pe^'dC.- 
iar relaton of sympathy with the man who made this thing 
in order to arouse precisely the sensations we experience. 
. . . This recognition of purpose is ... an essential 
part of the aesthetic judgment proper."

When we turn to the question of whhther it is 

necessary for the subject maater of aesthetics to be purpos

ively constituted (in a logical rather than psychoo-ogicd 
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sense of necessary”) there are two considerations that 

throw doubt on the possibility of an affirmative answer.

First, there are many things which we talk of in aesthetic 

terms which were not intentionally produced. Secondly, 

there is alwuys the possibility of ignoring "the intention" 

of the work, (and hence of ignoring "the meaning"). If we 

do this we give the work another meaning which was not in

tended and our criticism is then non-intentional. We will 

say a little more about the first of these considerations 

here. The second may be more conveniently dealt with when 

we examine the "aesthetic fact" of the connection between 

meaning and intention.

It seems quite obvious that there are objects which 

were not intended by anyone and which are nonetheless des

cribed in aesthetic terms. Examples would be such things 

as sunsets, snowflakes, and rocks which we keep because 

they have a pleasing shape. . e may evaluate, and, more 

Importantly, appreciate these objects without assuming that 

there was anyone responsible for them. Such evidence would 

seem to suggest that the Intentionalist is wrong when he 

tells us that it is only intentional aesthetic objects that 

we evaluate.

The most obvious reply that the Intentionalist can 

make 19 to say that we call unintended objects "aesthetic 

objects" only in a derivative sense. The primary use of the 

term is its use in talking of intentional objects. We often 
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apply the term "aesthetic object" to unintended ^bects, 

however, because they look as it they were made by someone. 

We are extremely prone to say this when the object has a 

high degree of organisation and prrlnottond formal quanties , 

or when the object closely resembles ttiithing. Thus sun

sets and the mc^l=^c^t.cs of the universe seem Intentional 

because highly organised. Potatoes, shaped like animals, 

are spoken of as intended, because there is a tendency to 

think that they were shaped by someone.

The Intentionaist answer does not work htwever. 

No natter how much the obbects we are discussing look as 

if they were intended by someone, they are unintentional. 

This fact does not prevent us from talking about these 

obbects, enjoying them, and evaluating them aesthetically.

The Ittentittal1st mist therefore find other ways 

of eliminating the evidence that is offered against his 

general theory on the basis of our "ways of speaking" about 

non-intentional obbects. One way would be to stipulate 

that the only real aesthetic o^bJe^'ts were those produced 

lttsttittclly. We have already seen that this clts:ltcties 

is extremely suspect. An cltsltcties is to show that, al-

^-The answer we have here put into the mouth of the 
ittsttlotal1tt is the sort of answer that Kant offers in 
The Critique of Judgment. That this would be the answer of 
an ln^ts1ttitnaCist is suggested by the fact that many people 
(e.g. Paley) on seeing evidences of organisation in nature, 
hren to assume an Intender. This is the root of the 
telstltglccl argument.
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though there are *fays of speaking" of aesthetic objects 

which are unintended, these are misleading ways. It mist 

be shown that the effect of recognising unintentional ob

jects is unfortunate. One sees no grounds on which this 

could be shown.

There seems to be no possibility of tiilmllttlag 

the evidence of non intentional aesthetic objects into 

an Intentiona-ist theory. There iIso seems to be no way in 

which this evidence can be shown as uniepprtant enough to be 

dismissed. Further it is Iepoisi'blt for the Intentional 

theorist to argue that the class of non-lntended aesthetic 

o^^le^'ts Is a im.t:L one, and that therefore its admission is 

not too damaging for an iateatiiaaliBt theory. Once one or 

two n^nnintentional o^^jec^lts are allowed to have a place in 

the aesthetic universe of discourse there is no reason why 

almost any object can be allowed, provided that it has a 

certain basic formal oreaniiatira.^ f seem beat to ^it 

that one can talk of works of art as being purposefully 

made, but that this is not the only way of speaking of them. 

This point is tepOhtiitd by the fact that the NoinIntta- 

tamaHst does not rest his case on the evidence of nOT- 

human aesthetic objects but wishes to make the wider cla.m

iThet Professor Beardsley is forced to say irmethiae 
like this because of his definition of "aesthetic object" is 
pointed out by Mary Mohtssi^l in her contribution in 
Beaadsley, Morgan and Motahrssil, oo. cit. Professor Beard
sley is not happy with this although, as we stall point out, 
he is In quite a respectable position.
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that even those obbeets which were intended can be treated 

as non-intentional "nat-mral nbjrcts". This claim is best 

examined in the context of the second all;usptinn of the 

intentional!st, which is based upon the "aesthetic fact" 

that there is a corn'iection between ssanimi and intention.

The allum>tiom the Imtr]ntinmllist makes here points 

to a relation between "the intention", "the meaning" and 

"the work of art". The general claim that is being made is 

that cri^tcism is concerned with intentions, because it is 

comorrmed with ' 'the work of art", and an. intentional inves

tigation is the only way we can discover the mmeming of 

this entity.

Again there is much evidence in favour of the onm- 

temtitm that definite meanings are connected with definite 

imtrmtinml. in fact we have tried to ahne in Che.aters i 

and II that there is always a connection between a defi

nite mmaning and a definite intention. Whhist kllowimg 

this, eoeever, we do not allow the claim that the intent- 

inmal 1st makes that we must be interested in "the intent

ion" of "the author", because this tells us "the meeating" 

of "the wrf. The reason why we do not aiovw this clam 

may be easily shown.

The Imtrntlnnal1st is claiming that the only thing 

which cri^tcism is Interested in is "the work of art", 

(i.e. the work of art which the author intended). This is 

an untenable position when it is held generally. First we
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atE' sErn that critics and tEltaetlclt-s are In tErEsted 1- 

things other tha- i-tE-tlo-al obbects. it is

turr that if someone did make ldme'hitg, wr anEr a thing 

which we can call "the work of art" a-d that there is a 

mieni-g of this object which wr call "thr meaning”. This, 

though, is not to dr-y that wr can assign other mimi-gs 

to soppth-ng which has been I-tE-tlo-ally oaoduc'd. The 

object that results from oua 1ttE—tld— to use a- object 

for a different ourods' from Its intended o-r may not br 

"the obbecV' but this is not to dr-y that it is of aesthe

tic interest. Pirthrr wr ctnndt dr-y that o-r of the unl-- 

tE-tlo-al miani-gs of an 1-tE-tid-tl work of art sight br 

more im>odtatt than "the pern Ing". We atE' already rng- 

gested that such an u-i-tE-tid-tl msani-g might br onr that 

"the work” aqu^a's as a result of historical tcciee—t and 

that the use of such uni-te-tlo-al miani-gs is o-r way in 

which wr give cdttemporaay relevance to works of art which 

were wittr- for different ties. As wr pointed out wr 

may br more i-tEarst'd 1- "the aesthetic object" than ”thr 

work of art". Even if we are not wr cannot deny that there 

is mch a thing as "a- aesthetic object".

It is for this reason that the I-tentlm-aist is 

wrong. His claim is that thr only thing which the aesthe

tic lan o^ critic is l-tEarst'd in is "thr work of art" and 

that the only msani-g that has a-y aesthetic a'levancr is 

"thr meaning”. There is of course a great deal of truth 
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In this claim. We are often interested in “the work”. We 

can^(^t>, however, on this basis say that it is the only 

thing we can be interested in.

The analysis we haee so far undertaken of the 

intentionalist generality claim enables us to say 

tant things about the part that intentional evaluation 

plays in that claim. The clato that evaluation of works 

of art is always in intentional terms is based on the ass- 

umppion that criticism is interested only in objects res

ulting from acts and in “the work of art". This emerges 

quite clearly in the following statement by Mr. Panofsky:

In defining a work of art as "a man made object 
demanding to be experienced aesthetically", we 
encounter a basic difference between the humani
ties and the sciences. The scientist, dealing as 
he does with natural phenomena, can at once proceed 
to analyse them. The humannst has to engage in a 
meenal process. ... He has meenally to re-enact 
the actions and recreate the creations-l

Given Mr. PanoOsky's assummpion that we are con

sidering the work of art as the result of an action, then 

it quite consistently fol^(^wi that we haee to establish 

trihat the meaning was by recreating the intention. This is 

because when we criticise something as "the result" of an 

action we are critic isnig the person who performed that 

action, and as Professor Aiken observes:

What would it mean to speak of appraising your 
woffc, what it is you haee done or accompished,

p. 288
•“Errwi-n Panofsky,"Qn intentions", in Weitz on. c it. 
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ipeirt from any consideration of what you are 
trying to do. . . . Tho logic of appreciations 
of this sort eeives mo no option in the malter.1

At the saoo tieo ag wo say that the result of an 

action mist bo evaluated intentionally, we aeouei beware 

of saying that "works of art" are only the results of 

ictilni. If "the work of art" were the only thing which 

counted as an aesthetic then the IntentlllnLaiit

account of evaluation would be true. W© have already soon 

that there is no good reason for saying that "the meaning" 

and "the work of art" iro the only telnai wo can bo Inter

ested in. Wo can call "aesthetic" reinai which were not 

intended, and we can evaluate meanings which "the artist" 

did not intend.

Wo have examined now the two main "aesthetic 

fliti" which ire claimed in su'pi^r^T^'t of Intentional iso as 

a general theory. Vo have found that the "aesthetic 

fliti" are genuine lnta which can claim a gnd deal of 

evidence in their support. At the same tie wo have 

found that it is possible to claim these facts as support 

for a general theory only by legislating out odually imp

ortant "aesthetic fliri" which suggest an alternative 

theory of critcism. These facts were nowhere shown to bo

1Henry David Aiken, "Tho Asoshetic Relevance of 
Arttgt’s Intentions", Journal of Philosophy Vol. LII (Nov- 
oibr, 1955). This article was part of a symposium on 
Aesthetic Inrenrilni. The other aypppoast was Miss I. Hun- 
gereind. Aiken’s article is reprinted in WOitz op.^. pp. 
295-305. Our reference is to p.295 in that volume.
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valueless and consequently the attempt to discount them 

mist seem arbitrary. »hen we discuss NoOnInSentitnallso, 

we will show that it is extremely difficult to show its 

contentions to be totally worthlrss.

We turn now to NornInSentionrll80 and the general

ity clam it m^ces.

Our rtaIninstion in this case will be a lot easier 

for it will be recalled from our earlier discussion that 

the NorsInStenitISi.aist position was based on one very 

simple premise. Our exaoOnstion of the NorsInSenSlonal1st 

position Hl therefore follow this pattern. We will first 

briefly indicate the NorsInSenSitml1st orroisr and show 

how it is based on a genuine "way of speaking". We will 

then indicate the considerations that have led ^1^1^^ 

iitsalitit to think that their "way of speaking", if exclu

sively adopted, will res^'tl in the most productive criticsm. 

We will then say why ve think that although some of these 

considerations show that in many cases NooLsIntentlonalSm 

is the most valuable approach, yet there are still cases 

where an Intentionaist crit^sem Is more appreciate. When 

we have done all this, and tum^larisrd the conclusions of 

Part II, we will be in a position to indicate where we 

think- that the solution to the dispute lies.

The NoonInSentional 1st maintained that we should 

always talk of the work of art as we would talk of a 

"natural object". There are three main reasons for this 
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First some things we want to talk about In aesthetic terms 

are natural objects proper. Secondly, as w^l^l as "the 

m^2a^ing" of an aesthetic obbect, there is often a collect

ion of other possible meanings. One of these may be far 

more profound than "the msrning,’. One of the possible 

msanin.il might also be of far more relevance to contempor

ary society than "the ms£ktini". Finally the Nnn-intrntinna- 

list urges the practical consideration that often the 

search for "the mmaning" is likely to divert attention 

from more immcotant orltlotl problems.

On the basis of these reamm we may classify two 

main types of evidence which suggest to the 0onnInnentlona- 

lilt that it is wiser always to adopt a OontIItenntnnal way 

of speaking, and that NontIiLttntlnlnkitt 'nmehods should 

form the only mstelnd of cri^tcism. The first type of 

evidence is based on logical considerations; the second type 

on practical ones. We take these in turn.

The first lniiokl consideration suggests rather 

that some NonnIntentiLnnall£S is needed rather than that only 

0onnInnenttonallss can be used fruitfully. It is well 

worth dealing with, enwevvr, brokulr one don believe that 

in this instance 0onnIntenttnnkllss is the only answer. 

in this first case we are examining, 0ontIIttrntonnailt 

critics claim that their mstendl are needed because some

things we want to talk of krstertloklly are non-intended. 

We have already cited as instances, sunsets, snowelakrl and 

msanin.il
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and rsplese]ttctittcl

That the Nott-ilttetiorltCist bases at least some of 

his position on such evidence as that of "aesthetic natural 

objects" is suggested by Professor Bes.ariss.ey 1 s otimint:

1professtr Betardslny also seems to advocate that 
wn should include in this class objects which were intended 
but which were not intended to be works of art. (see, for 
nxamle, BA p. 60. ) The point, which is a good one, seems 
to be that the rssteetic mmaning of the object was not in
tended. As this class of objects is ctnttituted when we 
take one of the potential meanings instead of "the mmeming:", 
it will be morn conventently discussed in our consideration 
of the tnootd logical point when wn examine selections of 
rltsltcties mianingt.

2BA p. 59

3ba p. 61 The Interest in Non--ntentional aesthetic 
obbects is mm st extremely expressed by J.O. Urmson in trhat 
MaTzes a Situation A^E^s^l^t^lti^c" (a symposium with David Pole) 
in Proceedings of the .AlstttsL■srt Sooiety Sanplniintary 
Volume for 1957, p. 83 s "we derive aesthetic satisfaction 
from artefacts which are not primarily works of art, frcm 
sce^i^ry, from natural obbects, even from Formal Logic; it 
is at least as reasonable to allow an aesthetic tatisfccttc>t 
to the connolteur of wI-ss and the gourmet. I shall there
fore assume that thsrs is no special sst of objects which 
are the sole and proper objects of aesthetic reactions end 
Judgnmn-Ss"

It seems rrbitlcry to leave out at the beginning 
perceptual objects that are not works of art in 
the strict sense if t^ey have something to recom
mend their itcltsitt.^

Hn also says:

If wn can weigh the value of a Moo-rlan painting 
why not the ton of a klsetex box? If a sur
realist paittitig by Tanguy or Dai, why not a 
book Jacket or a record slip case. If an abssract- 
itn by Braque or Pollock, why not a photograph of 
lunar craters or a iicrttotpn slide, a mdem chair 
or a pattern of frost on a window frame.! * 2 3
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The NoraIiattatoonalit may therefore be thought of 

as taking note of an extension of the aesthetic language 

and recommending a critical m^ethod that will be able to 

cope with such an extension. We should note, hovw^^^c^r, that 

in this case the evidence for the NornIInttntoIa.aiit asser

tion is imp*osible to genatsaise.i It should therefore be 

thought of as supplying an impetus to NoilaInnentlonalSsP 

by indicating one way in which such a critical method could 

fulfil a genuine need.

1 Many NornIinttat(01aaiiti m minima in, au^e mista^n- 
ly I believe, that present povemetai in abstract art allow 
them to extend their irnslderatlra of natural ibJecti (in 
the proper sense) to works of art. That NornIIaeelnlrnal- 
ists do believe this is shown by Professor B^err^E^s.e;y's con
tribution to Beerdsley, Morgan, and MihhrsSil, op. cit. 
p.177 "for the sculpture and collage maker it is the day of 
the ob.let trouve . . . the junk yards and attics yield up 
their old car parts, pieces of sheet meetd, pipes and 
springs to be welded together and the trash bins are ran
sacked for shreds of paper, bootles, cans, torn nylons and 
what not." This evidence alone should not iailiae us to 
apply NoraInaentioaal ism throughout art. This is for two 
reasons. First no meater what junk is made into ft there 
is human activity involved as Mr. Beeadsley’s 0^1^^ on 
pcrlera music shows: ’’bumps, bangs, taps and crashes are 
artfully combined", ibid, p. 178. Secondly Obbet trouve 
art is only a tret of all art.

2A contention which owes much to Wllin Eppson and 
Cleanth Brooks.

The second logical consideration, to which we now 

turn, does seem to indicate to the NornIiatentor.ntlit the 

tdvesatiiity of a general extension of this theory. This 

irn8iderttlia is based on the now famiiiar contentions that 

the work of art can have many more eeanlaei than the author 
r*

intended,’ that some of these meaniagi can be m^o’e valuable 
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to us tat- the meea-i-g that was IntendEd and that there is 

nothing to stop us from drcldln- to give a diffErent mean

ing to thr work.

It is difficult to see why these perfectly taur 

claims should alone su|gge«s't a. NodtIInent1d—tl ittErorEtt- 

tio- of art which is the only ittEaorEtttio—. If Non- 

I-te-tlo-al ism were taur it would br teceslaay to ignore 

"the miani-g”. Yet wr know from. our 'E'aydty eiscussldt 

of 1—tE—tid—tl acts that although we can glvr thesr acts 

many tltEr-ttiEE peenings, somr of which might br more 

satisfy-g tha- "th' msrnlng", wr do not overlook ”thr 

meaning” . Wr -'rd therefore to i-vest-gatr why it was 

that "the mera-ing" was thought to br aesthetically iaaele- 

vant, ttd, although seemingly an "aesthetic fact”, to br 

d1lpetsable. Some of thr reasons foa this rejection of 

"thr misa-i-g” were practical and wr shll deal with them 

next. At prEsr-t we are to Examlnr thr logical reason why 

the consideration of 'Wliple pianingl” of works of art 

let to the advocacy of a comppetr NoonInnent1dntliss.

The poi-1 sEems to br that whe- wr come to a poem 

wr ca-rno® merely by looking at thr -umber of things it 

could mean, say what it was mmant to be. Wr can-ot InfEr 

from the possible meanings the merni-g. Thus the point is 

that if we are confined to the work alonr wr ca-not find 

out "the meaning” a-d "thr 1-te-tio-”.

There are two msi- things wrong with this poi-t.
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First we can often see from a poem or other work of art 

exactly what it was m^e^nt to be. In the case of a written 

work the syntax often gives us no choice in the oartrr. 

Not rll works fall into the seven classes of aobbiSlCty, 

some are not rmbigurut at all. Further to this point there 

are those who claim that from the work alone it is possible 

to derive what the artist was trying to do and what he 

intended^ From this p^^nt of view it is just untrue that 

brirutr the work of art has many moanlngt we cannot ever 

say which was intended.

The second thing wrong with the NorsInSieni(rn!.r1st 

c1c.O is more interesting. We are told that from the work 

alone we cannot find out “the lmaning. " There would be few 

who wen Id deny this, but there would be many who would deny 

that we are "confined to the work rloee". We know that 

often in everyday life we are in doubt about "the ooaning" 

of an action some one performs. If we had only the evi

dence of the action we would stay in doubt. But we can 

make use of our knowledge of the circumstances of the 

action, the knowledge we have of the personality of the 

agent; in fact we are aioowed to make use of any evidence 

that might be relevant. The NorsInSenSitnalist tells us

•^J-hh-s type of iriticSso is called ct 11 for sc hung. 
It is roughly the sort of work that is carried out by 
G. Wilson Knnght, Woofgcng Clemen and Caroline Spurgeon. 
It is more fully dealt with in Appendix I where references 
are given.
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that we are not to make use of any external evidence for:

the poom is not the author's own. ... it is de
tached from the author at birth and poeg about 
the^world beyond his power to intend ’or control 
it •

This comment can only be taken as a stipulation 

that we are not to make use of the intention, and that we 

are to confine ourselves to the work. As w^e^l as this we 

are told that we cannot find the meaning because there are 

so many in the poem. Yet it is because the Noon-nnennioiml- 

ist refuses us the right to enquire after ''the intention" 

that a mu^pUc^y of meaning exists. if we could make 

enquiries about "the intention", and if we could find it, 

there would be no actual mu-tiple meaning, we could find 

"the meaning". in the same way, if we were denied the 

right to enquire after the intentions of actions that 

people perform everyday, we would have no way of knowing 

the meaning of these actions and of evaluating them.

It may be true that in aesthetics the search for 

“the intention" may lead to more bad critccsm than good. 

This is still to be investigated. Vhat cannot be said, 

how^T^v^r, is that it is imDotsible to search for '' the mean

ing". This would only be so if works of art were never 

the results of actions. They often are, hoeever, and as 

such have their origin in "the intention".

In conclusion, although we w<oild be wise to admit

p. 277
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the fact of multiple meaning as a eogicil trl1tt» we should 

not conclude from this relr NonnIntentlonie:Sse is tho only 

way oX crHcCsm. It will certainly bo the only way for 

reost objects which ire aesthetic but unintended. It 

plight bo the best way for those works of art which ire in

tended. If it is, then reii is because of practlcaL rather 

thin Logical contlderatllns. To ■these practical consideri- 

timi wo now turn.

Wo start by considering two illiiei of art in which 

there is a practical difficulty in finding "the intenionn*.  

Again wo do not say that the Nont-Itennlllnal1st claims his 

general position on the basis of the evidence of these two 

illsiei alone. Rather these two illiiei indicate that Non

Intent imiissm is possible in principle. They provide 

trlitiie arlunia on which the method of the ' : ln-Intentilna- 

liit is dtwtel)pti before it is put into general use. The 

reason for the general use we can examine after seeing how 

NonnIntentlonleaim is suggested by the practical difficul

ties of Intent imillst's when dealing with "AAbsract Art" 

and Anonymous A?t.
Wo consMer fltst We case of "Ab^act." Art.^ e

start by hoticing that ibstrict art is often highly con-

-By "abstract" wo mean trends in art thit go beyond 
any ono medium. Wo have, for oxae^e, 003^^ conncre, the 
poetry of Gertrude Stein, action painting. .;’e shall, in 
geneoal, mean by abstract that art, -n the presence of 
which, people are reduced to asking "what does that 
mesai? "
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scious art. The trouble with it 1s that it is usually high

ly personal and tdi.nsaalc. in onnlrquenor there is no 

shared mmmlng, on a more supper'lcial level, which the 

artist and the audience holds in common. in conlrqurnor 

luoe an audience is unable to understand the langukir that 

the artist is using and is obliged to find other ways of 

attributing meaning to abstract One way is to find

all the tetngl that the artist could mean and then take one 

of them. The other way is to m^Jke purely formal elements 

in the work into criteria for the goodness of works of art. 

This of oou,le means assuming that the content of a piece 

of abstract art is not isptntann, a view which is often 

repudiated by aloe people as Ksktdidlky or Moodrian.

Wh.ekever mstenr is used by the 0onnIInentinnal1st 

to give the work of art a definite meaning, his method 

gains pla^f^J-bb^^lit^y from the fact that the normal Idtrdtlnd-

a breakdown in onm^mllcoaind occurs Idtrdtind- 
kl-lm and NonnIntentiodkliss both reveal defects. Idtrd- 
tic)tLalSss eal the defect of being too oonseIrvattve. This is 
in some way inevitable, for if we are rrtedrent on our know
ledge of "the tdtrdtit>d" in order to discover "the romanlng". 
we have to assum that everyone is Intending to mean the 
same thing by what he saye. We do not know what to do with 
the artist who has a private idtrdtind and mennlng. ..'hen, 
enweevr, people learn the lkngukir of the new art forms, 
then Intentionaissm bron^mrl strong again. 0onnIItenninntl- 
ism also reveals a defect. It is alekyl able to talk about 
the new art because it can select 7^1 it believes to be the 
most obvious ssr.knn^r. Howervr, it can never really know 
whhther it has got "the point". This should not matter but 
often does. We lenulr 'note, idcidenttk.ly, that the Inten
tional 1st has an answer to his meaning, problem. He asks 
the artist to teach hla the new trImidnlogy.
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alist methods of crl^tccsm are often inadequate with 

"abstract art* where the meaning is often deliberately 

ambiguous rnd where the artist is often extremely reticent 

about the meaning of his work. In such cases the search 

for "the meaning" often becomes r maCter of offering con

jectures rnd traatimes involves sterile disputes among 

Istrstitmaists claiming to have found what the artist was 
ti^yln^g to do.1

Agin, howevr, it is very difficult to make r 

general case for Noon 1^6^ ioncl ism on the basis of the 

difficulties that are encolustered by Is.trntitnaalett when 

dealing with abstract art. Not all rrt is abstract. Whiten 

the meaning of r work of art is perfectly clear rnd the 

intention q^ite obvious. Here there crn be no objectitn 

to talking In intentional terms. Further the IntentionC-ist 

crn often deal with abstract rrt in rn ilCuoisating way. 

Whhre such rrt is very trlf-itstiitut, then there is 

something which can be called "the meaning" which is only 

found by examining "the intention" of the a’tist. Even 

where the work of rrt Is quite rutoinaaically produced, rs 

in some sw^'ts of action painting, it is possible to clam 

that the work of rrt was the rrslClt of an unconscious 

intention, rnd that "the meaning" of the work is known when

Isuch sterile disputes are of course not unlmown to 
the N€>rsInStrSioraaitt type of critcism. Here critics 
tend to debate about the most aoproppiatr meeming for the 
work.
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this unconscious Intention is known. We must say, therefore, 

that it might well be expedient to adopt Non-Intentional 

methods where it is not possible to know the intention of 

the author of an "abstract’1 work, but that it is not always 

impossible to know "the intention" in such cases.

When we turn to the case of anonymous art, the anal

ysis follows much the same pattern as in the case of "ab

stract" art. With an anonymous piece of art we often find 

it difficult to know what "the Intention" of the author was. 

Such a difficulty often results in much speculation. Much 

the same thing happens when we know who did the work of 

art but where we do not know what he Intended, as is the 

case with much of the work of Shakespeare. With a work like 

Shakespeare's Sonnets or Hamlet "the Intention" cannot be 

definitely known and to all intents the work is anonymous. 

Such works are extremely rich and contain a number of poss

ible meanings. Many of these could have been intended by 

Shakespeare and many of them must have been. The difficul

ties begin when we try to say which ones were actually in

tended. In the absence of a definite statement of inten

tion by the author, no certainty can be attached to any im

puted intention. Thus there will often result a sterile 

bickering between the proponents of various theories of 

what Shakespeare really intended. In the end the accumu

lation of theories may become an end in itself and stand 

between the reader and the work.
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The NodnIintentonntlst position is a reaction 

agai-st this o^ol1SEattiot of co^^lrc^l^^rs. It afi(d(imAe-tel 

us to read the work with a fUl twsfen'll of all its ooll- 

iblr me'allngl a-d then to settle o- the richest d-rlJ

Again wr atEr to brwsaar of taking this as a gener

al a'Com]irLtdtldt. First, although ittEntidnaailt i-veeH- 

gatto-s may often result 1- a sterile debate, there is 

nothing logically wro-g with them onc' the work of art has 

b'E- taken as thr result of a- action. Secondly it is not 

always the casr that an IttEttid-al tpordtca dors result 1- 

a poverty ridde- result. Often rnch an toordnca is a 

great help. Thus M*.  Aikr- says:

I care only that knowledge of . . . (the faist’s) . . . 
i-tE-tlo-s sometimes enables mr to construe a oalltg'
I could not otherwise adequately coprahE-d, and 
that when I follow mch dlrrctio-s as hr may give mr 
for reading, looking, or listening, I commoo-ly read, 
look, or listr- in a way which is more satisfyi-g.*

Finndly, not all art is n-dnymoul!, ^1- in the l'tlr in 

which the work of S^?a^(^is^^!^:ar is to all i-tr-ts and o1uroolel 

ntd—ymous. Often wr can talk 1—forsat1Eely about "the mean

ing" brctule "the 1-te-tio-” is quite obvious to us. The 

most wr are Entitled to conclude o- the itl1s of the rvi- 

de-cr offered by Anonymous Art is that in some cases a Non- 

i-tE-tid-tl top^daca that looks for the richEst meaning

^There is often a good deal o^ uninformative dis- 
clls1o- of what is to count as the richest penning, adwwver.

2Aikrn op, cit., p. 304.
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when thg mo suing" is not available or is not the tl^ieest 

meaning, is permissible.

It sotos therefore that the evidence wo have so fir 

examined is only able to support a limited Nonn-nnent1ona- 

liso. Smoothing ooro conclusive mist bt offered before wo 

are prepared to adopt Nonn-ntent1on11asp is the sole criti

cal theory. The Nonn-i.ttotionnaiit ilta believe that ho 

his such conclusive evidence. This evidence resists CL1ii- 

1^^^!’ in the logical or practical categories. It 

shares features of both.

We are told by the Nonn-itttnroon1ist that it is 

im^Olai■ble for us to ever know the Inrentlons of the artist. 

They are inaccessible to us. This statement is often sup

ported by tr1ctii11 considerations, sometimes it sotos to 

bt a logici! point. As a ^^a^tr1i11 point there is a gnd 

deal of evidence which could bt cited in its supponri. It 

is often so difficult to know "the intention" behind a work 

that wo can only hazard extremely eypolheeic1l suggaet1oni. 

At the samo ties it would bt rish to believe on the basis 

of the difficult i1iei, that wo can never know "the inten

tion". When therefore wo are told that it is impolsible 

ever to know "the intention" of a work of art, the point 

stems to bt more a logici! ont. Wo have already seen that 

ono reason for the ioptlsilibl1ty of finding tho intention" 

is the way in which wo are confined, by the Nonn-ilnent1ona- 

11it, to a consideration of the work of art alone.
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We have suggested SIcS SIIs confinement bn taken as 

a tSiptlctit-. Vi e objected further to the N^^--I^t<^i^tiona- 

list's suggestion that even if we were confined to ths work 

of art alone, we could still talk about "ths inte—.tom". 

Yet the Nott-intntSon—Clst believes that by making an 

aesthetic object the interest of the aestheticim, he ma^ces 

it logically imotslble to make lntettit-s relsva-t to 

critcesm*

The reason behind this is that the Not--ntentlona- 

list is commited to the view that an l-Ss-tit- is something 

that only has a sSrtts as a psychic evvnt.-.We have, then, 

on the ann hand the work of art, and on the other hand we 

have the author and the inte-tio-. There would appear to 

bn no con^(^c^ti^on between these two in the eyes of the Non- 

Iutsut ional ist. Gonsequuntly although "the meaning" is one 

of the mianingt of the aesthetic obbect, we can never know 

which meeating "the meaning" is, for we have no evidence in 

the work to connect it to any one ints-tit-. We cannot, 

therefors, have a defi—its meaning to criticise unless we 

provide o—n ourselves.

^"Thus 3W 276: "I—te—tio— is desig— or plan in the 
ruteoo's mind BA p. 17 "The a'tist's i-ts—tio- is a series 
of psychological statss or events in his mind". BA p. 18 
" . . . morn critics concern themselves not with the rs- 
mooer antecedents of the work, but with its proximate or 
immSdate cause in the mind of the artist. These are the 
critics who are fond of enquiring after the artist's i-t- 
e-tit-." Snn also Beardsley and Wimmaat, "The Afective 
Fallacy", loc. cit. para. one.
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We argue that the NornInaenairnalist is wrong in 

two serious ways. First intentions are not just psychic 

events bit are, as we have said, as mich known in the 

execution as in the design. The statements that are made 

about intentions by the NornIinetatomtist are therefore 

untrue and do not allow him to put the work and the inten

tion in two sep^arate iltsiei except by stipulation. Once 

we say this we are able to say that we can derive inten

tions and not go outside the work. We have also suggested 

that there is no s'iI reason why we should not go outside 

the vork in order to throw light on "the meaning" of the 

work, if that happens to be what we are interested in. 

Once we have established these facts we can say with 

Professor Aiken:

There is nothing pysierious about the artist's 
iattatiiai, as irpt theorists have argued. They 
are not private e^t^^Lti^es to which no one else can 
gain access. With artist’s as with less gifted 
folk, access to their intentions is etiaed in 
dozens of ways, from exploit although by no means 
infallible, statements of intentions, from titles, 
stage directions and other such otstphernatlt. We 
gain such knowwedge, frequently, by examining other 
works of the artist himBelC or other works in the 
style or idiom, or tradition of the work under ira- 
iidt^ttira. W^ gain it also from iateratl evi
dence afforded by other parts of the particular 
work. Al this we sift and fit together as best we 
can into the mmst coherent, most satisfactory in- 
terosetttiia. of which we, with the artist's help 
are capable.-1-

We conclude therefore, that it is not logically impposible

1Aiken op. cit., p. 304 
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to gain knowledge of an intention, because of the nature 

of intentions. The only thing that will msOce us uninter

ested In intentions is a decision to adopt Nonnlntention- 

alisn. This does not make it imposible to find inten

tions. it mmrely makes such an enterprise irrelevant. 

Further it is not the sole alternative we have - we could 

be interested in "the meaning" of the work.

From our interpretation of N^o^-Ii^t^<^)^1ti^ona].lm

and our examiiration of the nature of the "aesthetic facts" 

that are claimed to support it as a general theory, we 

come to the foilowing conclusions. it is true that we are 

often in doubt about "the intention", and that when we are, 

we are often likely to resort to speculation. We may then 

find that Noonliiternionallst procedures bring better re- 

ults. On the other hand we are not always in doubt.

Often we know what "the intention" and "the memlng" was 

and can say something illuminating on this basis. Again 

it is true that often a secondary meaning of the work may 

be more imppotant to us than the intended meming. This 

is not always so, and even where it is so it does not 

affect the enterprises undertaken by those people who are 

interested in the meaning. Finally it is true that we 

need NonnIntentinnal critical methods if we are to evalu

ate "latural objects", whether they are natural objects in 

the full sense or not. At the same tfoe, these are not the 

only things we wish to evaluate. NonnIntentionallsm there
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fore cannot be ae.rntai.ned as r ctmOleely general theory, 

rnd this for the same reasons as counted against Intention- 

aliia. There are too many actiiiiirt which people think 

valuable thrt are ruled o^^t when interest in "the meaning" 

is ruled out. In the same way there were too many o^^Jec^'ts 

dispensed with which we wanted to retain when we argued 

against the intentiona ist atsum)titn thrt only "the mean

ing" rnd "the work of rrt" were aesthetically relevant.

Having rejected the cIcJ^os of IntentitnaltBa rnd 

NorsIntrnti.tncltsa as general theories, it is time to turn 

to solutions. But before we do, some indications will be 

given of wlhct lines the suggested solution wHl folln. 

We have said that neither theory can be general because to 

make either general would mean leaving out things that were 

valuable aesthetic activities. If this were so in both 

cases, then we would expect thrt both theories could clam 

some appOiiatlts. In this case, any theory which was 

general would have to contain both methods in conjunction 

if it were to give r fair account of crl^tihism. In our last 

section we will show how r solution may be reached by incor

porating both theories into r critical aathrd. This will 

be r more general critical theory. may also sry thrt if 

both aaterdt are valuable we would expect to find thrt they 

are used by critics, but only by different critics. We will 

therefore attempt to show that the elements of value in the 

two theories allow them to be used by the same critic ct
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the same tin.

As might br expected, part of our a-swer will con

sist in sayl-g that it ddel anoor— that NodtInnent1ontllsm 

is approppiate for ca^t-lcs^i of some sorts of aesthetic 

objects wharetl I-te-tlo-aHim is morn tpprdpoittE for 

others. Part of oua task will therefore bn to draw the 

limits of appropriateness.

To the nxamirn.tion of all these saaters we now turn



PART III

SOLUTIONS

No theory is held for long by serious men 
or recurs again and again in the history of 
thought, without some evidence in its favor.

D. Witt H. Parker



CHAPTER V

THE PLACE OF AESTHETIC INTENTIONS IN CRITICISM

We have now reached a standpoint from which we can 

see some of the causes of the dispute. We can also see 

why it is not likely to be soluble in the terms in which 

it is stated.

The dispute is over the question of eheeher idted- 

tinds are relevant to the idtrrtrrtkticd and evaluation of 

the work of art. Both sides, enwever, make the mistake of 

thidlkidi that they are talking about the same thing when 

they are talk ing about "the work of art”. We have srrd, 

enwevvr, that the term "work of art" is by no means as 

simple as it appears. By it may be understood ”the work 

of art", which has the meaning that the author intended, 

or, kltrrdktivrly, "work of art" may mean "an aesthetic 

object ''. "An aesthetic object" drrr not have as its 

meaning "the (intended) inmaning”.

We have shnen that the Idtrdtlot^l1st is talking 

about "the work of art" and that the NonnIIttettonnkist 

is talking about "the aesthetic object”. For a considera

tion of "the work of art" an enquiry into "the intention" 

is necessary, for this intention determines "the mmming". 

"The intention” is not required for a consideration of "an 

aesthetic object".
143
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The dispute arises because two things are taken to 

be one thing. The following consequences follow from such 

a mistake. First the Intentional1st thinks that the Non

Intent ion&l1st is talking about "the work of art” and is 

understandably puzzled when "the intention” is ignored. 

On the other hand the Non-Intentional1st thinks that the 

Intentional1st is talking about "an aesthetic object" and 

is in consequence unable to see why the Intentional1st 

should think an enquiry into "the intention" is necessary. 

Hence both parties are led to reject the contentions of 

their opponents. These contentions, however, are perfect

ly legitimate granted the assumptions that are made about 

the nature of "the work of art'. There is no reason on a 

logical plane why the assumptions of both parties should 

not be allowed. Both activities are theoretically valid, 

and both are believed valuable by a large number of 

followers.

The validity and believed value of both the 

Intentionalist and the Non-Intentional1st contentions ex

plains why the dispute often assumes such bitter propor

tions. Both parties feel that they are being denied the 

right to perform self-evidently correct criticisms.

It seems obviouB now why the dispute seemed so 

insoluble. Both parties were arguing as if only one of 

them could be right. In fact there is no incompatibility 

between them. One could be interested in "the meaning"
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and also I— "a m^sa^iiug" of a work of art without self con- 

tlcdictlt—. Farther both parties acted cs if SIsIi opinion 

of the nature of a work of art was the only one. They 

could not see that "work of crt" is a term of great com

plexity. They were in otntecuenoe arguing at cross sup

poses.

fries the source of the confusion is pin-pti—ted it 

might seem Shct a stlutitn is easy. It would be sufficis—t 

to point out to the I-ts-tir-al1st that the Nocu-ntentiona- 

list was talking about "ths cssthstic object" and in con

sequence did —ot need to enquire after i-ts-Slms. To the 

Noat-ittenion-alst it could be pointed out that the I—te—- 

tiotalist understands the term "work of art" to mean "the 

work of art". He does, therefore, need to enquire after 

i—ts-tit-s. Presumably, as a result of ths "pointing out" 

the Nott-iLtsntiontaitt and the Iut^^ti^^j^].1^,t would agree 

Shct both had valid points and thaS they should not argue 

any mom.

It is very unlikely ShcS such agreement would fol

low upon the indlcatlm of the riilfglity of the term "work 

of art". I— fact the problem would probably become even 

morn i-ttlubls. The reason for Shis is easy to ses. After 

the ammbruity of "work of crt" had been ptl—ted out the 

Noou-ntentionrL 1st might rcy, "I see ShaS hitherto I have 

been argai-l with the I-teutimal 1st cS cross purposes, and 

ShcS hn thinks ShcS work of art means ths work of art.
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However he is wrong. The only things which are works of 

art are aesthetic objects." Similarly, the Intentionalist 

might claim that "work of art" was equivalent to "the work 

of art". Eoth sides are stipulating a definition for the 

term "work of art". The problem is now almost insoluble. 

The only way it could be settled is by refUgln- to allow 

stipulative definitions which cannot be argued about or 

withdrawn in the light of unfavorable evidence.

There are, therefore, two possible attitudes we 

can take toward the dispute between Intentionaiscm and 

Noonlntentionallsm. We may treat the problem as one 

caused by confusion the meaning of the term "work of

art". This problem would be solved merely by pointing out 

that the argument was due to a mlsunndrstanding. On the 

other hand, we could treat the dispute as one between two 

parties who are trying to base critical procedure upon a 

definition of the term "work of art". This definition is 

an exclusive one.

The second problem is clearly the more immerta-nt. 

It is this problem we shall attempt to solve.

Again this second problem has two interpretations. 

The stimulative definitions mi^ht be in principle incon

trovertible. The two parties might allow nothing to count 

against their definitions. This alternative will lead to a 

purely arbitrary position. On the other hand, the defini

tions be testable. If the consequences of adopting 
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either of the definitions were unfortunate, then they would 

be withdrawn, We propose to deal with the second interpre

tation. We want to show that unfortunate consequences do 

follow from the exclusive adoption of either definition. 

In consequence the proponents of the definitions must with

draw their claim to exclusiveness. At the same time, our 

test procedure 1e not entirely negative, '..’e she.11 show that 

good conse uences can flow from the adoption of either of 

the definitions. As a consequence we shall recommend that 

the dispute be solved by combining what is best in both of 

the critical theories of Intentional ism and Non-Intent iona- 

lisiu. The critical procedure that results from such a 

combination of positions will be shown to have the advan

tages of both and the disadvantages of neither.

The first task is to take the Intentlonalism and

to characterise the aims and methods of the criticism which 

is erected on the basis of the Intentlonal1st definition of 

“work of art" as "ths work of art". The advantages and 

dangers of the exclusive practice of this sort of criticism 

is pointed out. The same programme will be followed for Non

Intent lonal ism. Then the type of criticism that results 

from the conjunction of the Intentlonal1st and Non-Inten

tional 1st assumptions about art will be discussed. rfe burn, 

then, to Intentional1st crticism.

In Intentional ism "the work of art" is under dis

cussion. This is to say that "the meaning" and purpose '
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mm st be known. in order to know these, "the intention" 

mist be fond. hhe procedure used in this sort of crlti-

cim may be illustrated by considering the intentionaist 

discussion of the work of art as an historical fact for the 

problems of finding "the intention" are here most clearly 

shown.

in talking about works of art as historical facts 

we mist beware of reading our own meanings into the work. 

The first thing we must do, in order to avoid this, is to 

study the history of the culture contemporary with "the 

work". This will tell us what intentions the artist could 

have had. The number of such intentions will be further 

reduced by studying the personal history of the authoo.* 2 

When we have finished this historical research, we will be 

in a better position to suggest what "the meaning" is.

^It should be remembered throughout this discussion 
that intentional 1st crtidsm is often concerned with some
thing other than the conscious intentions of the artist. 
A psychological intentionalist will take "the meaning" of a 
work to be the expression of an unconscious intention. 
Consequently "the ‘ meaning" is know when "the (unconscious) 
intention" is discovered. Similarly some theological inten- 
tinnllllt s would claim that "the meaning" is known when 
God’s purpose is known. These points are covered in 
Appendix i. For the purposes of the present discussion we 
will confine ourselves to the personal and conscious inten
tion.

2Whhre the work is anonymous, speculations will un
doubtedly enter at this point. They may be checked, however, 
by the evidence gained from the cultural background of the 
work.

it is at this point that we should notice an inad

equacy in the account given by Professor Beardsley. His 
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point is that we discover ”the meaning-” of rn historical 

work of rrt by disctvrrSng the public conventions of its 

eitttriirl period. T^us he says* .

To restore Baah's cantatas to the way they were 
heard . . . we mist Investigate the techniques of 
performance . . . that were in use in his day.
But in conducting these investigations we are not 
seeking for the intentions. . . . The rules for 
reading the notation . . . were public conven^on^ 
. . . They did not depend upon the intentions of 
r o^a'tiiclar indi■iiduca. 1

Unnortunately it is not the public conventions 

alone which determine 1 the ^^e^a^iLng" of "the work of rrt”. 

The personal intention of rn author also plays r part. If 

the public conventions alone determined the m^e^a^^ing then 

convirSitnsaity would be rn artistic virtue. The artist 

would merely be reflecting his age. Howwevr, "convension- 

rl” is not r term of praise in aesthetics. A high premium 

is placed on originality. The great artist is thought of 

as having r personal aorrsing to convey. This meaning does 

not merely come from "the conventions” of his age. It is 

often r reaction to these ctnvensltnt, and often it helps 

to ierngr them. In order to know this personal contribu

tion of the artist we mist enquire after ”the intention". 

Professor Beardsley realizes that r place must be found for 

the personal contribution of the artist; but rather than 

allow this contribution to be found by an intentional 

enquiry, he performs the odd manotrccvrr of making the

1ba p. 23
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personal tdtedtlod a public one:

The mmaning of words is the history of words, and 
the biography of an author, his use of a word, and 
the assoc nations which the word had for him, are 
part of the word's history and meaning.-

There is no avoiding the fact that this statement 

allows in personal ldtrdtlnds.

The activity that is engaged in by the Idtrdtinda- 

list critic when he discusses an hlstnrlokl work of art is 

best represented by this statement by Hr. Padoflky:

The naive beholder differs from the art historian 
in that the latter is cnnloioul that . . . his 
cultural equipment is not in ekrmndy with that of 
other people in another land and of another period. 
He tries, therefore, to make adjustments by lrkItlnlg 
as much as he can about the cir cum stances under 
which . . . (eiltnrickl works of art) . . . were 
created. Not only will he collect and verify all 
factual information as to medium, cnnddttnd, age, 
authorship, destination, etc., but he will also 
compare the work to others of its class, and will 
examine the eeititgs that reflect the cultural 
standards of its country and age in order to 
achieve a more objective appraisal of its quea-ity. 
. • . Bit when he does all this he will find that 
his krltertlc perception will change accordingly, and 
will more and more adapt itself to the original 
tdtrdtitn of the wcnke.2

The dangers impplcit in an exclusive tdtrdtlnda- 

list cri^tcism should be obvious. It is always confined 

to a consideration of "the meaning" of the work of art. 

This mmans, in the case of the eistnriokl work especially, 

that the critic may lose himself in mere htstnricSss. He

.BA. p.24

.pannflky op, cit. p. 290 and p. 291 
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may not be interested in the task of making apparent the 

relevance of the work to contemporary life. This may lead 

to historical study merely for the sake of historical study. 

Further there is a danger that the exclusive study of "the 

meaning" and the consequent interest in "the intention” 

mlgHt lead to mere biographical interest. The interest in 

the life of the author might become an end in itself in

stead of being integrated with the study of the work. The 

interest in 11 the work'-' needs to be leavened by an interest 

in the possible meanings of the aesthetic object. Only in 

this way is the sheer inapplicaablity of much literary 

study to be avoided, we Will return to this problem when 

we discuss the conjunction of intent ionalisni with Non

intent ionalism. Before doing that, we have to examine the 

dangers imHi^l^'t in exclusive Non-Intentionais^.

io the consistent Irn-intentioln^.alit no one meaning

of all the possible meanings of an aesthetic object- has any 

innate priooiit.lThis is to deny Intentlora-lSsm which 

would maantain the priority of "the meaning'. The ton- 

intentional ist procedure is therefore very simple. One 

reads the work Intent on getting from it all the possible 

meenings. One then decides which of these meanings are the 

imppotant ones. This will be done in terms of ones own

•■The term ’’consistent No-inttetti^o^allf^t,” is re
quired because often people of a non-ln-en-irn—Ust cast of 
mind, such as professor Beardsley, often,think that,they are 
talking about "the meaning" as IT one did have innate 
priority.
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suds. If one belisvss i— the moi’al force of literatus, 

then one will endorse the possible mmaniug Shct supports 

oues own moral view. If mn bslisvss i— ’’Ths Grrat Tradl- 

tlon. in literature, then one will tend to evaluate highly 

those works which have a possible mmaniug that can be i-- 

te’pretsd as an ^80’8—6^ of the SlcdiSi<n.

Thn dangers of such a procedure are grave ones.

The greatest one is represented by the accusation often 

levelled cS ths NottIittntiorltaist. He is accused of "not 

being fair to the work". Obviously this objection is in- 

cppropplcts. Thn Nott-inssnSoru.aitt is not interested in 

"ths work." The trouble is Shct he often thinks thcS hn 

is. He is led to believe Shis because the aesthetic ob

ject hn is Sclkltig about has the same ncmn as "the work of 

crt" and usually occupies the same physical position.! It 

is from Shis idsntificctlcn of "the work of crt" cud "an 

aesthetic object" thct the dispute springs.

It is true thct Shis confusion could be cleared up 

by a determination to make clear what is being talked about.

!Thus the Nott-ittntioInlCist often talks about the 
work of art as being by someone. An nxcm^lle of Shis is 
Professor BeaaUds-ey's discussion of Ibsen's nGhetts" (BA 
pp.16-7). Thn use of the cuthot,s name is vary misleading 
when tha i-Ss-Sion of the author is i:llslsec-t. It is mis
leading in fact, in a way co—damned by Professor Beard slay, 
(BA pp. 27-3). Cara should Seslsfols ba exercised i— using 
the author's name. When it is used by the Intentionaist 
it is used in cu ctSrllttles se—se. When it is used by the 
Noo—-ntentiomil1st it is used as a lsfsllj-lg word to refer 
to a class of aesthetic obbects. The author as a person is 
not lsfellsd to.
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The dangers are always there, howwver. It will always be 

possible for the dispute to start again. This is especially 

likely in view of the fact that the Nor-In-tn-ioo—llst waits 

to clam priority for the meaning he finally assigns to the 

object, and insists on using the same name for this object 

as the Intention!ist uses.

There is one further danger in the Neonlnnentiona- 

list procedure. It has a certain arrogance about it. No 

attempt is made to understand “the work of art" as growing 

out of an environment against which its author is reacting. 

This being so, we are likely, if we are Nor-In-tn-lrnalists 

to miss the insight that the understanding of “the work of 

art" can give us into the variety and resourcefulness of 

the human persomHty. It is to gain insight into these 

that the IntentionUst insists on connecting the work to 

an author. Once this connection is lost we are left to our 

own devices and our own readings and we only get out of the 

work what we put into it - our own interpretation.

This danger is not said to be always actual. Ola

the Inte-tlol-llst and the Nor-Inttn-iornlist will come to 

the same conclusions by different ways. Sometimes, howwvvr, 

the Nor-In-tn-ion-list will miss a meaning far richer than 

any he could hove arrived at without examining tot^t^ns.1 

Before going on to our final solution, let us

1This is very likely in the case of intensely 
private art and in the case of irony and satire. 
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recapitulate what we have said about the dangers and advan

tages of the Intentionalist and Noo-Inttettoonlist critical 

procedures.

The Intentionaist was liable to a failure to give 

application to his work. He was in danger of indulging in 

the study of literature as a purely academic discipline. 

At the same time he was very unlikely to miss the lessons 

that are taught by an understanding of how highly con

scious individuals like artists react to various sorts of 

environment. He was likely to become very wise in the ways 

of the human lersort^.lity. We do not suggest that this will 

not happen in the case of the NontInttnttontllst. It is 

likely that anyone who reads a lot of literature in what

ever way will aqulre a good deal of self knowledge. From 

this point of view it makes little difference whhther we 

are ittettionalists or non-lntentiomaitts. At the same 

time NontIntentionallsm is not flexible enough to catch 

Hl the meanings that a work could have. Many of these 

could be easily grasped by a modern audience, some might 

not. Sometimes the ones that are not so easily grasped are 

the most ^pOTtnot. Further NontIntentionllise was likely 

to lead to further dispute in that it did not clearly dis

tinguish the thing it was talking about. This difficulty 

is not unknown to Intentionaissm. The difficulties and 

advantages of Intentionaissm and NontIntentionllise may 

therefore be summed up in short by saying that Intentiona- 
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lim may lack irntrapotrrry relevance, but is never likely 

to miss the connexion of the work with r person. The Wo^- 

Intentimaist will never fril to give his work some con

temporary app01iatlts, yet he is likely to miss rny pro

found meanings of the work which crn only be explicated 

by utll^ne or knowledge of the rufoo's intention. Some 

way must now be found of stressing the advantages of both 

procedures rnd minimising their disadvantages.

The problem is one of finding the most econokOcal 

sft of critesem. This is r mrtter of indicating the 

objectives of crCthism rnd suggesting how these object

ives might be best fulfilled. Our task is made easier by 

the fact thrt Istentitsaltsm and lIorsIntentioncltsm have 

the same objectives rnd often come up with the same 

rrtULtt.1- This would suggest that only minor mordiicatltnt 

are required.

We suggest that the critic act as the middleman

between the author rnd the public. His task is to point

out the significances of the work which might be missed by 

those who are unable to devote r great deal of time to

^-The similarity of ^bectlves is draorstraird by 
the resemblance between Professor Beerr ss.ey' s canons of 
criticism rnd those of the traditional critic. The simil
arity of results is not slcrorislsg. Both sorts of critics 
are interested in r m^e^i^ilne which they think to be the 
meaning of the work. Often "the m^^i^iine" the author inten
ded will be the same as ‘the mm st obviously lmportant mean
ing". This would be especially true of great art which 
often seems to organise the observe's response.
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background work. His judgments mist always be directed to 

the end of improving public taste.

One of the tasks is to point out the possible mean

ings of the work and to indicate which are imppotant. This 

alone would make a place for the consideration of the 

artist's idtrdtl.nds, for his intended mmeming is one of the 

romantogs and can often be known only by knowing his actual 

tdtrdtind.

If one of the tasks of the critic is to Indicate 

the largest number of impnr^^d significances in the work, 

the consideration of idtrdtitds is immrant. The utilisa- 

tind of the concept of "unconscious intention" has by it

self immmnnely tncteksed the range of msantogl discoverable 

to toe wort of ft.1 To toto idtrdtind rout be "^he

(conscious) intention". The serapPe’yicikn might want to 

add lnmetotog expressible in such locutions as "the inten

tion of mmdieval art" and "the intedtlnd of Bourgeoise 

art". Here the intention is that of a Zzetggest.

At the akme ttoe, totrdtlndkl ssantogl are only 

part of the story. Some of the msek•lidil of the work may 

have kco:rued to it by hlltnriokl accident. These will be 

meanings that are untoteder by the author. These will be

1T^ns in Lionel Trilling. The Liberal Issagndtion. 
(New York: Viking Press, 1950),* p.39 ed read: "in recent 
years • . . cri^ticism has derived much that is of great 
value from the Freudian system, mmst notably the licence 
. . . to read the work of art with a lively lrnle of its 
ambiguous serktnni." 
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the meanings discoverable by NondIi[dendinnal1Bt methods. 

Often they are extremely valuable meaniinss.

w9 have recommended so far that "an aesthetic ob

ject" be regarded as a range of potential meanings. it is 

the critics task to find out as many of these as possible 

and to decide which are impporant. in order to discover 

this he may make use of knowledge of intrntions.1 Bit then 

an impotant problem is raised. We have to ask whhther 

"the intention" has any clak to primacy. if we are inter

ested in only the impootant mee-nnings, then it would seem 

that "the intention" (wheteer cnnlcinul or unconscious) is 

of no i^'terest to us where it does not indicate imp potent 

meaning. "The meaning" is only one meaning among many 

others if we take this view.

Even if this view is true there is still a place 

for artistic intentions in criticssm. One wcmld never know 

until having found "the intention" wwheher "the meaning" 

was imp extant or not. it might wwei be that the most sig

nificant mmaning could often be found without enquiring 

after "the intention". it is not always so, enwwve^, and 

one could never know that this meaning was the most signi

ficant without imaging sure that "the meaning" was not more 

imp potent.

1This will also make it possible for there to be 
an evaluation of the execution.
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Bit more impotant than these considerations is the 

fact that even if "the meaning" was not the most im>!otant 

it is still entitled to claim some priority. it is to be 

taken as a definite statement of an attitude by an individ

ual. Although it might not be impotant to us now it might 

have been in its time. if we understand the context in 

which it was made, we may be able to gain insight into new 

aspects of human experience. Art does not get its human 

reference merely because it has contemporary appUcation. 

it also has reference because it was the expression of 

someone who had an experience he wished to communnccte. it 

is because Nonn-nnentirntlism increases the app^^tion of 

art that we value it, but it is because intentiontlism 

often enables us to increase our experience by identifying 

ourselves with highly sensitive individuals with extremely 

original insights that we value it and use it.



PART IV

CONCLUSION

It appears to me that in Ethics, as in Hl other 
philosophical studies, the difficulties and dis- 
agreem^e^ns, of which its history is full, are 
mainly due to a very simple cause; namely to the 
attempt to answer questions, without first discov
ering precisely what question it is which you 
desire to answer. I do not know how far this 
source of error would be done away, if philosophers 
would try to discover what question they were 
asking, before they set about to answer it; for 
the work of analysis and distinction is often very 
difficult: we may often fail to make the necessary 
discovery, even though we make a definite attempt 
to do so. But I am inclined to think that in many 
cases a resolute attempt would be sufficient to 
ensure success; so that, if only the attempt were 
made of the most glaring difficulties and dis
agreements in philosophy would disappear. At all 
events, philosophers seem, in general, not to 
make the attempt; and, whhther in consequence of 
this omission or not, they are constantly att- 
empping to prove that ’Yes' or 'No' will answer 
questions to which neither answer is correct, 
owing to the fact that wthat they have before 
their minds is not one cuestion, but seveeal, to 
some of which the true answer is 'No1, to others 
'Yee.’

G.E. Moore.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

Ue began by characterising the dispute ova:’ 

artistic inSe-ticns as oue of those problems which had an 

air of i-solubiliSy. Such problems, we said, indicated c 

conceptual confusion rc-thsr than c factual disagreement.

V/e traced Shis co^t^inpp^^ confusion to an cm)bfgiity 

in the term '’work of art". The disputants were speaking of 

two different things when talking of Shis term.

We showed in P^crt I ShcS both sides were speaking 

co^£^s^i^-te--tly when specking of "ths work of crt" (i- the 

I—tsntitnaaist case) and "cu aesthetic object" (in tha 

case of the "tn--ntentiorurist). The question then became 

ona of deciding which of these two consistent ways of 

specking should be ^^8- as c critical theory. We exam

ined both of them i— order to Ssst Shelr clams to be the 

only critical theory cnd found thct these clabs could not 

ba substantiated. This occupied us i— Part II. I— Part 

III we continued this axamin-tion by showing thcS as 

exclusive general critical procedures Intent-ic^t^cism cud 

Noat-ntentlo—rlS8i suffered from disadvantages. These 

disadvantages could bn minimised only by using both 

mmthods. Ints-tlc)—aissm cud Noon-ntentlo—altsi need not 

bn i—ooippCible.
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iltaough both can be used by the same critic, and 

although a wider view might follow if both were used, it is 

unlikely that this will happen on a large scale. There 

must be some division of labour. hat method is practiced 

by what critics will largely depend on the temperament of 

the critic involved.1 At the same time it will not be 

possible for any critic to claim that his work represents 

any total view unless he devotes some of his time to the 

discussion of the work of art” and some of his time to fur

ther meanings the aesthetic object might have.

1Thus we endorse the following statement found in 
W.H. Bruford, Literary Interpretation in Germany. (Cam
bridge, Cambridge University -Press, 1952) p.Ap: 'If . . . 
we give full scope to the different types of scholar on our 
staffs, and aim • • . departments made up of scholars with 
different types Of approach, it should be possible to devel
op literary, linguistic, historical and philological 
Interests to a certain minium extent in all, and in each 
individual according to what is latent in him.

2David Daiches, Critical Approaches to Literature. 
(New Jersey: "rent ice Hall , 1956 ) p.

The position that is represented in this thesis is 

perhaps best expressed by Professor Daiches who says of 

Non-Intentlonalism:

The pattern that emerges under this searchlight is 
not the true or the only pattern of the work - no 
single pattern is. But it is a patter which, if we 
bear it in mind when looking at the work from other 
points of view, can add its share to increased per
ception and enjoyment. For works of art are multiple 
things, with many meanings growing out of each other, 
and no one critic or school of critics can exhaust their 
significance." 1 2
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APPENDED I

INTENTIONALISM IN PRACTICE

There lg a two-fold purpose to this appendix. First 

we are to make good our claim that Intentlonallem of any 

sort Is based on the assumption that the work of art is 

an act or the result of an act, and consequently that "the 

meaning" of the work of art Is known when "the intention” 

Is known. Second, the appendix will show the variety of 

Intention01Ism and thus provide an antidote to the some

what simplified view of Intentional ism that is character

istic of Non-Intentlonalist aesthetics.

On p. 14 above we distinguished two main classes 

of IntentionH11st theories; Supra-personal Intentional ism 

and Individual Intentional ism. 'e take these in turn.

Sunra-Personal Intentlonalism we divided into three 

sections. There was first Tbeolor leal Intentlonalism. then 

Psychologic?! Intentlonalism and then Metanhysicel Inten- 

tlonalism. First let us look at Theological Intentlonalism.

Theological Intentlonalism is perhaps the oldest 

type of Intentional1st theory. Here the agent that is 

thought to be responsible for the work of art Is God who 

makes men his Instruments. Such a thought was expressed 

by Plato in the Ion:

There Is a divinity moving In you . . . for all

163
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good poets compose ... not by art but bricurr 
they are possessed.

There can be no doubt that God is thought of by the 

religious aesthetlcl-an as being responsible for "the work 

of rrt . OcciaitInllly rrtlst ^ea^ of elaieef

as "Inspired”. In no other way does he feel able to ex

plain the way he produces his works. Thus Milton says:

If answerable style I can obtalne
Of my celestial patroness, who delgnes
Her nightly visitation. unlmOl)red,
And dictates to me tluabbring, or inspires
Eisle my uspremerdtaied verse.1

The productive activity of God is of course no dif

ferent from his self expression in macular or prophetic 

witings. Indeed there would be many who would claim that 

everything is r result of the purposive activity of God. 

Thus the psalmist wites:

The ercvrnt declare the glory of God rnd the firm
ament terwete forth his handiwork.

The acts of God are thought of as receiving their 

meaning from his intention. An event may seem to have some 

meaning from the intentional human activity, but the real 

m^«^i^;ine is known when the intention of God is known. This 

is mmst admirably expressed in the following irmIImrSary on 

Psalm 22:

^Parraise Lost, Book IX, 11. 20 - 24. An 
excellent account of the way in which this view of the 
source of the a>tlet's inspiration shades into the view 
held by RomaaLSii ierotltit is to be found in Henri Peyre, 
"Literature rnd Somet?." (Yale RomaaSli Studies No. 9; 
New Haven: Yale UnSvirsiiy Press, 1963).
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Pr^lodal experience is to be found in this psalm and 
forms its basis, but the language ... so far 
transcends these limits that it carries a poignant 
sigtifioknor. The ptimaty illustraton of the ^0^- 
ist s world is found in his own history, a wider in 
that of his sufferidli nation whhlst the full msanidg 
of at least some of the verses can, only be found in 
an event which lay beyond the ertter's ken, but 
which the spirit of Chhlst that was in him did 
sig^iif^.1

The last srctlnd of this statement ma^es clear the 

dependence of the real meaning on the real Intention which 

is working through the human agent. This is als^o olrktly 

lrrd in the Olney hymns of kill lam Coiwipr. Here we read 

for example;

Deep in unfathomable mines 
Of never failing skill 
He treasures up his bright designs 
And works his lovreign will

Blind unbeeief Is sure to err 
And lOkn his work in vain, 
Cod is his own interpreter 
And he will make it tlald.

The question of Judging the work of art on a 

thenlniickl account is a difficult one. For in judging 

an intentional act one is Judging the agent. As in this 

case the agent is God to ^^e luoe a judgment is to onmmSt 

the sin of ttesumption.

There are two main ways out of this problem. The 

first is to say that no work of art for which God was 

responsible can be adversely judged. But then God is trs- 

•* -The Century Bible. Rev. Davison I * .A. (ed.)
(Edinburgh: T. * * . & E.C. Jack Ltd., not dated) 
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ponBible for everything so that there cannot be a bad work 

of art. This position terminates in the position of 

Leibniz. The second possible answer is to say that bad 

works of art are produced by the presumptuous intention of 

man.-his frustrates the intention of God. Then we are 

able to say that good art is produced by the intention of 

God and bad art is produced by the interfering intention of 
man.* 2

^This answer is suggested by a statement in R.W. 
Southern (ed. ) The Life of St. Anselm by Eadmer. (London: 
Nelson, 1962), p.59 Here Anselm says: Whhover tries to fall 
in with the will of others merits this reward from God < . 
. in that other life. . . . -But he who has despised the 
will of others and striven to fulfil his own, will have sen
tence of dtenaairn from that same Judge."

2A very similar account '■: given by Jung. The account 
we have suggested still leaves ? robl^e^ms, for it im^mes that 
God could not fuufil His intention, for it is frustrated by 
the efforts of man. We are then confronted with the prob
lems of evil, free will, predestination and so on.

Theooogical intentlonais^ is therefore intentiona- 

list in both interpretation and judgment of works of art. 

it first finds the meaning of such works by finding *1  the 

intention". it evaluates these works by evaluating this 

intention.

When we turn to examine Psychoooglcal intentional- 

ism we encounter a meehooooogical difficulty. There are at 

least two types of such a theory one of which corresponds 

to the psychology of Jung and one which follows the work of 

Freud. in spite of the critical use that has been made of 
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his 'fork, eud himself abstained from any large scale ev

aluative activity, preferring to offer interpretations. 

For this reason we confine ourselves to the criticism that 

is based on Jung. This criticism is both interpretative and 

evaluative.1 2 *

1Some notes on Freud will be found in Appendix 3.

2Thus we read in William K. Wimsatt and Cleanth 
Brooks, Literary Criticism.(New York: Alfred Kopf, 1962) 
p.234, a characterisation of Romanticism as: • . • a dis
association of the feeling and responding sides of human 
consciousness from the side of knowing and rational valuing. 
There were two directions in which the dissassoclation 
could move - toward the inspirations of the author, and 
toward the responses of his audience.

5 p.l. Luc a s, The Decline and Fall of the Romantic 
Ideal, (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1936) p. 277.

4Ibid. p. 101.

Psychological Intentionalism is descended from 

developments associated with the Romantic Movement. This 

movement was characterised by a reaction against the pre

dominance of reason. It sought to find a place for feel- 

Ing.*- As a result, the Study of the emotions was thought 

to be a large part of the critical activity. This involved 

also a study of the less rational part of the mind. Thus 

we read:

Romanticism was a liberation of the less conscious 
levels of the mind.

and also:

The essence of the revival was that it now became 
reasonable to be irrational . . . and the hatches 
of the unconscious were once more unbattened.4
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Part of the impetus that was given to psychoanal

ysis by Romma-lcism may bn explained by saying thct the 

poet fslS pa^Sictlclly ct Shis tma tha myytary of the 

of i-tpl^ctitn.1■ Ptychtl.r>gy bagins when the fccts 

of iutpilcticu cre gathered together into cu hjypothesis 

which explai—s tham.* 2 FrOT ttoeOTles come tha aoootttt

^h^ is shown with c wenlW of detaH by Peyra 
ou.c it. The m^8s,ary of inspirctlt- had of coursa baan 
felS before. Tteus ShjckespeEcra says: "The lurntic, the 
lover cud tha poet, Are of iiaaiIUtio— all co^acc", cud 
i— Pops we read: "True wits are near to madness sura cliee". 
I-sp lectio—al interests He behind the moder- movernmeUt of 
Sfrealimm. See ou this Herbert Read, "Surrealism cud the 
Romma-lc Fri-dple", in Shooer, Mias cnd Macces-ie, 
Celticism (NnwYor’k: Haacoout, Braca cud Co., 1948), e.g. 
p. 98: “Wh^t the SureaCist doas assert is the imatstbbl- 
ity of arteuoiug c work of crS by tha otntclout exercise 
of Scle-ts".

2 Thus i— F.L. Lucas op, cit. p. 277 we read: "The 
advantage of tha Freudian viaw>d—t was thct it lUked 
together various chamcealstics of Romma-lcism • . • thct 
had OitOsltt snnmsd crbiSrcry cud disco-nected."

of artistic creation. Jung's theory, which we will now 

examine, was one such.

Jung maCntains thct tha inspircSicn by which tha 

writer is moved is cu expression of the ctllscSles uuotu— 

scious. The theory of crS hn builds into Shis theory of 

psychic eruptions follows our account ff inSs-titnal1st 

logic. The work is looked on as the res^lS ff c purposive 

activity:

Tiers are works . . . that proceed whhoiy from tha 
author's Intentions cud resolve to produce Shis 
or thct sffsct. . . . Other crt works . . . flow 
morn m less spontaneous and perfect from tha
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artist’s pen. ... 'These works positively impose
themselves on the author: his hand is siezed and his 
pen wited things that his mind perceives with 
amazmmnt. . . . He is overwhelmed with a flood of 
thoughts and images which it was never his alm to 
beget and which his will would never have fashioned.
• . .He can only obey the apparently foreign im
pulse. . . . His work is greater than himseef and 
has a power over him that he is unable to corn^am.1

The Collective Unconscious works purposively 

through man. Thus the critic Neumaini, who has adopted the 

system of Jung wites:

The transpersonal can express itself only through 
the medium of man and takes form in him through 
creative processed

in the theory of Jung "the meaning" of the work 

of art can only be known when "the intention" of the 

C elective Unconccilus is known. Traditionally the ins

piration had been thought to be a rnysstry.3 On the basis 

of Jung's work one can say more definitely what "the 

meaning" of inspired works is. Kus Neumann says: 

Unconscious forces break through in the artist 
w^en the archetypes are. strivng to be bom into 
the light of the woold.

These archetypes express the fUndamaeCally human

1"0n the Relation of Anaytical Psychology To 
Poetic At," in Eliseo Vivas and Murray Kinger, Problems 
of Aeesheeics, (New York: RlnehEurt and Co., 1953) 
p. i09.

2Erich N^um^nc, At and the Creative *UncooceLoiB. 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1959) P* 37

3lt was usually given a divine attribution.

^Neumann op 0 -t. p. 9^
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and mist be continually reasserted through historical 

change. It is for this reason that an artist who is a good 

medium for the Collective Unconscious to use, is so impor

tant. For:

He expresses and gives form to the future of his 
epoch.1

On this theory of "the meeming" of inspiration it 

is quite easy to construct a theory of value. Those works 

of art which are produced through the medium of the artist, 

without his Interference, are great and significant ones. 

Those which the artist consciously tries to produce are 

le ss good. The theory of value in art is summed up by the 

foilowing quotation:

Jung rests his theory of art on the distinction 
between problem solving art . . . and spontaneous 
art. . . . The only way we can speak of intention 
in this case is if we mean it to refer to a supra
personal intention. If the artist cannot let the 
forces of autonomous creativity flew through him 
he produces contrived art. ... In conrast, 
great art exhibits the intention of an appsa’ently 
foreign impulse that uses the artist and cannot 
be controlled by him.2

This is very similar to the answer that was given

by the Thhooogical Intentiordist. Conscious activity 

frustrates the superior intention of the supra-individual 

person. At, therefore, is interpreted and evaluated in 

intentional terms. It is necessary to know "the intention"

iNeumann op. cit. p. 9 4

^Richard Kulms, "Criticssm and the Problem of Inten
tion”, Journal of Philosophy.Vol.LVII (January, I960) p. 11.
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of the work of rrt before we can know "the aoanlng". It is 

necessary to know whhther rrt was produced by the Suprr- 

Intention of the Go01rctivr Unsonsclout before it can be 

evaluated highly. Only when the artist lets this Intention 

work is great rrt produced^

MeraDheBScal Intent!onrisgm is of the same type as 

Thhpoodleal Intentional!so. It was most ort>nounird as r 

critical theory during the RommnSii period. At this trne, 

the view of nature as r static set of things with r passive 

role was tupertrdrd by the view that nature was activated 

by r process that "rolls through rli things”. 'This actlva- 

tUmg process was thought ff in many different ways. Some 

thought of it as God, some as the aa01vr power of man's 

mind, some as r demiurge principle. It is with the irst 

view that we are concm'ned,2

In this sort of Isiesiitsaitsm, works of art become, 

as Shelley puts it:

Episodes of that-cycllc poem wwittes by time on the 
ammaoriet of

The MeraaOhyilial prl^niioir conforms to the logic we

1Tius in Neumann op, clt. we read of Cheagal: "The 
unity and force o^ conviction in his pictures are rn expre
ssion of the obedience with which he accepts the intention 
of his unconscious.”

2one example of this view is Marxism. Some notes 
on this will be found in Appendix 4.

5j. Shawvrost (ed.), £1^1^'s Literary rnd , Phil
osophical Criticism, (London: H. Frowde, 1909) p. 140.
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The Meeaahhsical tridoitlr conforms to the logic we 

have suggested for Intent tonal Iep. Wofks of art are thought 

to result from purposive acts which express a mpsatidg. The 

purposive nature of this ptidoiplr ls revealed in the fol

lowing statements by Hegel:

The spiitltukL idea revels, expaiates, .... leethel, 
fetsents, distorts, disfigrures, enrekv(ou?l by the 
diversity, htgenell and splendour ... to raise the 
natural phrdLnmedk to the spiritual level.1

and (of reality) he says that it is:

The idoessadt forward march of the absolute, of 
Spilt, of God.* 2

^Hegel op. cit. p. 321

2Ibid, p. 321 

^Knox op. cit. p. 82

The purpose that rum through life is this reality. 

It expresses itself, among other teidis, in art. Conse

quently it may be looked on as the agent producing art. 

"The mmaning” of the work of art is known when "the inten

tion” of this suprapersonal agent is known. Examppes of 

the belief in the derivation of meratlng from the &ipra- 

Putpnlr are easily found. Thus is repn!tted to

have said:

A* t is the first maarne} rlatlnd of the absolute; it 
is the sensible expression of truth.-

and:

Mulc rnrl not merely mmanfest the Ideas, ... it
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is a direct egression of the wiil.l

it is this feeling of purposivenesi that moves

Shelley to say:

Poets are the hierophants of an untpprahanOeO 
inspiration: the mirrors of the gigantic shadows 
which futurity casts upon the present; the words 
which express what they understand not, . . . the 
trumpets which sing to battle and know not what 
they inspire, the influence which is moved not 
but moves/

Needdess to say all personal intentions and meanings 

are absorbed into the higher meaning of the meaaphhsilcal 

mm earning:

The higher truth of art conn^ts ... in the 
spiritual having attanied sensuous form adequate 
to its essence. ... The spi-rih has to develop 
through a series of stages which conns^-tute its 
very life. To this universal evolution there cor
responds a development of the process of art under 
the form of which the spirit, as artist, attains to 
a compleh(assirn of its own meaning.*

*Knox or. c it. p. 150

^Shawcross op. cit. p. 159

^Hegel op. cit. p. 320 

4ibid. p. 311-2

it is easy to see that that art will be great in 

which the intention of the Sipra-Person succeeds in best 

expressing itself. That art will be good because it 

expresses the meeaphysieal principle. Thug Hegel says: 

Sprit only is the true essence and content of the 
woold, so that whhtever is beauuiful is truly 
beauuiful only whon it partakes of the higher 
essence and is produced by it.^
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Further he says*

^He^l op. cit. p. 315

Truly real Is but the fundamental essence and the 
underlying substance of nature and sir It, and 
the universal element in nature and in spirit is 
precisely what art accentuates and visible.!

Once again art can only be understood by finding 

"the totention" and can only be evaluated in^far as that 

intention, and the degree of its fulfillment are known.

We consider now individual Intentionalim. It will 

be recalled that there were two varieties of this - StiUcr 

gc hung and .Personal Intentional im. We take these in turn.

Stilforschung is of interest to us because theor

ists who adopt this method deny the contention of Profes

sors Beardsley and Wimsatt that evidence of intention is 

always external evidence. They agree with our earlier 

point that intentions are known as much from their execu

tion as from other evidence the author mey give us.

The Stiioorschung critic mmintains that the work 

of an artist is continuous with his life. Further they 

maintain that “the mmaning" cannot be known unless "the 

intention" is known. They differ from usual intentiona- 

lists in that they maintain that much can be found out 

about the artist's life and his intention on the evidence 

of the work alone. The following statement of the alms 

and methods of Stiioorcchung critcesm brings out this
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point very clearly:

The aim of the method 1b to discover the "psychic 
forces responsible for the stylistic peculiarities 
of the work. This is accompfshed by mceans of the 
philological cercle" , ... a careful reading and 

re-reading of the text until the p^t^v^li^^i^-tieB of 
structure and style impress themselves upon the 
reader, the gentralisitg of these traits and the 
relatnig of them to the artist's psyche. • . . The 
work of art is regarded as an expressive systmm • • 
• The search for intentions does not demand that 
there be confirming information about the artist's 
psychic predispositions in letters and contemporary 
Journals, but simply that the mind behind the work 
be taken as part of the work. . . . The mind is in 
the work, i$ the work. . . . Thus the school of 
stylistics finds the intention of the author in 
his expressive conduit, l.e. in the work itself.1

Although many would affirm the connection of the

work with the author they would worm er how such a connec

tion can provide evidence of the connexion between inten

tion and meaning when it mist be found in the work alone. 

To understand how this is so, it is necessary to under

stand the importance of "style".

The artist expresses a meaning in the work which 

represents his attHude to life. This atti^ude is often 

thought to egress itself in style:

The man himssef, as he is himssef, appears in style. 
. . . Human idiosyncracy is thus the explanation of 
style. . . .Style is the mmn.2

^Kulucs, QP, cit. pp. 3-9.

2coomaraswamt, op cit. p. 39*  For a brilliant use 
of the concept of style see "The Mooes if Michelangelo in 
Sigmund Freud, The Standard Eitioc .f the GomaPetn Psy
chological Works, ed. J. Stra-chey (26 Volumes; Landin: The 
Hogarth Press, 1961), Vol. XIII, p. 222. A similar idea
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SomeShing of the same idea is expressed by MaC-
rcux:

Styles are significctii—t. . . , They imposs c meaning 
on eistal experience.!

Thn StliLtorceha—g SOsorissS would claim ShcS each 

artist has cu aSSiuuds to life (which he will intend to 

express cud which will be "the mmaniug" of his wocne). -hnn 

the pectiUcr sSyls is know- "ths meaniug" will ba k-own.2

Thn value procedure ShcS is used i— Stiioorschu—Lg 

will clso be daps—dant ou "the i-Ss-tic—i" bai—g known.

of Style is found in BA pp. 222 - 7. Thus on p. 222 we 
read: "Style can be defined • . . a3 • . . the recurrent 
feature of . . . texture of meeaiing."

1-Andre Maaraux, "Style", in 'sitz op. cit. . p. 261
73.

2fhe connection between style and the individual 
view is expressed, unwittingly one believes, by Professor 
Beardsley. There is one particular passage in which he 
slips into a way of talking that connects the style com
pletely to the man. Thus he uses such expressions as: 
*The richness of larger stylistic differences; between Ber
trand Russell and Wlliim Faulkner, Sir Thomas Browne and 
George Santayana, or Karl Marx and Caaiyie." On p. 225 
he makes a pecuuiar correction: ".hether the style of
Ernes Hemingway, Jowwtt's Plato ... is really the man 
does not concern us; but the speaker of the work reveals 
himself . . . partly through style."

The only difference between Professor Beardsley and 
the Stiioorchhumg theorist is that Professor Beardsley 
does not want to'” call the speaker of the work the author. 
It would be interesting to know, therefore, why he refers 
to different styles by the name of the stylist. Farther 
his reason for not wir^nting to attribute the work to the 
dramatic sneaker is that often the dramatic speaker is not 
the author". The Stlfoorcchung theorist would. presumably 
claim that even when the dramatic speaker is not the 
author, the attiuude of the author can still be found in 
the work.
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Once the author's intention is known it can be evaluated. 

^rt^r to w^i_l be tossible to ascertaid wtwther it

has been oatrird out with the maximum ronnnpy. It may be 

that the style will show contradictory intentions at work, 

or that the artist was unable to express himself with 

fluency. The ideal situation is that in which all the 

poetic details are relevant to the ldfertcd general inten

tion. A.1 the details of technique, idea, attUude mist 

be in accntdanoe with the peratidg the artist is expressing. 

StllLnoaoehung is therefore an ldtrntint^.list 

theory. It is, furthermore, an intrdtnonalSp that abides 

by the ’equi-r^mt of Non-idtedtindkl 1 am. . that we

should confine ourselves to the work. The Stllforcchung 

critic would ppantaid that:

The antecedent intention of the artist which is 
not onprmndlablr through his kOonp)Pilhmentl is 
just as irrelevant as the antecedent intention 
to make money by selling the work of art on its 
colptlrion.!■

For all that it is interested in "the intention" 

of the artist, StllOorchhldli intent ionaUsp is still inter

ested in an intention that is largely inferred. &uch an 

idtedti.nd could be denied by the author. If this happened, 

the StllOorcchlmg critic could either withdraw his clap 

or claPs that the author really had that intention. ‘This 

is certainly the answer that would be given, for the

1Adlrrw D. Ushenk0, The 07^13 Pcs of Art, (Bloom
ington: Indiana Unnweslty Press, 1953) p. 57.
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Stllforscher would assert quite categorically that: 

We are concerned with the Intention of the work 
in the proper artistic sense of Intention: what 
the work sustains as a certain kind of experience.
• • • the artistic intention may or may not be 
what the maker was aiming at.-

Thls is consistent with a Stllfarschung criticism 

but at the same time could be a type of psychological int

entional ism. Stllforschung criticism should therefore be 

thought of as holding an intermediate position somewhere 

between impersonal and personal intentlonalism. The true 

personal intentlonalism, which we are now to examine, will 

always accept the professed Intention of the artist as 

"the intention". This acceptance will of course be limi

ted by knowledge of lies, deceit, mistakes and unconscious 

intentions.

It is difficult to find examples of anyone holding 

the theory of Personal Intentlonalism in a plausible form. 

Usually when it is held at all It is held as part of some 

more general critical position that also is interested in 

psychological Intentional ism. Further when the theory has 

been held it has been maintained in an implausible form. 

It is this form that is attacked by Professors Beardsley 

and Wlmsatt and the Non-Intentlonalists.1 2

1 Kuhns op, cit. p. 22

2Such a position is also attacked by Intentlonalists. 
Thus in Leslie A. Feildler, "Archetype and Signature",

From our own point of view it matters little
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any one has held r reasonable Intent tonal 1st theory 

in the trntr of being interested in personal lntrnttons. 

What we w^nt to know is whether r consistent Personal 

Intent tonall cm could be f,ormuCatrd. If this is possible 

the theory will have the same logic as all other sorts of 

Intentionalism. It will m^ri^t^jain thrt the work of art is 

rn act of expression, thrt its meaning crn mly be known 

when "t^he intention" of the author is known and that eval

uation is performed by reference to "the intention".

It is of cnurse quite permissible to assume that 

some works of rrt are the result of rn activity. Some

times we cannot help assuming the intentional nature of 

r work of art. We have already come across Fry's ttrie- 

melSi:

In our reaction to the work of art . . . there is 
crss<clousnett of ourotte • . . rnd the recognition 
of this purortr is ... rn rtsrnnial part of the 
aesthetic Judgment proper.1

"The aoaning,‘ of this work is the meaning thrt was 

intended. We mist find this intention either directly, by 

asking the author ot con ssil ting his works, or by rn act of 

Inference based on the work rnd our knowledge of its brck- 

ground as r eitttrlirl fact. T^Jls intention is tested by 

finding out everything we crn about the author and 

Sewwnee.Review. Vol. LX, 0952) p. 259 we read: "it is be- 
ccutr the old line Blo^apphst fails to connect his facts 
with the works they ' presumably liictircir that he is r brd 
critic - not because he dm so connect them.

^Fry, on, clt. p. 30
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about the conddtions of his time,

Judgment of this intended work will have two aspects, 

me will evaluate the intention and say whhther it was worth 

having, and we will also evaluate the execution of the 

intention.

Thus once we have assumed that the work of art is

the result of the act of an agent who knew what he was doing

then an enquiry in the aged's intention is quite appropri

ate if we are to know what 'the meaning” is. it is not only 

conistent to enquire after ''the intention” when we have 

assumed that the author intended his work, it is obligatory. 

This is because an act can only be evaluated by finding out 

the intention o^ its author.

From our axtmiIn.tIon of the various forms of int

ent ional ism we are entitled to conclude that they all look 

upon the work of art as an act of an agent. They all say 

that "the meeaiing” of such a work can only be known when 

"the intention” is known. Further the work can be evaluated 

only by evaluating "the intention” and its execution.

We have also seen that there is far more to inten- 

tiontlim than would be expected frcmi a reading of the work 

of typical Non-intentioMt118ti. it is very dangerous to 

talk simply of "intentional!sm". Any full consideration 

of intentiona-ist critCcsm can only come after it has 

been seen that intentional iim is a theory with many differ

ent axeTImllI3ICa■tirni. For intentionalim^ to be de^at with
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fairly all the various assumptions that lie behind these 

exemplification, must be examined.



APPENDIX II 

the ORIGINS OF NON-INTENTIONALISM

It is quite obvious that the proponents of Non

Intent ionalism have thought of themselves as leading a 

reaction against Romaniicism. Thus:

It is not so mich a historical statement as a defini
tion to say that the Intentional Fallacy was a 
RomaUc one.1

1gW p. 277

2£A p. 225

and:

"The style is the man" gets us nowhere, unLess it 
perhaps sends us off in the wrong direction 
roma^tt-cizin^g biographically about the wiier.* 2

The implication is that because Intentional ism is 

Ro!nantic it is wrong. In fact Professors Beea’dsley and 

Wiimaat are not attacking Romanticilm but certain excesses 

of RonmaHclm that led to an unproductive form of criti

cism. Romanticim allows practices which can be easily 

abused. It lent itself to an excess of biographical 

scholarship that was not made relevant to the work, but 

which was aioowed to stand as a barrier of footnotes and 

annotations between the reader and the work. Thus towards 

the end of the RomUc period scholarship had become:

The comppltely o^^^1^^io^less and direction
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less relativism, ... the total passive comprehen
sion of everything ever written, which inevitably- 
led later to mere factualism, to the indiscriminate 
0^C^l^er<^a^:ion of information about anything, anytime

The reaction against Romantic excesses maaifested 

itself in Formalism which was the quUntessence of the 

Tweanteth Century reaction to Rommanic Critical theory.

Formalism may be dated from the formation in the 

Russia of 1917 of The Society of the Study of Poetic Langu

age. The alms of this society are expressed thus by

Professor Bruford:

The Fonnmllsts attacked the biographical, sociological 
and philological methods of studying literature . . . 
malntlining that they all neglected the speeificaLly 
literary element in literature, the handling of words. 
... To understand and appreciate the text hhe critic 
should study not the biography of the witer or the 
genius of the work, . . . not only is the literary 
persona.ity different from the persomaity of the 
author in everyday life, but his work, however realis
tic, is thoroughly unreliable as history. ... On the 
positive side the Foc^nmllsts drew attention to the 
medium with which the wwiter works, wookIs, and tried 
to build up a theory of literature on a purely lingui
stic basis.2

This pure theory of literature lacked social appli

cation and the Foc^nmllsts fell into disfavour with the 

IfiW p. 60. See also the reactions to excessive 
scholarship in G.M. Trevelyan, Recreations of a Historian, 
(Edinburgh: Nelson, 1919) and L.C. Knl-ghhs, ”How Many 
Chhldren had Layd MaaBBth’* in Exxloc■atiots (London: Chatto 
& Windue, 19^6).

2tf.H. Binford, Literary Interpretation in Germany, 
(Cjanbbidge: Cammbidge Press), 1952 p. 6 - 3.
This book gives an excellent account of the origins of 
Formmlism, an account which we have largely followed.
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foatistl• Refugees took the sovepsnt to Czechonlovakla 

where it united with a onm)Ektind sovc^i^pe^^, Le Ccrcle 

LingiUiste de Prague. The founder of this group, Jan Mukkr- 

ovsky trparkrr of its aims:

'V are not interested in the connection between the 
work and its author, or brterrd the external reality 
and the subject of the poes. We look upon the work 
of art as something existing in his own right.1

1dted in Binford, op. cit., p. 11

^ormaHim was introduced quite early into England 
by ^y and Beei. It also interested Forster as may be lrrd 
froos his article "A^n^^n^Sit^", in The Hogarth Essays, (New 
York: Doran and Co., 1928). The relatoms between Fry, Bell 
and Fooster are explored in JK. Johnstone, The Bl oomsbury 
Group. (London: Seeker and Waburg, 1954).

Out of this citoLr coses Weeiek who Imported the 

Formsalst setenr to Amdiok and had a great deal of influ

ence on Professors Beardsley and Wiisat.-t. 2

The growth of NonnInnentlnnallss is of interest in 

that it enables us to classify NonnInnentlnnall8S as a 

type of Fonmalst theory. When doing this, en1eevvr, we 

should remember that the most ttnplnrnt NontIIttrtiondaLst, 

Professor Beardsley, is not a Formsllst. At the same til me 

one suspects that he should be, for he ooncennratel his 

attention on objective features of the artefact. in addi

tion, his account of Aeethetic Experience has rrsepbladcrl 

to that given by Fry and Bed. One often feels that some 

of Professor Beratldley, s work would be sore oopfontkbly 

expressed in forsa^st t^rm.
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One .t^or should be noted ae giving an

to Son^tUen^onaMm. Often the wsrnJ.n^.n lf 

the wlter's pri^vate Mm exceeds the limits nf gnnd t^e. 

NalcInCtnChoncals't8 seek ti avoid this.!

1 Intentilnaaishs have often felt the lack of gnd
taste that is apparent Ln some prrctLtloners of intentiona- 
lim. Tiue in Jung, op. cit. p. 165 we read: "A slight 
touch of scandal often flavours a biography but a little 
mom becomes a nasty inQulsihiveness, a catastrophe of good 
taste. Our interest ... Ls diverted from the work of 
art and gets lost in the labyrinthine confusion of psychic 
preconCiiilns.1 11



APPENDIX III

FREUD AND HIS RELATION TO INTEN'TIONALISM

We have already noticed how Freud's work enables the 

rrt critic to discover unsuspected and lamortant mmanIngs In 

the work. We need to Indicate how Freud's view of art means 

that these mmanIngs are related to rn Intention.

Freud viewed the work of art as connected to the 

psychic life of rn artist. It was also r revelation of the 

urges rnd drives of that otyihr. Thus he says:

Ptychoansa.y sis can supply some information that 
cannot be arrived at by any other means, and thus 
draoontrate how connecting threads In ''the wvrrir't 
amaterplrce" spread between the instinctual endow- 
aeeSs, the experiences rnd the works of rn rrtist.3-

"The intention" rnd "the ^^ea^ilng" are thought to be 

connected. Thus Freud says:

To discover his intention ... I mist first find 
out the content rnd meaning of wtot is represented 
in his work; I m^us;, in other words, be able to 
interpret lt.2

The connection between m meaning and intention is best

136

IfYeud, op. dt. Vol. XIII, p. 212.

2Ibld. Vol. XIII p. 212. See cIso iTiliirg op. clt. 
p. 47: "We recall that Freud told us that the meaning of r 
dream is its intention and we may rttcmr that the meaning 
of r drama is its lstrstits too. The Jones research under
takes to tell us what it was that Shakespeare intended about 
Haameet"
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grasped by citing an example of Freud’s analytic method 

when confronted with a work of art.1 In writing of Stephen 

Sweig’s 7ierundzvanzig Stunden als dem Leben einer Frau. 

Freud says:

This little masterpiece ostensibly sets out to show 
what an Irresponsible creature woman is. . . . But 
the story tells far more than that. If it is sub
jected to an analytic interpretation it will be 
found to represent something quite different. . . .
It is characteristic of the nature of artistic creation 
that the author was able to assure ne , , . that the 
interpretation which I had put to him was completely 
strange to his knowledge and Intention, although some 
of the details woven into the narration seemed ex
pressly designed to give a clue to the hidden secret.2

Freud believed that his work was directed toward ln< 

creasing the understanding of the work by Interpretation. 

He was not concerned with value. Yet his work lends it

self easily to an evaluative use. From the statement that 

the artist is expressing his unconscious life it is but a 

short step to the assertion that the expression of uncon

scious drives is good. Thus it might be said that great 

art springs from the desire to sublimate repressions. This 

will be an unconscious intention. Where the skill is lack

ing and this Intention cannot be fulfilled then the work

1Some Indication of Freud’s attitude to art Is
given in Ernest Jones, Sigmund Freud, (Three Volumes; Lon
don: The Hogarth ress, 1957>, Tol« P» ' -• “e says:
"When he . . . (Freud) . . . was deeply moved by a work of
art he could not rest until he had made every effort to
find out what had moved him, and what had moved the artist
to produce that particular work.

2Freud, op. cit, /ol XIII, p. 191*
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of art will bn unfavourably evaluated. WhoSher SOis is c 

type of value ^O^aory cs■tuclly used or —o’, it does ct 

lscsS sesm atlsslbls to srsct c consists—t miS.hae of an 

evaluation ou SOe basis of SOe work of Fraud.



appendix iv

MARXIST INTENTIONALISM

in Marxism the Da a ectlo Process Ls thought to be 

the Supra - Process responsible for the expression of the 

social purpose in art. Thus Leon K?nhEkt says:

The old literature and culture were expressions of 
the nobleman . and the bureaucrat and were based on 
the peasant!

A similar expression of this idea occurs in the

work of C^h’istopeer Caauddeei:

The contradiction herh was the driving force of Cap- 
italSsm finds its expression again and again in 
Shsaceapeare's tragedies.~

He also says:

Art is the product of society. . . . The crLtOcSsm 
of art ... contains a social 0lmppncnn. ... 
Them Ls only one sound sociology herh lays bare 
the general, active relation of the iinrollgical 
products of soeciety with one another - elshlrLcal 
aarerirlisa. Historical aarerirlSsa Ls therefore 
the basis of this study.

Evaluation of art Ls always in terms of how weei

t^he Diaaectio Process Ls able to express itself. This 

will be known through the social role that a ea* tLcrlrr

^Leon Trotsky, Literature and RevoluUiln. (Ann Ab or: 
Un Caver lty of Michigan Press, i960), p. lTL

2CCeistopeer Canldve^, (Clhistoeher St. John S^rigg) 
Illusion and Realty. (London: McMillan,1937), p. 77.

3 p. xiv.

189
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work of art plays, for:

from the point of view of an objective historical 
process, art, is always a social servant and his
torically utilitarian.1

iT’Otsky on. cit. p. 179.
2Ibid. p. 230.

^See for example the following statement from The 
Times Literary Supplement, February 16, 1962: ’’Above all 
Marxism has anchored the work of art, however private, or 
lyric its mode, to the live context of history or locale. 
We take such an anchorage for granted and ascribe it to that 
general historization of sennibility which marks the 19th 
century. We consider the Maaxist axiom of the sociaL, temp
oral conditions of art, as one derived from that mom gen
eral revolution of insight which is at work in Hesel as wee.1 
as in Miiceeet, Taine or Maaaulay. No doubt this is true. 
Nenenrheles8, it is the Maoist method and tone that has 
made available to critccism an exact, discriminating manip
ulation of historical values. Mich of what is most string
ent and most solid in contemporary literary critccssm - in 
the work of Edmmd Wilson, of Lionel Trilling, of L.C. 
KLighhs, or of Jean-Paul Sartre - is inseparable from the 
Maaris. sense of the rootedness of art in the poHticd, 
economic and class circumstance. Many of the jueetions that 
seem, just now, to be worth asking - what kind of audience 
did Sophocles or Shhakespeare write for? Jhat are the links 
between the evolution of mo^i^irn money relations and modern 
arose fict^n? - spring directly from a chaaacceeistic 
Mar^xj^'t awareness of the lines of thought that bind the art 
to audience and individual talent to social and poHtica! 
tradition.”

Thus Trot sky says:

Diring the pericd of the revolution only that art 
which promooes the consolidation of the workers in 
their struggle against exploitation is necescary 
and progressive.* 2

The effect of the Maaxist theory of art is to make the crit

ic more aware of the genetic causes of the work.3 Tiis

inHtles us to clam at least a family resemblance between

it and other Intent ton^ll^'t theories.
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